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Preface

The purpose of-the Post-Seconda Institutions Facilities Inv= I.. £_._.0,ratin Manual is
to explain the computer system,used to make a facilities in ory and to give the

. ,

syltem's procedures for both,setting up ap inventdry and keeping urrent. The Facili-
ties Services Divisiton of the Ministry-6i Education, in conjunct ith a B.C. Colleges

.'
Task Forch compiled the manual. Members of.,the task'force, all long exwience in

+the pl 1ing and nagement of physical facilities in pOst-seconda. -.UcationAi institu-
tions., were Riche Smyth, 13.C.' Institute of Technology; James Whatmóre, Pacific
Vocational Institut Alan Smith, Capilano College; and' GeOrgfi.Gowiland, Okanagan
College. The titsk force received valuable assistance in develeping the inventory system
from Dr.- Walter Whttamaniuk of the .office of analytical studies at Simon Fraser
univqrsity.

, A /

,.,

The Ministry of .eukcaticin in compiling the Facilities Inveptory Operatihg Manual drew

..-.
.

upon information in the Millet Ed cation Facilities Inventory and Classification
Procedures Manual, publish04, by ehe U'. Office of Education in 1968 and relAsed by the
National Centre for.,HIgher Education anagemept Systems at the Western Interstate Com-
mission for Higher ,Education (WICHE1, and would like to thank the publishers for
permission to reprint .from their t . The facilities inventory system became fully
operational in p.c. post-secondary Xtitutions on October 1, ws. '

J

41.

Shuttleworth.
Facilit4es Services Division.
Ministry of Education.

Government of British Columbia.
Parliament Buildings.'
Victoria, D.C. 4_
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SECTION i

Introduction to the Facilities Inventory CO6puter System

a'

The facilities inventories of,all Colle§es and institutes in B.C. are stored on a compu-
ter master file. The oomputer systems usedifor (i) ooding the.facilities information,
(ii) feeding the ihfortiation'Anto_the computer and /(iii) taiang'information from the
computer are summarized below. The,iummary gives.an/overview of the inventory recording
system befq6 loRking at it in greater detail. ** .

1.1. Codeli'ables

Facilities information,or data must be coded before it can be put into the computer..
Tw6 types of COde tables are ubed to do the coding: Universal Code Tables and Dis-
cretionary Code Tables,

Univrsal Code Tables oontaih codea for facilities information that is universal 9r
,common to all institutions sudh as types of space or space fOnqpions. A table entry
consists of a oode value (a,number, or number-lette*f coMbinatióh) and a, correspon-
ding clear language,description, 110 .Classroom. Universal dode/Tables are
listed in thissmanual.

Discretionary Code Tables, contain items that are unique It6 indiVidued/ colleges suchi
as the name Of a campus/ or the particular buildings on that campus. Since Discre-.
tionary Code Tables apply only to ind#vidual inatitutions; the'institutions them-
Selves must make up these tablea. Directions and forms are provided. Once the
instttution registers their discretionary code tables with the womputer, they
request a print out of the tables from the computer td use When ooding their space
inventories.

.
,

PThese two types of oode tables must be stored in the computer. Universal Code Teibles
ate the ministry's responsibility; it puts the tables into 61e compdter and notifies
lithe institutions of an changes to them. Oiscretionary Code pables, on the other
hand, are the responsibility of each institution, which must initially make Up thecode sheets, send the code sheets to the computer, and keep the codes updated,
notifying the computer of any changlas.to them.

i

1.2. ElataEntreetS-sagella.
IP
% ,e

t
.

t1
,Data Entry ghfets are the forms on which coded facilities information is recorded

and fed into f.).11e computer to create the Space-Data File for a given institdte. Uaing
the 'code tables and relevant facilities documents such as0Buirding floor plans,
.institutions list their facilities space by apace, floor 4 floor And buildinglby

, building on these aheets. The gpace Data.File is the inventory of all spaceavithin
an' institution. The Master File is the inventory of spaces within all the
institutions in B.C. 41.

....
,

a"Besides being used to recordpthe initial inventory, Data Entry Sheets are also used
for updating. A space inventory, like any invent'ory, changes and to keep t* space
file current it must be periodically updated.

Data Entry Sheetd consist of lines and headed columns. An individual room or, space
is put on each line, and the columns or groups of columns give a separate Piece of
ingormation about that space, for example, it's area, function or usejatio. Detail-.

ed procedures are given herein on how to fill out the columns and-where/to loglivforthe needed information.
I

Nor

p.

0
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When'sending Data Entry Sheets to the computer two additional forms must accbmpany

them: a Batch Control Sheet and A Run'tRequest Neet. A Batch Control Sheet must be

attached.to each batch of not more than 10 Dat.t8hests; its 'function is to control

thq numtKr.of Data Sheets. A Run RequestiSheet gives the keypunch operator details

about the job and what the institution is requesting the computer to do.

Each space record on a Data Entry Sheet is edited by the oomputer. Only those rec-

ords that_pasS the edit test ai'm registered in the Master File; those that fail are

rejected ahd must pdh resubmitted with the mistAkes corrected before they will be

accepted by the coquter: It should be npted that the.computer is progtammed to de-

tect only.some errors7 other errors it.is unable to catch. Therefore, much of the'

responsibility f-or us accurate, Master File rests with the institutions taking'care

to correctly code their.faCilities data.

After the institutions have submitted a'biatch(es) of Data Entry Sheets, will

leceive back from the computer (i) a pre-edit, the ter-punched list of all space

records they have submitted, (ii) an edit-update, a- list pointing out which records

have bpen rejected and the redton, and (iii) a post edit, a check to see if prerated

spaces (discussed later) add up to 100%. Rejected records must be corrdcted and re-.

submitted on a new Data ErrtrY.Sheet., The oompater will again send back to the insti-

tution the'three edit printouts on the resubmissions letting .them know if everything

is now-correct.

1.3. Printout Reports

The code tables (the Oniversal Code Tables irOm the ministry and the Discretionary

CAde !Tables from the institutions) and the Data Entry Sheet space records make up

the input into the computer. Output is plOduced from this 'input in the form of

Printout which detail, correlate And summarize the facilities information. Two main

categories printouts are available: Detail. Reports and Summary Reports. Requests

for,reports a made on.Run.Request Sheetg.

A Detailed Reports a e intended .primarily as a working tool for institutions and will

not normally be re ired by tile minist6. These reports can be very ngeful in the

day to day administ tion of the* institution furnishing detailed information that

will aid in scheduling spaces 'and in managing telephones, maintenance and security.

Dailliiled reports can also-be useful in analysing the use and allocation of facili-

, ties and in planning for future facilities needed..There are-four Detail Reports:

Report A: %fives a.complete'list of the institutions space file

-

Report B: is a simplified version' giving only%1the,information relevant to'the

/management of space

Report C: lista separately the.spaces attributed to each administrative unit

Report D: groups all similar spaces within each separate butading.

Summary Reports are intended primarily for the ministry and its Advisory Councils to

provide them with information to help make financial decisions on a consistent and

equitable b;asis. Institutions; h.m.ever, may.also find summaries useful. The summar-'

ies are divided .1..nto two series, an E-Series awe an F-Series.

The E-Series relates sPace:typei to the functions whiph they 'serve, givinV the num-

ber of spades and their total square footage. The -F-Series relates space types to-""--

th educational programs which they accommodate, 4iving the number of spaces and

their total square' footaget_.;...-

ft
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1.4.Institutiods Inventory Responsibilities

.ReviewZng the introduction, this is wtlat the oomputer inventory.system requires of
the individual institution:

1.4.1: The institution should be thoroughly familiar with the facilities inventory
comp4er system as it is explained'in this manual, knowing what has to be put
into thd computer and what can be taken from it.

1.4.2. Most .institutionle in B.C. hAVe initially recorded their facilities inven-

tories on:the MAter File. The main jOb, thefrefore, will be to ipaifitain or

keep the inventory current. BeSides major chimges to the inventories such as
adding or deleting,buildings .or sections oewbuildings, change* in a space's-

size, user or function or in any other of its information categories on the
ICData Entry Sheet must be registered with the computer.

When should inventories be updated?'As an absolute minimum the facilities 4n-
Ventory must be- brought. completely up to date at least once every year.
November 30th is recommended. It is stronglyirecommended, however, that in-
ventbry taking will be much simplified if it is Perfdrmed as an ongoin4ro4-
tine: Major additions to or deletions frau the inventory should be passed .to
the Master File at regular intervals, for,examplei monthly or quarterlye,

1.4.3. What is required, to i4ecord facilities information:

(a) The manual for directions

(b) Code Tables

-.Universal Code Tablesfin ttiis manual
Discretionary Code Tables (computer printout Tables LiRt)

If additions, deletlions, or changes are being made to the tables you will

need the appropriate code table sheetS.

(c) Data Entry Sheets and to send in with them Batch Control Sheets and-Run
Request Sheets

p. :14

*-(d) Printout Report A showing thforiginals record of the spaces is required
if *pace records are being deleted or'6hanged.

2
(e) Building floor plans as well as using agency records, and any other

facilities related documents are :required to supply' inventory
-

information.

1.4.4. Respond promptly to the computer's rejection of any incoKreRtlf- coded space
records that have been sumitted, Make the necessary correctiOns and resubmit
the records.

1.4.5. Know What printouts are available and request the ones most useful for manag-
p in41, and f aking decisions.

414.

***
4
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Universa
the/ "mini

that,are ed
'aglg deOcriptipufe

t
r

iqiUniversl Cdde Tables

, 4-

an Maintainin Facilities Inventor

SECTION .2

,a

On versed:Code Applicatiorfa:
."7' I. 4 4

- Institution - each institution
-$ 1,

14 ,

is, as iviad mentioned in the

y contathico s for the seven informatibnal
ata Sheets. Accompanying the codes

are discussionilthat clearly set out what the .ccde,

,

introduction', have been formulated by

fields...listed below

and-clear langu-,
applies to.

4

1
; .

, $

r

" (''615neicshipf:

1,1,2

Ilac?
, ,

rtability

Type

, Function
1". j

,

Program

1. .4

The

Station Type

in B.d. is given a Unique code

facilifres can be cithik permanent, demountable, reldcatable or
mobile

.

facilAies can be either owned, leased, shared or temporary

ft .

- tImany types of spaces, are summarily listed by code and clear
language description. Follving the summary each space is de--

tailed in terms of its defAition, description, and limitatiOns
So.that there is no doubt as to What a particular space type
refers to.

ail the dgferent functions that spaces are used for are sum-
marily listed by) code and clear language description.:Subse-
quently, each functiop is detailed.

- all programs in colleges, in B.C. are listed by cdde.and clear
language description.

- all types of work stations are coded, fOr example, tables,and

chairs, carrels, lab. benches, and

Universal Code Tables ar*founikin the appendill,

so. on. \

(

1J versal Code Tables are updated by.the ministry when existing codes and descrip-
tions are no longer appropriate. The,rtilnistry, however, will rely .on the colleges to..

recommend changes When they find inadequacies in the tables. The chart.which follows
summarizedthe changes that may be made to the seven universal Codes.

1r

7

12

rr
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.456E TABLE CHiNpES I

.1

Code"
!*Table

; ... ,

"
Data -.

elentelit.

Col-.
,

What has to be langed,and
-. ,

'when .

. ,
. .

'

By Whom
. .. ,

What in4titntions
mUst) ao

UNIVERSAL
CODE'
TAiii,FIS .(CbSIZNSt)

.

_.

.

.
.

,

,

...

e

.

.

.

. ,

,

.

-,,

.

,

institU-
tion -..

,_,._. gilt.

...,,
.2 New &tele value and,.clear' 4

.

. languageTdescrtption'tdbe

.
,pided"teir eaCh new

.

'.
institution aaded to the

inveAt.ory
'

I.
Mintstry
see
appendix'

"3.1.
.

.

Ministry
.

see .

appendix
4.2..and.
3.3.

.

e

Rinistry
see..

appendix
3.4.

,that

.

.

.

I.
.

.

' Nothing
,,.

..
''.

, ,s--0,----------
A ..071 .

Noility,tne -Ministry, .

Facilities Servfces
Division, as soon as it

becomes apparent'that
current oodes and.de-
scriptiOns are Anappro-:

.N,prlate to:
, ..,

-A new4I4p-OE' build.:
. .

ing
-New leasingiolor occd-

pancy arrangements
-An unusual or.innova-
tive type of space.

Provide a description of
the new situation indl-
cating specifically.why
it is "different" so

tlie Ministfy may
..e

raise a-new code and
associated descriptions
and inform'all ollege

of an amendthent o

manual.
./

,.....-

Port-
akility, -:

(0191SIPRT)
Own'ership

!COSIOWNR)

r-..-.7.--...

o ':. '
.

. .
. .

'.+, Un4kely to.chaAg but

8, "9 always p?ssible
. - 44 .

,
.

.

.7_2Lv.

.

.
'

. -.
.

Space type
(GosIspry)

i+.

, ,

,
-,,."-. .

,..,
A new code value and 61ear

language descriptior.ldo be
added to the code table

16, for any new space type,

17, whAA J. acquired or creao-

.18 ted to meet new eduCation
al-needs or programs and

.

for which there is no
.

appropriate code or de-
scription in the existing

tables. .

.

:-
. .

_
.

,

,
_

Using
Agency
Function

(COS/FUNC)

Unlikely-to change but

438, will be subject to review
*

39 periodically by the Minis-
try. Changes will only be'

made after discussion with
all institutions.

t
.,

.

Ministry
see -,

appendix
3.5.

. f

Notify the Minist y;
,

Facilities Servi eS
DiVision iO it -comes.
apparent that t 9 cur-.
rent-code and descrip-
tions'are misleading or

. -

inapropriate.

.

:.

Using.
Agency
Program se.

(COSIPROG)

40, Program code tables will

41, be reviewekperiodically
42, by Ministry, Facilities

43 .
Services Div. with Educa-
tic:nal Data Services, and
amendments to the manual
will be issUed.

Ministry,
see :.

appendix
3.6.

Ministry
see
appendix
3.7.

. .

Notify the Ministry,
Ti

Facilities Service Divi-
sion if existing tables
are found to be in-

appropriate.

.

_

.
.

.

S.

, .

.

Station
Type'

.

49. Space type tables will be

reviewed periodically by
the ministry.

.

4

13
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242. Coding Conventions.

Before discussing 1411
appropridte to become
fc*ms.

Discretionary Code Tables and the space.data file it would be
familiar with-the conventionsused when filling out the repOrt

Coding.Repeating Field

Each' lirie codedon a table r

ap. the fields of information
co0e fieleas being repeatea

waitto mark shown bjw can be
tions..

NC15
.NC15
uC15

NC15
NC15

r-

dataSheet is a sepa a'te entry.and must contain
necessary to it. s recording method can iead
line after-line. For ease of coding, a.fmrm of
usd_ao,simitlify the.recording. of such repeti-

0142 110 NC15
-0143 115

0144A 210 coded
0144B 215
0144C' 220.

2.2.2. Similar Numbers and Letters

041.2 110

0143 _ 115

0144A 210

TCB . 220
215

Coding is.aDways done in PRINTED BLOCK CAPITALS.

SOirle letters and numbers are.similar and can poteritially be confusea by key-

punch operators. To avo4.d any confusion, the following conventions have been

established.

(a) the letter 0 (oh) and the number 0 (zero)
4ohs" ye crossed, "zerbs" are .not.

(b) the letter Z (zed)' and the number 2 (two)
"zeds" are crossed, "twos" areinot.

(c) the letter I (eye) and the number 1 (cT}
"eyes" are crossed tops and bottoms, "ones" are simply a vertical
stroke.

Thus:

sevens should not be crossed.

there is no convention for S (ess) and 5 (five). They must therefore
be written particularly carefälly.

Space Designation:
Space Type:
Clear Language Description:,

is coded:

83 2752
110

Class Room Rhysics

S 275B 110 CLASS NOM PHYSICS

2.2.3. Alpha-nuneric vs. numeric fields:

On the. Table. DOeinition .coding Sheets as well as on thq, Oata .Entry Shesets

e ach item of information., to be recorded is separately identified and
allocated a '"field" °clone or more columns tocarry the appropriate code.
Thus the field.for the'code for Building, Owneeship or Portability has one
column, and those for.Institution aid Campus has tm6 oolumns each: The field

( .for Space Type hes three colurtins and so.ferth. ..

. /
. .'
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'Xhe fields are of4two types, alpha-numeric and nymeric, ana are determined by

yhat the computer haa been programed td accept. The instructions. for'setting

.up the spacp data file which follows (2.4.1) indieates which field type is to
* ue used.

For a numeric field the computer will accept only numbers and blanks. A blank'.

wherever it occurs will autelmatically have a vAlue to the computer-and forMs

part of the;field identification.. The numeric fields hre right-justified (-see.

.below).

For an alpha-pumeric field the computer, will accept alphabetic characters, .

bers'and symbols that appear op the standard typewriter. As ih the numeric

'field the blank has a value like any other character. used to code.and forms,'

part of the field identification: the allAW-numeric flelds are left-justified
isee below): ,

(a) Right-justified (numeric "fields) means that the last character of in-

formation to be put in this field must occupy the space 4' to the

immediate left of the dark.line at the right extreme of the field..

714:1441rright extreme,

For example:
t Last charactet

, .

-.--

In right-justified: numeric fields blanks lead.

e

(alpha-numeric fields4 means' that the first
f

(b) Left-justified
of inforniation
immediate right

For example:

chaacter

to be pui this'field.must occupy the space-to the /

of the dark line at the left dxtreme ef the field.,

,'

left extreme
C")

first characte
DOME

In left-justified alpha-numeric fields blanks trail.

2.3, Filling Out Discretionary Code Tabfe Sheets
-

There are 3 Discretionary Code Tables, Campus Code,

Unit, and eacil table has a separate goding sheet.

piled by the callege and are also updated .by them..
the columns provided for each code.

2:3.1: Setting Up

Building Code, and using Agency
These tables are originAl.ly cam-
When creating new codes fill all

(a) CAMPUS CODE JCOSICAMPTE) See sample Campus Coding Sheet.

A table entry or record is required for each campus within each insti-

tute or college. This record is comprised of a Cole and a Clear Language

name for each campus. Colleges with only one campus will have a table
with ohly one entry. The moat common method of constructing the Campus

Code ttible is by numbering the iimin campus 01.and then sequentialAy nunr-

bering the other camppses 02, 03, etc.' 1

To ensure that the Campus Code adeptifies a specific campus the College

Code, taken from the Universal 'Code Tables, must also be recorded in
Columns 13 and 14 of the Campus Coding Sheet. The Campus Code is entered
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olumns 15 and 16' and is alpha-numeric. The Campus Name
umns 43 to :12.//

BUILDING CODE (COSIBLDGTE) Eee\sample Building Code Sheet.

is entered

e

4Each.buildihg Musehave a unique code. Thus, on the Building Code Sbeet,

toLthe Cbilege_Fode an0 Campus Code eepeated 'as above, Is added'a Build
ing Code in Cc4tiwns A7 to 14,;, A clear.language description of the build-

ing% is 'also reqUired in Columns 43'to 72., -
F

The Most common method of constru6.ting the Building dode Tabre'.is by
.

sequentially numbering t'he-huildingswi.thina campus starti:Ing with 001.
.

This method iloes not allo for defining sectors WithLn a. campus and
thetefore the.college may find it useful to use one,of the first twO
spaces of the Buildirig Code to de0.gnate a sector.

Some examples:

Building Code

0 1 A

e. All

4.;

44.

Description

sector 01 building A
sector A building 11

or sector 41 building.,

By repeating the College and Campus Codes'along with the Building Code
it is posesible to repeat building codes. For example, "Building 001
Administration" will be identified ty the-computer .for College 31 on

Campus 01 as being different from "/Ouilding 001 Administration" for the
same college on Campus 03. The Buieding Code is alpha-numeric.

(c) USING AGENCY'UNIT (COSIUNITTE).See.sample Using Agency Unit Coding Sheet

The College Code is repeated here and to it. is added a code and cl3ar

langUige descripti.on for each separate using unit. Using units are the-
administrative units that are-assigned space and arT responsible.for it.
Using AgencY Unit Codes are alpha-numeri 6. filling all of Columns 15 to
14. A clear'ladguage desgription of each using agent is given in columns.
44 to 72: .

The construction of the-Using Unit Code Table is generally determined by
the 'numbering system -.currently used in the financial. system of the

college. If a Using Unit Code is not presently in use then any alpha-
numeric code may be constructed. It id advisable that the college,use, a
purely alphabet code only if it is sure that it, will not- tecpare moire
than ten using uhits during its life. Abbreviated word codes soon becc;Me
too cumbersome to use as the quantity of code values increase.

2.j.2. Updating
J,

0

Code Table Sheets are also used for updating any of the Discretionary Code
tables. The instructions for updating Campus, Building and Using Agency Code
Tables'are the same:
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(a) Mable Deletiofts-
A .

4, -

(1) Entet "yin column f?.

.(ii) Enter'tAtaltexisting Code values .0 Eo the.°100 NOT USE.! section.

Take pese El:bill a prihtoat of the ecistng code tables but do -not

.transt4f.the cleat language descrip ion-in columns 43 to 72.
.

.

NOTE: Wen deleting, ar%code table entry (such as removing a -
. '

bt.11.1din4) 1

-

(i) first deletp the', associated 'space daf.a file entries: (i.e.

atl the individual spaces)

(ii) then delete tbe code table Ontry

,(b)' Table Additions

(1. leaVe .00lumn 12 blank..(.

(ii) enter the nkw bode values up.to the DO NOT USE section.,

(4i) enter a description of the new table item in columns'43 to 72.
4

NOTE: Uhen adding a code table entry (Such as adding* a ,new
fi

buildingt)

\At

(i) "first add the new Code table entry
A

(ii) tIrn,submit the detailed space records

.(c) Table Changres

0 4

In order to change any portion of a table entry it is necessary to

complete a Table'Deletion for the existing table entry
4

(ii) complete a Table Additionifor the reVised entry;
,

Nt5TE: A change requires two" lines. .,,,,/

RUN'REQUEST gheet only must accompany the Table Coding Shedt(g) when

the updates, are submitted to,the computer agency. Request a Table List

on-the Run. Request Sheet'. No Eatch'Control Sheet, however., -is required

for Code Table Updates,.

The-chart dhich follows summarizes Discretionary Code Table updating.
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CODE TABII UPDAT'ES I

...
4

'Code

Table ,

Data
element

,

Col.. What-has to be changed and
when .

,

By whom's.

I
. : ,

;lhat institutions.must,
do . ;

.

DISCRZ=
TIONARy
CODE:-1

,

TABLES

.
.

.

.

, .

.

ampus

(COSICAMP )

BUildidg
(COSIBLDG),

Usingy-
Agency
Unit .

(COSIUNIT)

.
i

4
4.4...:-

.

15,-

6

.

17-

19

15-

19

.

Code values,and clear
. .

language descriritions'must
be added, aeleted, oi

,
chah4ed Witen: .

.

a) 1 "Aillius isvadded or

an exiSting campus
closed-

' brA new blinding is'.
Acquired or an exist-

. .ing one released
c) A change is made in

the organization &
responsibility fdt
space reallocated

rnstitur.

tion or
Colfege

.

.

47' :
-1) .Fill out

0the news-
tar! Code Table. .

Sheets"as described
above and Send them
to tbe cpmputer. .

2) Changes to e4e oode
tables automatically,'
mean that changes '

have to be made to
4o-

. the Space File Data.
Data Entry Sheets

P.

would be filled 9ut.
as instructed iri the
following igformation'

.

.

18 4
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2.4. Space Data File'

2.4.1. Setting up the Space'Data File

The Space.Data File contains a single record for each:unique space in. ttle

institution. The records are listed *on Data EntrY Sheets (see sample). Each

record takes one horizontal line and contains a number of separate pieces of.
'infortly..ation 'call,ed fields. A field can take up one column or a group of

several columns on a Data Sheet. All columns are numbered. ,Below is a

detdiled definition 'of each field acd.the instructfons for.tilling out ot

coding the field on the Data, Entry Sheet.

V
Fields in the Space,Data File

Column No.
1 &. 2 Institution '

definition:

11

the college or institute that is administratively respon-
sible for the Apace.

instructions: the code is listed in the Universal Code Tables 'under
e
Colleges and Institutes. The field type is alpha-numeric.

1 3 & 4 CamPus

definition: designates each separate campus/site/satellite 'under the

jurisdiction of the institution.

instructionsr the codes. are listed in_the Discretionary Code Tables under .

Campus Codes. The field is alpha-numeric'.

5 - 7 Building
'definition:

initructions:

'Portability ,

definition:

instructions:

A

9 Ownership

10 *- 15

4

designates the specific building within which the coded

space,is located.

the codes are listed in the Discretionary Code Tables under
Building Codes. The field is alpha-numeric.

41%

describes the degree of permanence of each building.

the codes are listed in the Universal Code Tables under
Building Permanence/Portability.

definition: denotes the ownership status of the building (or part of
the building): owned, leased, shared or temporary.

instructions: the codes are listed in th,e Universal Code Tables under

Building dWnership..

Space Designation
definition: the distinguishing numbpt, name, or title of the space. It

always corresponds to the identifier (room number) found 311

site. Its purpose is to identify each sepgiate room or
space and its location within (or in close proximity to) a

building.



.

_Column No.
,

-

instruCti61%

1.

411

,1
In a case where there:is .na visible on-site isidntieier.

referionce7blue prints should te consulted or an.identitier

.11(beNassigned for Codinglipurpose.by th'e instiCute.

* _

Open7 areas, Ispace type 2807 and 28-#) not *Wave any

ak.SSociation 14;d* a*.specific building. In .case.a duMmY

sidce desigrlaion code "OPA" is used..

the eield, is 6 columls, colUMns 10 thiu 15. Columns. 10 and

1-5 are for. afpha .vcharacters .
only which ''may ased -as

fir-efix or suffbc to column0 117 thru 14) _which are for

numberi only.,:with the exception of the letters OPA' (wii;ich

-iS used for open air instructitmal areas). Columns. 10 and'.

15 say be'4left blank. Every space record must have an

ideatifier entered in this field.'

.711e following are examples of hci4e these'simple proviSions

may,be used to develop a'system for easy,identification of

spaces.

alpha characters only

'numbers only
,

10 .1 12- 11, 14 15
,

No

6

6 ,

. 4. 0,-,----.,

.
,-,

'6 A
,

...-

column numbers

C wingk level 9: room.036

level 2: room 36

room 36

unnumbered room contiguous

to rOom 36
undesignated open area

*

16 - 18 .Space Type
definition: t.).le type ct space or room ascategorized and defined kfvl the'

Upiversal Code Tables. .

instructions: the oodes are listed in the Universal CodeTables -under

Space Type in both summary and detailed form. 'The sudmary

gives all the space categories and the detail discusses

dada categoryk .Tbe field is alpha-numeric.

.19 - 26 Space, Length and Width

definition: %if the space is rectangular, the length refers to the long

dimension measured between inner wa;l surfaces. If the

space is not rectang4ar, the field is left blank. See

Space Area and Space Shape for further instructions.

.

*ft...
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Column No.

instructions:

4

27-31 Space Area
definition:

instructions.:

32 Space Shape

definition:

33- 37

38 - 39

instructions:

GE 2:13

4 p..

Units are feet and a decimal is asStmed between the third
and fourth digits of.the field. It is suggested that the
length be measured to the nearest one half foot (under the
metric .system length and width will be measured to the
nearest one-fifth metre). In areas of whqle.feet, no inches

.- a zero must be entered in the extreme right hand column.
This field is numeric and therefore is right-justified.

'N.B. In some instances areas are available from earlier
existing records but not aimensions. In this .case the di-
mension columns may be left blank and the area filled in
Columns 27-31.

the area of the space in square feet.

when dimensions'are available.for rectangular rooms, t!lis

field' is left liiank. The space atea will be calculatedAx
machine at the' computer agndy. For irregular.rooms, th)k
axda is calculated at the time of the inlentpry to the
nearest square foot- and coded with the decifal assumed af-
ter the last digit of the field. (Under the metric system,
areas of irregular rooms will be calculated to the neatest
one quarter of a square metre with: the decimal ,issumed
between the fourth and fifth digits of the field.) This
field is numeric and right-justified. For @pace types 280-
and 287 leave the width and length blank.and put a 0 in the
extreme tight hand column of Area. .

40.

denotes whether the space is rectangular or not.

if the space is rectangular the field is left blank; if.the'
space is irregular the field is coded "I";

41.

Using Agency
definition:

f

instructions:

Unit
the administrative unit that is migned the space and is
responsible for it. This data dl&dEnt is uSed to idegtify
administrative units reSponsible 'for designated blocks or
groups of spaces. Making such units cost contr9l .centres
has obvious advantages. .

the codes'are listed in the Discretionary Code Tables under'
Using Agency- Unit Code. The field js alphanumeric. All
columms are to be filled in.

Using Agenc4 Function
definition: identifies, the

uses the space
types of activities that the Using Agency
for; e.g instruction, administration.

A
instructions: the codes are listed in the Universal Code Tables under

.Psing Agency Function in both a Summary and detail form.
Thls field is numeric.
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"Column No.

40 7 43 Using Agency Program
definition: the educational programs to whlch dedicated spaces are

allocated.

44 -

instructions: the codes are listed in the Universal Code Tables under

Using Agency Program in both a summary and detail form. The

field is numeric.

Use Ratio .

definition: used only when a .space is physically sharel and therefore

must be attributed to more than one Space Type, Using

Agency-Un4 Function, oeyrogram.
4.

instructions: a second,and if necessary a third reCoed is struck for each

unique combination.of the above data elements. The field is

numeric and is therefore right-justified. The percentage of

spade Attributed ta,each.of the sharers is recorded to the

nearest 5%.

Example:
P. space shared by twit) different programs, Health Care,

Management and Health Data Technology; requires two records

or lines on the Data Entryteet. Use Ratio is recorded as:

45% - 1060 Health Care Management
55% - 1070 Health Data Technology,

Note that the sum of the prdrated percentageS must equal

100%.

Not more than three ptorations should be entertained; If a

space is subdivided into more than three Space Types,

and/or Using Agency Unitst_Functions or Programs it shoulA

be attributed to the predominant users. The total area must
be entered each,time for each separate prorated space. The

computer will do the calculations.

Olen a space is attributed'ko one user or a predomi.nant

user these columns ae left.blank.

Possp>le Pr4lems:

Prorating pcinstraint:

: "Is the constraint of not more than 3 prorations absolute? NO. It is inten-

ded to avoid the complicatibns which.arise from 'almost unlimited permuta-'

tions if this technique is used excessively.

1

'The rule was broken, for example, in the case of a tool roOnl serving four

instructional shops concurrently and equally as at Okanagan College.- N

Note, however,,that time Sharing will not te prorated. Time-phared,spaces

'should be attributed to the predominant user, program oe functIon.

f
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polumnNo.

46 - 48 ..Scheduled Capacity.
definition:, The number assumed by the' institution as the maximum

scheduled capacity for that particular room.

'instructions: figures are .to be provided by the
is numeric and is right-justified.

institutions. The Field

Scheduled' capacity:s must be completed for the following
space types', and only for these. The cOmputer edit program
will reject records for these space 'types if it is not

filled in, or where a capacity has been entered .but is NOT
called for.

.

110 classrooms
210 class laboratory
220 special class laboratory
230 individual study laborator?
250 non-class laboratory
260 instructional shop fixed'equipment
270 instructional shop movable equipment

, 350 conference'rooms (office related)
410 reading study room
430 open stack reading room
610 assembly.
.630 food facilities - cafeteria-seating

49 _Station Type
%

definition: the type of student station according to the given classi-
ficatirle.

instructions: the'' codes, are listed in the UniVersal Code Tables under
Statioyi TYpe. The field is alpha-numeric.

50 - 53 For Institute Use
definition: these four columns haVe been reserved for use. by the Insti-

tutes#Ad colleges at-their owndescretion.

instructions: Notify the Ministry, Fadilities 'services Division, of the
proposed use of these columns so that good ideas can be
shared.

54 - 75
. .

Space DeSciiption
a clear language description of the sAce%s use or jpecial
attributes. A space designated by code simple as "76ffice"
might here'be termed general office, or the name it'Actual-
11; goes by. Another space coOed as office service might be

A

termed reception and waiting.

iastructions: the field is.afpha-numeric and is supplied by the .institu-
tion. The field is lft-jutified.

Transaction
definition:40-lodenotes whether the line recorded ig an addition, deletion

or change.
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Column No.

instructions: ,the codes are as follows: A7add, D-delete; C-change. The

field is alpha-numeric. Each record must have a transaction

code.

77 -ARIA( Inventory Date
t:L

. definition: the year (two 8olumnsl\and month (two'columns) in which the

current transaction is being done.

4

instructions: the field type is numeri.c.. Ea record must have.a &Ste.'

off

elk

ft*

I.

.0%
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2.4.2. Updating
Changes to the Space Data File may be.made necessary by:

adding ney., spa&s4: new bu4dings, new floors of e*isting buildings,
0

extensions.
,- vacating si)aces
.-.changing

(a) space contents to make a new space type: e.g., labs to class-
rooms

Xbr partitiT layouts
(c) function or program for.which the space was used.

Before ldoking at the instiuctions for Ipdating the Space.File, a.distinction
must be made between key fierds and non-key fields. Fields that oontrol the
addition, deletion and change of. records in the Space Data File are called
key fieds. The key fields are:

Data Entry Sheet -

Column Code

, 1 Institute
Campus;
Building

to PorZbility
Ownership
Space Designation

18 Space Type
0

33 1 Using Agency Unit
/Using Agency Function

' to .

' 43.A Using Agency. Program (only when shown

, in the Report A otherwisp ,it is noti

part of the key field.0.)

All other fields on the Data Entry Sheet T-e Called non,key fields. Non key
fields are:

Mita Entry Sheet
Column Code

19 tencgth

Width
,to. 'Area.

32 Shape

44.

to

80-

Late Ratio

Scheduled Capacity
Station Type .

For Inetieute 'Use
Language DescriPtion
Tt:ansaction
.Inventory Date

tions for Updating the qpace Data FileInet

.Space File Additign .

S.

a) raise a complete new record. qpde all keplfields and other relevant columns on
OpetData Entry Sheet.

t

K.t
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b). enter A in coluMn 76.'

-

c). enter the date of the transaction YY (year) MM (4month) in columns 77-80.

, r

Space File Deletion
a

(g) copy from Beport A onto the Data Entry Sheet all key fields (but'not tile non-
.

key fields) relevant to the spacebeing deleted.

(b) enter D in column 76.

(c)i enter the date of the tranactidin in Columns 77-80.

es to

(a) complete,a Space File Deletion for the existing eniry.

(b) complete a Space File Addition for the revised entry..

, '41

NOTE: a Change'reqUires two lines.

Space File Changes to Non-Key Fields

(a) copy from Report A 411 the key fields of the space being changed.

(b) on the smile line enter only the non-key field.information that you are chang7
ing. Columns in a non-key field that are left blank will cause no change to the
record. Do not use 11/A (not applicable) - simply leave a blank.

.

, (c) eater C in column 76 and the date of the .transaCtiron in column11077-80.

Caveat*

,

When Changing a Discretionary Code item, e.g. deleting or adding ar truilding for
example, in order to bring the detailed space record ile into line with this
change, remember

(a) old records to be deleted must be submitted to the computer BEFORE the building'
is removed-from ,the Code Table.

(b) new records to be added must be submitted AFTER the new building has been
entered in the Code Table.

(c) ,The correct sequencing of this process is

(d) A Batch Control Sheet (one for every ten
Request Sheet must accompany the Data
submitted to the computer agency.

(e) at no time Use N/A as an input value.

2.5. Input Sheet Processing

A:Batch Control Sheet must be attached to each batch of not more thah 10 oata,Britry'
Sheets. NO Batch-Control sheet is required for code table.updates..

of paramount

Or less Data
Entry Sheet

7-

iniportance.

Entry Sheets) and a Run
updates 'when they are

.11,

k

34
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dr,

-

The Batch Control Sheet is completed as below: (see example Batch Sheet following)

(a)- Batch Control Serial No. - supplied by the Institution to identify each batch.

(b) College Code - codes for all colleges in B.C. are listed in the Universal.Code

Tables under Colleges and Institutes."

(c) Batch Name - the initials of the person coding the information.

(d) .Batch number - used to indicate a particular batch within a series of, "n"

batches. The total number 'of batches is recorded at the bottom of the Batch

Conerol Sheet.

(e), Card Count - ttle number of records in the batch. The edit program will count

the number of records entered and compare its figure with. the-Card Count. If

the figurip are not the same, the computer will printout a warning.

(f) Ignore the row of numbers, they are for keypunch operators.

(g) Special Instructions - for Ministry use only.

(h) No. of Batches - helps the keypunch operators insure that all batches have been

punched. 1

(i) Date Submitted - the date the batch was.sent.

(j), Date RequIred - the date by which the institution wants the batches punched and

returned.

2.6. Batch Control Log

The 'Batch Control Log is used by the institution to keep track of the flow of

material to and from the computer centre. This log is retained by the, institutifon

and is not forwarded, with other forms. An example is given.

ts,

`"-
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. 2.7. Run Request Sheet

2.7.1. Completing a Run Request Sheet

A Run Request Sheet is sent,to the computer with-batches of Data Sheets and
'revised'Discretionary Code Table Sheets to indicate which program is to be
run. The Run'Request Sheet it also us,ed to request computer printouts:

(a) when submitting Discretionary Códe Table.Input Sheets, request a Tables
List.

(b) when submitting Spftce Data File Entry Sheets :request a Pre-Edit!
Edit-Update and Post-Edit.

(c) request the Detail Reports and the Summary Reports you desire.

2.7.2. The Run Request Sheet is completed as follows: (see example Request Sheet
following)

(a) CHECK IF REVD: indicatea the code of the job to be run.

(b) JOB NUMBER/NAME/DESCRIPTION: describe in clear language the particular
job(s) to be run.

(c) INPUT: indicates whether npw data input is required to run the job.

(d) CIATROL CARD AND COLLEGE coce NUMBER: 'insert the college code in the
appropriate boxes of the job(s) to be run.

(e) NUMBER OF COPIES: insert the number of copies of each job requiredd

(f) DATE SUBMITTED: enter the date the request is suhmitted.,

(g) DATE REQUIRED: enter the date by which the job is to be returned.

.(h) enter the institution's name and code at the bottom of the form.

Si:nee the Table Update and Table List apply to all institutions, no

instftation code is necessary when requesting either of these two jobs. Of
the above items;'items a, d, e, f,'g, and h must .1have entries; b, and o

4require no entries.

3

0
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CONTROL SHEET: 3 of 3

le 0
fe, b JOS Joil ,
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DATE
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ar...
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.
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4...
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.

Eccsows
4t 1,-

EDC-47-

EDCSO55(

0
f ocsodo

ff.,.

%

TABLE UPDATE

TABLE LIST

EDIT/LIM:ATE

.ai

REPORT A

REPORT BCD

*REPORT El

REPORT E2

;REPORT Fl

REPORT - F2-,
..

_

.

'''''
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.
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..
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...-
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..

.

.

.

.

.

,

_

s

.
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NO

YES

NO

ND

NO

NO

NO

NO-

,

NO

NO

NONE

NONE
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COSIO20 COLLEGE:

C0S1030 COLLEGE:

COSIO40 COLLEGE:
.
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COSID55 COLLEGE:

COSI= COLLEGE:.
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1

2.8. Computer Eiin4

2.8.1. Editing the 'Data Entry Sheets

a.

The Inventory cbmputer system has an editing process that points out some
coding errors. The types of editing and a chart explaining the computer's
error messages are given below. Before looking at these, however, it should
be stressed that although the computer catches some coding errors, it does
not catch them all. For example, the computer has no way of verifying the
Code for a space!s area or its clear language description. If initially the
wrong area of a space is recorded or the wrong language description, the ,COMH
puter will catalowe this information as valid when in fact it is incorrect.
AlSo, the computel-haq no editing process to check the validitylf the coding
on Code Table Sheets. It is obvious, then, that the facilities inventory sys-
tem depends on the institutions to pap close attention to coding correctly .

their space file information.

2.8.2. Computer Editing Program

(a) Pre-Edit: Checks 40 see that the number of r6cords.put into the computer
is the same as the number of records stated on the Hatch Control Sheet.
If ithe numbers are different, the error message "HATCH COUNT BAD" will
be printed' at the end of each batch listing. The' college, when it

receives the llst, must check its Data Entry Sheets (they areA-eturned
as well) against the list and find the inconsistencies. (see sample)

.(b) Edit: Checks to see that each recOrd is complete and correct in accor-
dance with predetermined rules, (see sample), such as:

(ir each space isunique. No space is to be duplicated.

(ii) the code values for the institution, campus, building,and using
unit entered on the Data Entry Sheet must be oonsistent with the
values recorded in the code'tables.

40.

(iii) certain space types such AS a classroom-must have a figure recor-
ded for scheduled capacity.

Pecords that pass the edit test are sent to the Master File: records
that fail are rejected and printed out on the "EDIT UPDATE-ERROR
LISTING". The computer marks rejections with ,an asterisk, underlining
the ilAbrrectly coded field, and prints a message describing tIlq, mis-
take. The rejected records are sent back to the institution who must
then resubmit a complete new record with the error eliminated.

To helg instieutions dake correctionsA a chart follows that gives the
meaning of the rejection messages and states.what:aCtion the instttution
must take t-o correct the mistake.

-

(c) Post Edit: alter the records,have gone to the Master File the Post Edit
checks to see that prorated" spaces have been correctly apportioned.
(i.e., the prorations'add up to 100%)". If an error is found a warning is
printed out on the "POST EDIT t/ARNII4G LIST" indicating that the 'mistake
should be corrected next time updates are submitted. (see Wimple.) This
does not me-an that this or these records have been rejected but Ehat
there is a proration error. These errors could cause other errors which
would appear on the "EDIT UPpATE-ERROR LISTING" printout.

.14. 12
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Institutions must request Pre-Edit, Edit, and Post Edit printouts,on the Run

Request Sheet everytime 'they send space file information to the computer. The

Edit Program Rejection Message table follows.

.062e

A P

'
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U.
EDIT PROGRAM REJECTION MESSAGES

-PROGRAM
REASON FOR

REJECT/ON MESSAGE
ON PRINTOUT

MEANING

CONTROL EDIT CARD INVALID PROGRAM Program number
(checks Batch ID on Control Card.
Control Sheet) does not match,

computer program
which was run.

INVALID COLLEGE\1..efrege Code can-
CODE not be found in

Universal Code
table COSI INST

PRE-EDIT SIOIO
(Audit Listings)
(Checks Header
-Card)

INVALID BATCH
NAME

BAD COLLEGE CODE

INVALID HEADER
COUNT

BATCH oomir BAD

ACTION BY
COMPUTER AGENCY

Job cancelled.
Cheek correct
Control Card was

selected.

Job cancelled.
Check Batch Con-
trol Sheet for
Punching Error.
Refer to institu-
tion if weong
code entered'in
col. 10-11.

ACTION BY
INSTITUTION

NIL

NIL

Resubmit Batch
Control Sheet
corrected.

-

Batich name an the
Batch Control
Sheet (col 12-13)
has not been mom-
pileted or was not
pullched correctly

College cod4"on
Header Card does
not match code on
the computer pro-
gram Control
Card.

it}

Batch rejected.
Refer to institu
tion.

Batch rejected.
Check Batch Con-
trol Sheet 4n4

refer to institu-
tion if necessary

Batch number on iBatch bajected.
the Header Card /Check Header Card
is not numeric. punching, refer

to institution
if necessary.

Actual number of
cards read into
the'pomputer Aoes
not match the
card courit (col.

21-24) on tatch
*Control Sheet..

Nil action by
system which pro-
ceeds with update
and simply noti-.

fies the institu-
tio'n of the dis-

crepancy. -

Resubmit Batch
Control Sheet if'
necessary along
with instructions
to re-run batch.

Resubmit Batch
Control,Sheet if
necessary akong
with instructions
to re-run batch.

Resubmit Batch
Control Sheet if
necessary along
with instructions
to re-run batch.

Checks Collection
Sheet counts num-
ber of recoras/
transactions,
cliecks Batch Con-

trol Sheet and
resubmits any
record *Lich may
liave been missed.

4
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REASON FOR -
REJECTION MESSAGE

ON PRINTOUT

*ACTION BY w

COMPUTER AGENCY

JAN 1980

ACTION BY"
INSTITUTION

-

EDITYUPDATE 101) INVALID ;MANS-
5I020. 'ACTION CODE

(Checks each line
record.on the

Colleges Inven-
tory Data Collec-
tion Sheet).
against:

(02)

This particular
record:
Col: 76 has no
entry or some-
thing other than:

Single record is
rejected, 13sted
on the error re-
port and referred
to institution
for resubmission.

Prepares new
correct record on
Data Collection
Sheet and resub-
mits to the next
update run.

A. Add
B. Change
C. Delete

INVALID INSTITUTE Cols. 1 & 2 have

CODE- a numeric.code
not found in the
Universal Table
costINsr-

(03) T.NVALID PORTA-
BILITY CODE

i. UNIVERSAL
CODE TABLEN
ON.THE
MASTER FILE

(04) INVALID OWNER-
SHIP CODE

(05} INVALID SPACE,
TYPE ca4

Col. 8 has an
Alpha code not
found in the Uni-
ersal Table
COSIPORT

Col. 9 has.An
Alpha code not
found in the Uni-
versal Table
COSIOWNR

Cols. 16-18 bave
a numeric code
not.foun&in the
Universal Code
Table COSISPTY

(06). 41INVALID FUNCTION

CODE

Cols 38 & 39 have
a numeric code
mot fOund.in the
UniverSal Code
Table COSIFUNC

.

Single record is
rejected, Listed
on the error re-
port and referred
to institution
for resubmission.

Single record is
rejected, list'ed
on the error re-
port and referred
to institution
for resubmission.

Single record is
rejected, listed
on the error re-
port and referred
to institution.
for.resubmisipion.

Single reFord is
rejected, listed
on the error re-'
/Sort and referred
to institution
for resubmission.

Single record is
rejected, listed
on the error re-
port and referred
to institution
for resdbmission.

Checks Code used
against code
table in"Manual.
Resubmit new re-
Cord to the next
*date run

Checks code used
against code
table in Manull.
Resubmit new re-
cord to 'the next'

update run.

Checks code used
agal.nst code
table in Manual.
Resubmit new re-
cord to the neA
update run.

Checks code used
against code
table in Manual.
Resubmit new re-
cord to the mkt
update ruti.

Checks code used
against code
table in Manual.
Resubmit .new re-

cord to ule next
update run.
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` PROGRAM

.

REASON FOR
REJECTION.MESEAGE

ON:PRINTOUT
MEANING ACTION BY

COMPUTER AGENCY
ACTION 23) 71
INSTITUTION

0 .

EDIT/UPDATE (071

S1020

.i.
.

OW

.

. .

INVALaD .

PROGRAM CODE

.

IMITALID STATION

TYPE CODE \

. ). /found
.

4.

Cols. 40-43 have Single record is
rejected, Zisted
and referred to
instituEion fOr
resubmission.

.

.

Single record is
re/edted, listed
and referred to
institution for
resubmission.

Checks code Used
against code

.

table in Manual.
Resubmit new
record to the
next update-run.

.

Checks oade uSea
against"cOde
table iw.Manual.
Resubmit new
record to ehe
next update ruh.

a numeric code
notfound in ttle
Universal,Code .

Table COSIPROG on
the Master file. .

,

Col. 49 has a nu-
meric code not

in the Uni-
versal Code Table
COSISTTY on the-
Master file.

.

(10)
.

..

ii. DISCRETIONARY
' CODE

TAB4ES
ON THE

MASTER.FILE

.

,

(-11)

.

/

.
. .

.

.

_

,

.

INVALID CAMPUS
CODE

.
.

4.

.

INVALID BUILDING
CODE

-

/

THIS MAY,BE

Cols. 3 & 4 have Single record is
rejected, listed
and referred to
institution for
resubmission.

.
.

Single record is
rejected, listed
and referred to
institution for
resubmission.

.
.

.

k

'that

,

.

.

'

i. Check'code
used against own
listing of Campus
Code 'Table.

ii. If a new cam-
pus,*then cheek
that procedure
has been follow-
cad to update code
table.

:

.

i. Checks con
used against own
listin of build-
ing and odes.

ii. Che sf if a
new Pulping,

procedure
has been followed
to update oode
table.

.

a numeric code
not round in this
particular
College's Discre-
tionary Code-
Table COSICAMP. '

IN

_

.

t
Cols. 5-7 have a
numeric code not
jound in this
particular insti-
tution's Disdre-
tionary Code .

table COSIBLDG.
.

..

EXPECTED AS A
FAIRLY COMMON
PROBLEM ,

.

,
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PROGRAM.

REASON FOR
REJECTIONAESSAGE

ON PRINTOUT

EDIT/UPDATE (12)

31020

(13)

Checks that each
line/record on
the College's In-
ventory Data
Correiction Sheet
is complete and
correct per se:

(14)

( 15)

(16)

MEANING ACTION B
COMPUTER AGENCY

INIULD USING
UNIT CODE

AREA FIELD
INVALID

Cols. 33-37 have
a code dot found
on this partica-
lar.inStitution's

Discretionary
Code Table
COSIUNIT

Cols. 27-31 con-
tain a character
other than numer-
ic or blank.

LENGTH-rIELD IS Area Eield Cols.

MISSING 27731 is blank
and length field
Cols. 19-22 are

also.blank.

LENGTH FIELD IS Length field,

rtivAun cols. 19-21 con-
.

tains a character
which is not nu-
meric or a lead-

_
ing blank (trail-
ing blank are

valid).

WIDTH FIELD IS
MISSING

Cols. 23726, same
as for length
field.

ACTION BY
INTITUTION

Single record is
rejected, listed
and referred to
institution for

resubmission.

Single recocd is
rejected, listed-
and referred to
the institution
for correction.

Single record Is
rejebted, listed

and referrei to
the irlstitution

for correction.

Single record idk

rejected, liéted
and referred to
the.institution
for cdrrection..

Single record is
rejected, listaid,
dnd rpferred to
the institution

for correction..

1. Check code
used against own
listing of Using
Units.

ii.*Check ehere
has not 11*.!en a

flaklure to update
the-'14aster Eile

code table to
take account of 4
new using unit or
a change.

Checks record,
.corrects and re7
submits a new
record to the
next update..

Checks record,
corrects,and re-
submits a new
record to the
next update.:

Checks record,
corrects.and re-
,

submits a new
record to the
next update.

Checks record,
corrects and re-
submits a new
record to the
next rodate.
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PROGRAM

,

-

.

REASON FOR
REJECTION MESSAGE

ON PRINTOUT
MEANING )

4
ACTION BY

C64PUTER AGENCY
,

,

4

.

. ACTION. BY

INSTITUTION

. .

EDIT/ '' TE.
szi i

A

....../

1 fri".
,

.

I 11''''. X .

)

.

.

.*
.4

.

, '''' .

.

r

,
.

-.--4r

(17)

e

(18,GRACE

(19)

(20)

3

(21)

.

(22)

(23)

,,

WIDTH FIELD IS
..

INVALID '

DESIGNAtTON
IS Mtn.

it'

1ST traTARACTER 1p
1 ALPHA

t,

.

,

..-,. 0

LAST CHARACTER IS
NOT ALPHA

RAD SPACE.TYPE
versuliCCAPACITY

.

.

.

,

DATE IS NOT-
NUMERIC .

.
. I

.

.

INVENTORY YEAR
LESS THAN 1978

.

, .-

C1s. 2.3-26, sal4 Single record is
rejected, listed
and referred to

11611 stitutioni

for correctiOn. 'next

Single record is
rejected, listed
and referred to
the institution
for correction.

Single record is
rejected; listed
and referred to
bhe.institution
for oorrebiio .

,

Single record is
rejected, listed
and referied to
the ins4tution
for correction.

4.4le '

*

Single record is
rejected, listed
and referred to
the institution
for correction.

,

Single recocdis
rejected, listed
and referred to
the institution
for correction.
,

Single:rec6rd is
rejected, listed
and referred to
the institution
for correction.

Checks record,
corrects and're-
submits a new

as for4length
field.

.

A,

4
RiAcord is incom-
plete in Cols.

record to the
update.

Checks record,.
corrects andre-
submits'a new10-15. (No space

on room numimr
entered.)

Cols.' 10-15 first

record toithe '

next updaf.e.

Checks reccid,
corrects iand re-
sdbmits 4 new

4--and last charac-
ters 4 spoce
designation ace,
not Alpha or
blaftN.

.5

Cols. 10-15 first

record to the
next update.

,

Checks record;
corrects and re-
submits a new

_

and last charac-
ters of, space
deskgnatiom are
not Alpha or
blank.

. .

This is a common
omission. For
space.types 110,
210, .220, 230,

250, 260, 270,
350, 410 & 430,
610 &-630, capa-
city Cols. 46 to

record tO the
next update.

Se

Checks recora,
corrects and re-
submits a new'
'record tb the
next update.

.

1

,

.
.

Checks record,
corrects and re-
submits'a new

48 must be
_...._

entered.

Date must be
entered numeric,
No Alpha or
blanks. ' ,

.

.

Date is less than
78.

record to the
next update.

Checks record,
corrects and re-
submits a new
reFord to the
next.update.
-------.

**.

*
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PROGRAM
,

(

REASON FOR
REJECTION MESSAGE

ON PR/NTOUT

.

MEANING

, -

ACTION BY
COMPUTER AGENCY

ACTTON BY
INSTITUTION

.

EDIT/UPDATE (24)

SI020

.

0

Add finally (50)

checks all
KEY FIELbS to.-
gather to ensurd
ikat the whole
transaction is
valed.

t

.

.

.

......:

A

(51)

.

INVENTORY MONTH
INVALID

MASTER RECORD NOT
FOUND

_

:
. ,

,

0

. .

RECORD ALREADY ON
MASTER

,

.

-,

_

Month characters
are not between
01 and 12.

A hange" or
del- e was

attempt on a
record whic. was
not already .n
the Master f le.

\,

'and

re-
in

Single record is
rejected, listed

referred to
the institution
for correction.

Single'tecord is
rejected, liSted
onthe error litt
and returned to
the institution
for correction.

.

.

.t

(

Single reCord is
rejected and
returned for
correction..

,

,

Checks record,
corrects and re -

submits a new
record.

i. Check that
correct record
was called up by
the transaction,
ie, that the up-
date entry is
identical to the
original in all
key fields. (Col.

-0

, 1

.

.

,

,

.

. .

An attempt was
made to add a

1-18 and-33-43)
and then either-

e
a) Correct the

transaction
entry for
delete or
change; or

b) amend it to
an
::criccluit:;n:

new item is
being added
rather than
an old one
changed.

Check again ind
if appropriate,
alter transation
to "c" (CI'lange).

cord identical
ail key fields
to an exiSting
record on the
Matter file.

,

EDIT/UPDATE (52)

5I020 I

(

.

\
---__

FI ATTRIBUTES'

INVALID
,

%

,

.

. .

.

Pre-defined field
attributes"have
been violated
halmt..totb'een

but

nu-

Single record is
rejected and re-
turned for
correctign.
',

.

.

.

.

,

.

Check.the coding
instructions and
r,esubmit.

,

.

.
.

.

.

picked up.by the
edit program
such as a field

which must be
meric but,con-
tains an Alpha
character,



--30-OCT-1 it 79 CRLLEGES' $ P AC-k' INVENT DRY SY SIT EN:- PA GE -1
PRE-EDI T IILJDIT LI STING

P.10.
SEQUENCE CARD
'NURSER /wAGE

PROGRAM - COS1010

8HORSE0CS76 J5 42
1 . 760241000 001 660
2 760241090 001 660
3 _754241c00 0914730
4 760241000. 1050310
5 7602410P0 1058310
6 760241000 .107C310

..--------------7_ThiMilAfeLQUAL0
8 760241000 1072220
9 760241000 108 Newt
10 760241000- 108HYTY

11---faitill(760D.
1.3 760241000 IoaLr60
14 rumAkcomo 11013730
75 760241900 -11.01.A.A2
Ls 760241000 11114130
.Ir 760241000. 1114wwW

. 15 760241000 114- 260

------12--Paltria--11--C214' 20 6024 090 114E265
21 760241000 .1178215
22 760241000.. 11/CwWw
.23 1'602410P0 21.0EXY11
24 760241000 210FYvy
23 760241000 2196215
24 760241000 2198215

---S- 17---F416M1--iWCYY111Z.
29 760241000 221 530
30 .764241000 422 210
31 760241000 22e._21,0
32 760241000 242c3io

22C
34 76 41000 222760

1 17. i 32 WSW iWil
37 760241000 3144210

4 38 760241000 '3144210
36 t6.0.410,01V_LAZuvel
40 760244000C 001 f3o
41 760241000C 001 730
42 750241000C 001, 730

.
.

adok 41643 .

1008 41643-
152 27241.

84 41771 J
04 417S5 J

122
.' -I. 43912

_42912 ...1

256 43912 '4K
1671 27200
351 27271 K
2.74 -41757 IL
619 41757 K

MESSAGE
-r-

BOOK STORE PRINT
ROOK STORE PRINT
STOMAGE- '

0406. SERVICE
00FICE
INSTRUCTOR
4S.TRUCIOR'
REFRIGERATION
BOILER ROom

JAL/Now(
LAUNDRY

124 .41757 K LAUNDRY STORAGE
114 41751 K RECEIVER STOCK RA
IA. 41 tr.1_1086 41700
74 27200

47841 43213404
AW1LLL 44213844
164 43221
20 46212

445 46212
191 27200
91 27100

. 127 46521
195 46521

0 46312

HEAOER CARD: oK
SHOP 07910 PAsSED TO EDIT
soup 47914 PASSED TO EDIT ,

07910 PASSED TO EDIT
47910 pASSFO TO,EDIT
07910 PASSED TO EDIT

.2.ASsaa
137910 PASSED To EDIT
07910 PASSED TO EDIT
07910 PASSED-TO EDIT

47910 PASSED TO EDIT
07910 PASSED TO EDIT
07910 PASSED TO 501VA

..1 ...14.41A.S.EIWICA. ...117910'.E&SSEQ_ILLEDLT_-
K LoADING-DoCK. 07910 PASSED tO EDIT

CORRIDOR AuTO BODY 07910 pASSED T0'ED1T .

0 12K AUTOSODY REPAIR 07910 PASSED TO EDIT
(1._:_12s_.AUTORP/DX_REPAIA__.. A 910, pAc.sFo_.7nyoly

AUTOBODY WELDING 0 9to PASSED TO
K STOCK ROOK 07910 PASSED TO DIT

PuBLIC WAITING 07910 PASSED ID AT
*ECHANLCAL

c
07910 ... eAssaa va-gatt .t....

AEcHANICAL 47910 PAssED TO EMT N
STOCK 07014 PASSED TO EDIT

.STOCK 47910 PASSED TO EDIT..

JNifa-CLOSET 07910 PASSCO TO EDIT
07910 pAss4115CLABIT

118 .23924 0 AuomnsuAL 07910 pAs$60,T0,E0IT
4202 463122000 80K emip DRESSING 07910 RASSEO 110.11017

_.4292.. 443122.11.0.0.e04(.. IIIAIR-BAZASING _____ .....k4t210.- eASSEIZ_TO_5217
59 46312 07910 'PASSED TO 5011

904
900

ttl
322
84

46312
41757
43612
48621
468122190
468122090
272DO
2/200-..
27241
27241-

47910 PASSE4-70 EDIT
CENTR44 LAUNDRY 07910 PAS 0 TO-EDIT

ifflITRuom 910
IM.-11111114____g9&0 a EDL 7-

0 EDI.
20K CLASS 07910 ASSED TO CHI(
20K CLASS' 41810 PASSED TO EDIT.

.F4/111/412.14___
K sTA RwELL.STORAGE 07910 PASSED TO EDIT

sumweLL STORAGE 07910 Rime() TO EDIT
STAIRWELL A7919 PASSED TO EDIT 4

814DR8EDCS76i,JS 26' . HEADER CARdr, OK

Migg1221597iii-fita-
5.11.495i.
51 LG56 SAEHA RDOUS SUOSA7910 PASSED TO-EDIT

_6 ...1-1,11106311,_SUASQ7910 p0AS5ED 70 EDIT

3 760300100A 097 745 140 100 51346711 'GROUNDS CRE 07910 PASSED MEDIT
4 7603001004 061 735 150 135 5134671 GIAWNOS EREw SERVICE 07910 PAsSED TO EDIT
, Ukt2021P0A._221 145 11531513L643 BOOKSTORE ly0p44 137918 PAs4ED TO-EXT

P
4.



31.0CT 1979 .COLLEGES SPACE 1NVENT,ORY -SYSTEM PAGE 2
EDIT G UPDATE ERROR LISTING

= = ma
IIATCHT SEG,. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

23456789012345671190r23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

07010 124 0701014PL 1-68441--- 166 I 00
*0 4440*
0701014PL 168MVVY 166 .1 00

9494*

PIPE SPACE

PIPE SPACE

. ERROR MESSAGE

.11k 0114 MN,

ALONG CORR £7906 friiIIRVALID USING UNIT CODE

ALONG CORR A7906 1110:AREA FIELD IS INVALID Nur

*7810 122 070101APL 110 110 570 300
.9*
DIOIOLAPL 171) 110 570 300

asalo 123 070101APL 170PZZZ-

% 070101APL

07810 1.24 Nit al
44

11000i
.415944

_1111000
444

,LECTURE THEATRE A7906 (12)4INVALID USING UNIT CODC

_LECTURE._ pifAntE A7906 121128A9 SPTYPE VS. CAPACIVE

140 I 00 LEE THEATRE DEAD SPACEA7906 112//INVALID USING UNIT bula
170PUZ 140 I

441104

1ZI 1.15-2.21_118

07810 IRS 070101Aft 172 MEW 230 40

.01810 126 070101APL 173 110 540 300
14

07510 127 070101APL 173022Z
49
070101APL 5173PZU

001
*4444

0094.04

LE MCA RE DEAD SPA A7706 1 I A

47406 1121ittuvA450 USLIIA

A7906 112/SINVALID USING

THFATOF panJ R001

HALLWAY

S INVALID

utai Cam

UNIT CODE

110000 1300

140 1 00
44944

140 I 00
*ft,

07810 124 07010IAPL 100 0410 80 40 ' 00
st . - 444144

A-7-

44 64444197410 129 070101APL 180AXXX 80 60

-

07$10 IAD 0701l1m41.._ Lapaxxx AA 70 31
44 05*45

LECTURE THEATRE A7906 412)I1NVALID USING UNIT CODE

LEC THEATRE DEAD 5PACEA7904- Iiilit4NVALID USING UNIT CODE

LEE TKEATRE OCAO,SPACCA7906. 1183:AMEA FIELD IS INVALID

VESTiOULE

JANITOR

JAW TOO

A7906 -I123/INVALID USING UNIT CODE

A7904 (42)3IMVA4.10 USING UNIT COME

47006 112121NVALID USING MUT Lam

. /

40,

T 4. et.
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.31 OCT 1979 C OLLEGES°. SPACE INVENTORY S Y e-f-t
POST-EDIT WARNING LISTING

SPAPFS_ImMiCH HAW; TIMAIL uqAa Mar EMI11 Tn 1-an

SPACE TOTAL USAGE

cr.
PAGE 1

0101APL 1 01
070/014ft 101A
01OI.JAPL 1

9 1 l0l
070101APC 101D
olosortAft tour

' ItHeaPPII: 1,01T
. 070101NPL 101V
070141AOL 10114.

IfStattki iir
.0.70101APLC 377 '

. :;:::irA ?-11 la:
070104APL 1344. 2.00

.42

.7S P.

AIS
.05
.53
.04 Si .
.46
.11

2:;$1

.40-
2.00

IV

.

5 4 -*

no

r'l



Pnr.K...21.36

2.9. Using Printout ReRprts

Colleges.shbuLd know what each Printout Report contains so that hey'can request the
reports most useful for th\e`m..

JhN 1980 .

2.9.1. Detailed Report's

(a) Report 1X

..(b) Report B

( c) Report C

(d) Report D

.Space File: Lists the complete contents' of the computer
space file for a college, room by room, building.by.build-
ing, giving a akear language descriptionfor each space.
The spaces are listed in the order that they are numbered
or designated.

Simplified Space File: lists all the spaces:.building by
building as does Report A, but simplifies1 the-information
about each space, giving only the data elements that would.
be usefUl for day to day management of the colLege.

Using Unit_ Lists: is a separate listing of the spaces under
the .coatrol of the varidus Administrative uniti in the
institution.

Space Type Analysis for the Whole Institution: groups to-..

.gether, building by building, all the similar spaces in
'institution; for ex4mple, all the -classrooms, all the
laboratories, offices- and so on. .

Examples of Reports A, B, C, and D follow.

Note on access to Computer.Information

Although the data for all inst.itutions is stored in one Master file, access

to the file is limited.to a single institution at any given run and is con-
trolled by a Selectipn Control Card bearing the particular institution's
cod6e.

2.9.2. Summary Reports

As was mentioned earlier there are.two series of-summary reports. The E-
.,

series correlates the space type with the function that the space is used
for, and the F-series,correlates the space type with the educational program
that-uses the space (see example summary 'reports fbllowing). Within each:
series the information is summarized in a number 'ofAifferent permutation!.
The pattern of the (permutations can be seen in the analysis below of the E-
series.

\'

(a) E-series Permutatins

E.1 Totals and correlates the main categories of space types with the
.main categories of space functions at the first level of detail;0

e.g.;

Labs 6.shops with Instruction

- in general in general
,

-General tae with Student Support

Facilities
.

",=1..1,,

56
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PAGE 2:371-N.

E2 Identifies specific space types within the main spaceN categories
and correlates them with specific space functions within the main
fpnction categories.at the second level of detail; e.g.:

650 Lounge with 32 Soctal Cultural and
Recreational Developmeilt

And 'further still:

E1.1 Provides the informationsbuilding by'building.

E1.2 Provides .")2e same information in total for aietvi'Campus.
e

Finally, in each sUbsection E10, E1.2:

E1. Part 1 Identifies first .the Function category

and
Lists second the Space Type categories attributed to it.

E1.2 Part 2 Identifies first the Space Type category
and

Lists second the one or more FunctiOns to which it has been
applied.

The "P" aeries is similarly strtictured to correlate space types and the educational,

programs which they accommodate. It does not inclWe classrooms.

The matrix which fdllows will help to identify Which summary is most appropriate to

answer any particurar gueseion. Examples of the Computer'prini-outs will be found in
Appendix A.

Themlellowing chart lists the various E.and. F Series Summaries showing the informa-
tit:W.-each summary'contains And the guestiond that the summary will answer. Note that
both Detail Reports-%and Summary Reports may be changed if-they are foundto be un-
satisfactory. CollegeS.00uld notify the ministry of any proposed changes.

Oft k

S.

I All



' DATA WNW CONEDIA71. ,- PRESENTED BY SUMMARIES
(In all cases total nuMber of spaces and total area in *guar* faet aro reportad)

SUMMARY
CODR

SPACE TYPE
MST SECOND
LEVEL LEVEL

FUNCTION
lam SECOND t
LEVEL LAM

EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM

MST SECOND
LEVEL LEVEL

BUILDING CARPUS
'BY

BulLDING TOTAL AMMO TSS QUESTION

B.1.1. Part 1.

4

.

2* .

*2 Data slam/Ant

Listed Against It

,
1

*1 Data Rlament
Identified i

' Yes What are the main function. accommodated
in a particular building and which main
spec. types are attributed to "them?

R.1:1. Part 2. 1 2. Yes

-

What aro tha main space typels inva parti-
cular building apd to which main functions
are they allocatad?

.

1.1.2. Part 1. 2

,

1

.

.

Yes
-

As 1.1.1.1. - Total for all buildings on
a particular Campus.

14.2. Part 2. 1 2 Yes As 1.1.1.2.- Total for all buildings on
a particular Campus.

1.2.1. Part 1.>2
_

1

.

.

.

Yes
.

.

What are the individual functions accoMmo-
datad in a particular building and which
individual ipso+ types are attributad to .

1.2.1. Part 2.
1

,

2 Yes
A

What ars the individual Spec. typos in a
partUvlar building and to which indisbbial
functions are thay allocated?

A

1.2.2. Part 1. 2 1 Yes
.

As 1.2.1.1. - Total for all buildings on
a partia*r Campus.

..

..

R.2.2. Part 2.
-

1

,

2

-
.

Yes
,

As 1.2.1.2. - Total for all buildings on
a particular .

.

P.1.1. Part 1. 2

,

4

.

1
I

Yes

.

If
-I'

Which main pr9nac categories axle accommo-
dated in a pticular building and in

.whioh main tegories of apace type are
they ted?

F.1.1. Part 2 1

.

2 US ,,".----
, .

.

.

What ore Oa main apace types in a, parti-*

oular building aid in which main catogor-
Lis of spice type are thiy accommodated?



.

SUMMARY

CODE

SPNZA TYTE
FIRST SECOND
LEVEL LEV=

FOICTIOS
nu? SECOND

LEM MEL

SDATICSAL
PROGRAM

FISST SECO=
LEVEL LEVEL

BUILDING
BY

RUILDZYG

MIMS

TOTAL , ANSWERS THE QUE41'I0N

7.1.2. Part 1. 2 . I. Yes As P.1.1.1. - Total for all buildings on
particular Campus

P.1.2. Part 2. . 2 yes As P.1.1.2. - Total !or all buildings on
a,particular Campus

1.2.1. Part 1 2 Yea Which individual programs at'. accommodated
in a particular building and whiCh indivi-
dual apace typa do thay use?

P.2.1. Part 2. 2 Yes Which individual spew. typos or. located
in particular building and to which

*Individual programs are they applied?

P.2.2. Part 1. 2 1 Yes As r.2.1.1. - Total for all buildings on
particular Campus.

P.2.2. .Part 2. 2 As P.2.2.1. - Total for4011,buildings on
particular Campus.

oi

MAIM FUNCTIONS ARZz MAIN SPACE TYPES Ants. MIR PROGRAM cannolass ABEt
01. Managerial and Adsdnistrative Belated 12.

./'
Draftinglx. Instructional lxx. Classroms Yocilitiee

2x. Instructional Support 2xx. Lab and ShOp Facilities 02. Bscretarial, Claricel Rilatet 13. Electrical Electronics Related

3x. Student Support 3xx. Office Facilities' .
03. Modicine and Health Related 14. Natal Trades Related

Gensral Support 4xx. Study Facilities 04. Taaching and Ralated 15. Meanies Related (light and heavy

5x. Management and Adadnietration 510.. Special Use Facilities OS. Art, Lit., Perf. ArtS Related equipmelmt)

6x. Special 6xx. General Use Facilities 06. Servicas Ralated 16. Transport Equipment Operative

7x. Building and Campus Service lax. Supporting Facilities 07. Farm, agric. Horticultural 4 Dairy 17. HuManities and Social Sciences
ex,

9x.

Ox.

Rasearch
Unassigned e

Non-Assignabilk

ass.
9xx.
Oxx.

Health Care Facilities
Residential Facilitios
Unclassified Facilities

Malated
OS. Removable Resources Ralated
09. Mining, Quarrying, Oil, Gas and

18.

19.

Natural Scionces (Biological. Physical
and Life Sciences)
Religion

WWW. Circulating Aremi Polution Control Related 20. Basic Skills Orientation and

XXX. Cuabodiargreas 10. Construction (Building/Housing) Related

YYY. Mechanical Areas Related 3*.

ZEE. Structural Areas 11. Enginemring, Heavy Construction
Related.

Detailed codes for individual
Section 3 of thia Manual.-

items Under each of these Main Categories art as listed in'

,

61



21 SEP 1978

COLLEGE

COLL.EGES0 SPACE INVENT,ORY. SYSTEM
ATAIL MASTER FILE LISTING REPEAT A
S MARIZED EV &WILDING. CAMPUS t COLLEGE

NJ InTrarkATION euti-C1hr-
PORTABILITY:(P) PERMANENT
OVNERSNIP: .(C) COINED=/

SeACE SP-TYPE SPACE LEN4iiiNjiloTH AREA SPACE UNIT
, NUMBER CCOE -tvipe IF?) (FT) (SO.FT) SHAPE CCOE.,.1.6

al"

011.111111111

FUNCTION
CEDE

all/
USING
FUNCTION4NO 0.M,. ..M.4M...PMMD.

PROGRAM VSING USEt . NET SCPEOULEC STNTVRE INST. SPACE INVENTORY
CODE PROGRAM RATIOF SO. FT. CAPACITY CEDE USE DESCRIPTION DATEsneaap-n w IoN*Wm 1,... mma*M

5 113 (21C) CLASS-4.A8CRAT0RY %. 30.5- 23.5 716 ( ) (STUDS) (33) OCCUPATIONAL & VOCATIONAL INST

LOBIAIOU.S... OFF TRAINING/BUS. CAREERSL 1.00 nil_ _____92.11.. (144 LAE BUSINESS MACNINES 711107

22.5 1i.o0 270 1 ). (STUDS) . (21) INSTRUCTIONAL SUPACRT GENERAL
....

106101 (14S. OFF TRAINING/54Se CAREERS #.00 270 NIA 1 ) LAE STORAGE _ ..... _ _ _ ulcer

8.170c (WWI.) CIRCULATICN AREA 24.0 14.0 252 1 ) (SAINT) (00) NOWASSIGNAOLE

I- 1 UNIMENTIELELLJEGGIIAUIL ---1.1.42 15.3_ IVA__ __A 1 CORRIDOR 1114$1

I8.113A (215) CLASSLAOCRAIDRY SERVICE

8 170 E C1RCUCATICN AREA

C. 1 UNIDENTIFIED FROGMAN

8 170M/ (NOV) CIRCULATION. AREA

11.0 0.0 Se ( ) '(MAINT) (00) NONASSIGNAlet

1.00 45 NIA r'N 1 )
6

ENTRY, _ _ ..._ _ _.._ _

19.0 11.0 209 1 4 (MAIN?) (00) NONASSIGNAOLE

209 ALIA 1 i RUE ROOM 78I07 f
4 it

177.5 11.5 2.041 ( ) (RAINY) (00) NOWASSIGNAOLA

1.00 - 2.1441 14/A 4 1 CONOMOR L.__________: A3/07 _

14.0
.
11.5 161 ( 1 (RAINT) (00) MONASSIGNAILE

LauL .161 hi& 1 1 ' tEFRIOIER * way
11.5 E.0 57 1 ) 1MAINT4 (04) NONIASSIGNAISLE

r

1.00 57 NIB i I ENTRY_ --21107... .

'..

31.5 11.5 / 342 1 I (SAINT) (00) NONASSIGNAOLE

1:40 362 IiaL_-_ -LA_ comalogn 75107

5 17 (MMW) CIRCULAT1CN AREA

1 likimutrInto PROGRAM

(iMVA CIRCULATICN AREA

1 umIDEMIIF/ED PROGRAM

172i (WNW) CIRCULATICN AREA

C i UNIOENTIF4ED PROGRAM

8 173 (vWm; CIRCULATICN AREA

1 uNIDENTIFIeD PROGRAM

5 181 AMMili.CIRCULATICN AREA

EBOGRAM

I.

a

0

15.5 . 11.0 170 4 ) .
(sAIRT) 1001 NONASSIGNAELE

1.00 \Ala N/A ( / STAIRION.

4:

C4

z

coo
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21 SEP 1976c

CCLLEGE

_ .

COLLEGES0 SPACE INVEATCRY SYSTEN PAGE 2
DETAIL SPACE FILE LISTING Or BUILDING

SUMMARIZED EY luaLcIAG CAMPUS.0 Co.LEGE,- IMPORT

CAMPU.S1
soLumG: (4011) 2311174171A-ATION DUILOING

4.0.m.40 Mavaamerma mmt .m...mommimawmmasam aeasfla 01...406 ea p -__ e amfaaw.aMl4FACE SP.*TyPE SPACE AREA USE NET sTA-TyPE' SCHECULED UNIT SPACE1.00666 COOE TYPE (SOOT) PATIO SO. FT. CCOE CAPACITY CCCE CESCRIPTIONaMmPMM041.p..IM.4W...O.P4O04W...O'.1OPW,A0.4MMIMWMMOMMWONV.W.....M.'.,...°....,.....,.4104..,"........".,
Nip .1$ -.woo __MERDILOWD.14.111Q-_FAG11.17LE5

: A Is .(1nre) NECMANICAL AREA

A 1E; (14w) CIACULATICNAFEA

A 2- (XXX) CUSTODIAL AREA

A 3. ...__1.4.10.1__OFFiCE VailVaL
A 3A (310) OFFICE

A .30 (730) STCFA4E

A 4 (440) PRCCESSING RcOM

A 4A (.3101..OFFIC.E. _

A 5 (TM MECHANICAL AREA

A 6 (430) OPEN-STACK READING ROOM

A 7 (310) OFFICE

_ 4 (XVIA_Mg4hAMICA.-5PL0---- -

A 10 (YYY) MECHANICAL AREA

A 12 (730) STCRAGE

A OTIC (WIM)' CIRCULATION AREA

A a72_1111.191.__CIRCULATICN AggA

A 001
A 091

(41m) cIncuLATICA AREA

MT) MECHANICAL AREA

8 100 (210) OFFICE

4.1004.. ialit QffJ

o 1008

8 100C

(310) OFFICE

1310) OFFICE

It

.744
4.9 1.00

15 1.00

335' 1.00

EGE 1.09

115 1.0)

.2.109 1.09

762 1.00

130 1e0G.

2.419 1.00

2.912 1.09

1.082 1.00

_1.00 :748 1. . _ _

_ .040. . 1e.04.

276 1.00

273 1.00

2.400 1.09

222 1.09_

165 1.09

150 1.04

965 1.00

leo 1.00

192 1.09

144 1.00

* 419 I

16 ( )

335. (

500

115 IJ/

2.10G I

762 (R)
4 40

130 IJI

' 404/G t

2.912 (A)

1.002 (J)

AeA

meA

N'A

keA

Kea

NoA

ktA

NIA

NeA

050

NeA

_ Ne_44

heA

NeA

Nelo

111u4.441_1111gESTWAL_____

(MAIAT) MACHINE FCCM ELEVATOR

(PAINT) ELEVATOR

(MAINT) JANITCRIAL ST,OPAGE

(8TUS/AKFCA Pcch
ISTUOSI OFFICE COUNSELLING

(MAINT) BULK IT F4Gt MURAL

(STUDS) Lla ine CUING AND AV

(414431. iirrimialeAsialt_
(FAINT) MECHANICAL 0000

ISTUOS/ L.IERARV OPEN MP 071J0

(SILOS) OFFICE FACULTY CPA PLN

111.11.WWELECTRICAL AOQM

270 ( ) (PAI)T) TELEPFONA /WA

273 I / (PAINT) ELECTRICAL STORAGE

2.400 t.). (RAW) COPRIOOP

_239 1 1 (pAIA1) siA140ELL

155 ( I NeA (6AINT) STAIRWELL'

lee I ) Nei (NAW) MECHANICAL ACkESi
965 (J) NtA '(ilUSSA) GENERAL OFFICE

150 ,1151 AMYSSAI OFFICE

192 4.1$ NoA '(STLOS) OFFICE STLO SVCS COORD

144 (J) NeA Aeu0s4) (*Pict STUC COUNSELLMG

64 65



I21 SEP 1970 \

a

CCLLEGE

C OLLEG\E S° SPACE INVENTO.RY SYSTM
DevAtt. Fmc LISTING BY ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

SUMMARIZED SY SUILDING, CAMPLS0 UNIT 4 COLLEGE REPORT C

AMPUS2

.....0001701,WIMMILOW410Mlame.b.../... ..6041.00.ft
9PACE SPTYPE SPACE
NUMEER CODE TYPE1.

ataLDINot, t ALIN/ A11111141STRATI0N W11_01149 .

a 1C476- (310) OFFIC(

*REA USE
(10.1IT) RATIO

ere

sommuLto ,

sa. FT. CODE CAPACITY

BUILDING TOTAL7 --
.BUILDING: (GU) GAS cii.. srute

.
A 101 (731) STORAGE. HAZARDCUS MATERIAL

,

A 102 (731) STOWAGE. 1-AZARDOUS MATERIAL

BUILDING TOTAL

SUILOING: ISTO) STORAGE BUILDING '

33B 1.00

1.00

40, 1.00

120 1.00

2.01I

A IQ (265) INSTA..$MCP+FIXED EGUIP. SER. 101 1.00

A 101 (13O) 21uRA4E-- 1.269 1.00

A 102 (265) INSTR. SMGA-411AEO EQUIP. sea. .447 1.00

103, (731) STORAGE. HAZARDOUS MATERIAL .
91 1.00

A 104 (731) STORAGE. HAZARDOUS mAreptAL ql 1.00

SUILDING TOTAL

BUILDiNii(mKs) mORKSNOPS

momm.'

PAGE 11

SPACE
DESCPIPTIONrreemeam11

134 (J). OFFICE CHIEF VCC INST.

130 0

44 ( I OlkA, 4.10464E

120 I ) MIA GAS CIL STOBAGE

1-76-
L./ -

*OS ( ) MfA DOCASAG ASIA

1.249 ( T N74 OPEN STO*A4(

*St & ) M/A AVM immisei
.

91 ( 1- N./A --dAf4iii siN5AA4t
91 I ) WA ACETYLENE STORAGE

5.00 2.253

OPAI jaapI OPEN AIR INSTR4STION.LAM a

CPAS (207) INSTR. SHOPV OPEN ASP SER. 1.00 ( I N.PA RADIAL Ann Oka SNED

. L2a01 OPEN AIR 1N5TFu YARD, 1.00 1 ) MIA Otlek.11 11 INITRUCT MOIL

r'



?t sash 19ro

410101

,714

f

CoLLtoev scssACE INVEkTCSIT SY 1 TEN
DETAIL pr4e LISTMA Ov APACE TYPE 0ITFIN OUILOING

.summAtIELED er IOUILDING. CAMPUS & CC4LEGE. FEACPT.0

co.t.tai

-ittet4r-rig÷-110METTIoi-4-NOILtsMIt 40011,411r---4410.W.M70PD
UNITSPACk AREA USE NET STkTVPE acmeouLeo DLIT

NUPOEA IS0.PT1 PATIO S0. FT. CCDE CAPACITY CODE

IS ''
PAGE 9

111111=41. ,M.,11
/WIIIIEE I -AL12-1..CLEItritEEMEAUIDIL _SERV' _

e 109A

e itt

0 113A

C 2108

120

230

270

1.00*.

1.00

1.00

120

230

270

1.711

ISA104 1

AP4TyPE TOTAL A.00 1.094

A-OFZITWET ;--

, 3A 11$ 1.00 113

A A 138 1.00. 138

1.082 tQQ
a too sat 1:00

..1,GRE

S65

100A 154. , 1.00 15E

.d soca 192 1.00 .192

13_106C, 1,0Q.
.

e SOOC

.14.41

192 1.00.

_194

,192

08

1008 los 1.00 taa

o 100F 138 1.00 118

130 4.009 130.

II 1001$ 210 1.00 .210

0 1004 138 1.00 130

A

4

ke
N/A

SPACE
DESCRIPTION

STLDENT iiRVICES CCCROlkATCP

STUDENT SERVICES CCORDVIAT120

STUDEAT SERVICES COCROINATCR

114 A (Mitt -i-lia,eirMatas-Ultao TIN

N/A (STLOS) STUDENT SERVICES CCCPOINATC11

11 0

-^

7:1

a.

LAE STVAGE

LAS STORAGE

LAS STORAGE

Sq04A4E LA6

STORAGE RAMO NAT emelt

(STUDS) STUDENT SERVICES CCOPOINATCP

(SUMS) sTtioamT seavtcas COORDINATOR

.(11,1011_,Jalpf1'jAgatigga CCCROINATCO

OUPSAA

SUNS'S

STLOCNI SERVICES COCROINATCP

I/IA _LEWES/ !WSW
IM1.SSA4 SURSAM

(01040) &SPECTOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING

A/A (OUPSA) SMAAw.

krA (EURSA) WEAR*
1k/A

h/A

IAUFsA) LISAAA

6
teyFAAI SUOMI

OFFICE COOOSSLLING

OFFICE LISOARIAN

OFFICE FACilLTv QUId PLAL

GENERAL OFFICE

OFF ICi _ _

'OFFICE STUC SVCS COCRO

OFFICE Sjuo CouosELLNG

CPFICE CASHIER

: orrice CHIEF VOC MST

GENEONL OFFICE

GrPICE outman

OFFICE PRINCIPAL

OFFICE SCOW To PRINC

ok.

69



r--. 2, SEP 1ST!)

1

A

CCLLEGE

C OLLEGESe SPACE IhVENTCRY SysTEN
SUMMARY REP0RT - PART I DA 2
SPACe TYPE TCTALS WITHIN FuNCT(Cal.

SA2AKOCAN ev E4ILDIAG

CAMPUS: (TE)
0401L011.4: (ACO, ADMINISTPATION EuILCI04

.=1/0.4MeNbam.in.wraD.NOVIIMMEm=nMMr
SO-TyPE
CCCE

7
SPACE
TYPE..!=.411....11.114...W.M.4.1410=!.0111.0.010.....O.M.INDMW41.41.

SP-TYPE TCTAL

PuRCTICH TOTAL

SP-TYPE TOTAL

SP-TyPE TOTAL.

Sp-TYPE TOTAL

SP-TYPE TCT4L

SP-TYPE TCTAL

A

SpTYPE .TOTAL

FUNCTICIii TCTWE

9.

SPTYPE TCTAL

FUNCTEON ICTAL

spetYpe. 'CTN.
SP6T9AE TOTAL

rLhcliCh TCTAL

70

PAGE 4 _

AIM

USE NET
RATIC 'SC. PT.

SCHEDULED
CAPACITY

(0A) ACW.ASSICAAELE

(1.31_1MaELLETIGNAL

(wax) PCP-ASSIGPAOLE APEA 40.00

44.00

140PAE

14.045

a

(MO CLASSPOOM FACILITIES 11.00 7OSS9 2TO

tEXXI LAP S INSTR. SHOP FACILITIES 1.00 7,144. 1JUL-
I3A91 CRUDE FACILITII/S .00 I.See 0

,. 24.00 19.744' 499

(2x) IPSTPUCTIONAL SUPPCPT

(129) CLASSFOOM FACILITIES 1.00 439

MOO LAE & INSTR. SHOP FACILITIES 0.00 1.094 0iiif Efirarir-rAcIt. ITI ES 1.00 r14 a

(431A) STUDY FACILITIES 2.0
_

2.074 $O

1sao 6;344

STUDENT SUPPORT

I731S/ CFFICE FACILITIES 1.00 11$ 0

1.00

(4x) GEMRAL. SUPPORT

-175-1U0-0-01-Ct PACICifIES .00 72A 0

(EXP) SENIESALUSE FACILITIES $.00 1.317 0

4.00 2.241 0

4vi
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P

4

21 SEP 1576

.

CCLLEGES° SPACE INVENTCRY SYSTEM
SUMMARY REPORT 11.1 PART 2 CF 2
FUMCTICh TCTALS MITMIN SPAtE TYPE

OPCAKDCON BY BLILOING

-11g0--A-UOINISTRATION'EUILCING

FLACTICN TCTAL

FUNCTION TCTAL

1P..TYPE TCTAL

FUNCTION TOTAL

FUNCTION TCTAL

SPTYPE_TOIAL

11XX/

12100
,

FUNCTION TOTAL

PLACTICN TbTAL

---t.0440t-7YffkL-------

13xx/

FUNCTION TCTAL

IIIINC/IIALIDIAL

FliNCTICN TOTAL

FUNCTION TOTAL

PLidCTICA TCATAL

SiP TY P E .T.C.TA.A. _ _

(4AR)

FUNCTICN TCTAL

PAGE

WOmmomPl

FUNCTION FUNCTICN
CCDE GPCLFING

USE NET
RATIC SIC. FT.

SCHEDULED
CAPACITY

(OC) NCNASSIGNABLE 40.00 14.045

(710 BUILOING 6 CAMPUS SERVICE 1.00 576

41.00 14,621 it)

CLASSACCA FACILITIES

I 1R1 \INSTRLCTICNAL 11.0 0 7.659 . 275

12XM1. IAISTRUCTI414AL SUPPORT 1.00 436 0

14 .20____ 276.

LAB. IhsTa. Spica FACILITIES
1

I, ,

-11*-4115_

(lR) 1NS9IUCTICPAL 6.00 1.169 151

(2X) INS RUCTIONAL SUPPORT 6.00 1.044

.--1.203

0

IW-.44--- 151
/

OFFICE FACILITIES I !
I

. .

(IR) INSTRUCTIONAL # 5.00 1.60e 0

- - 12% 4 INStRUCIIChAL 54PFEPT
,..,

.., 1655.______EUL 0

13 STUDENI.SLPPCPT 1.00 115 5
i

(AA) GLNERAL SUPPCRT 1.00 724 0

(5A) MANAGE/1E10 14.00 3.619 25

24.05_._.

STUDY FACILITIES

.5.1.4ca 25

IR*/ INSTRUCTIONAL SUFI:IOU 2.00 3.674 50

6

° 12 4 73



21 SP 1978

CCLLEGE

CAMPUS: (TE)

COLL E.GES° SP ACE INVENTOR V 5 VS TEM PAGE 3
SURNARY REPORT El .2 - PART I OF 2
SPACE . TYPE TOTAL E. 617101,4 FUKCT 10K

BREAKDOWN BY CAMPUS

212.. TYPE TOTAL

FUKCT I ON TOTAL

( 1X ) IhSTEUCT 10kAL

SP.4YPE TOTAL

SP-TYPE T CT AL

SP. TYPE TC TAL

frUKCT I ON TOT AL

SP-TYPE TOTAL

SPTYPE TOTAL

__JAPE TOTAL_
SPTYPE TOTAL

SP+ TYPE T 0 T AL

FUNCTION TOTAL

(2X / K ST FIAT I ONAL SUPP CRT

SP..TYPE SPACE USE NET SCHEDULED
COCE TYPE RATIO 'SC. fir. C AP AC ITT

(*XX) P.O.-ASSIGNABLE Aor

-)iALAss$664-FiCfCifiti-

(2ix) LAO C INSTR. SHOP PAC IL I TIE S .

MOO. CFP ICE FAC IL IT IES

(ox) CLASSROOM FACILITIES

(2)(x) LAO C. INSTR. SHOP FAC/LITIES

12,Akt_EFFICI_FficaLiLLES_
(4,01) STUDY FACILITIES

(7)00 SUPPORTING FACILITIES 'sli.

(3A) STUDENT 11170TAWaT

SP.-TYPE TOTAL (3XX) OFFICE FACILITIES

SPTYPE TOTAL (EMU GENERALUSE FACILITIES

FUNCTICK TCTAL r

I 424 GENERAL SUPPOR T

SP.TYPE TOTAL C 31041 QFF10E FACILITIES

131.00 41.47d a

137.00 411.41.76 a

11413--- 2.i96 393

22.00 56 292 364

12.00 3.80E

51.05 72.294 .741

5.00 4027. - a

22.00

-2_1.09_

711437'

130

0

0

2.00

5.00

35.00

3.474

.1.4127 _

14.203

/ SO

_ -A
SO

1.00
.

1.00

2.00

111

2.695

20110

0

0

0

500
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a #

0
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21 SEP 1978

CCLLEGE

CAMOial- (T4)

A
LLEGES4 SPACE INYENTCRY SYSTE.M

SUMMARY REPORT E1.2 PART 2/CF 2
FUNCTICN TCTALS wITIP. SPASE TYPE

ancilicoom BY CAMPUS

FUNCTICAs TCTAL

FUNCTION TOTAL

SP-,TYPE TOTAL

,L

WY. -

.trurectlos TOTAL

FLNCTION TVA.-

SOLTYPE TOTAL

.FUNCTIO. TCTAL

FUNOfICP4417TtL

AF-ttltP_E

FUNCTION TUTAL

FUNCTION'TOTAL

OUNC T 1 GN TCTAL

FUNCTION TOTAL

FLNCTICN TOTAL

SP=f*AE 'TOTAL

IIXXI CLASSROOM rAci&triej-

PAGE

FUNCTION FUNCTICN use NET . SCHEDULED
CCOE C.ACUFING PATIC SC. FT. CAPACITY

_

(OX) NON.ASSIGNAELE

(7X) EUILDING t CAMPUS SERVICE

.J
IX) INSTRUCTIONAL

2X) INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

(axx) &As C. INSTR. SHOP FACILITIES

41X) INSTRUCTIONAL

(2X) INSTRUCTICNAL MUPPCRT

_

4(XX) OFFICE !FACILITIES

--

(1X) INsiaucTtomAL

(211) INSfRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

(3X) STOOE4I iO0OCAT.

(4X) GENERAL SUPPORT

15X4 MANAGEMENT

(7X) BUILDING C. CAMPLS SERVICE

(4XX) sTuvr FACILITIES
410

I

e"

I.

137.00 45.478

19.00 tem
150.00 . 43.994

17.05

5.00

22.05

22.00

22.00

12.00

Th

12.196:

927

11.123

*393

393

58.292

70337

3811

0

64i129 4111.

3.80S .o

138 ell

5.00 .812 0

19.00 4.559 25

2.00 350 o

40.dd 9.712 25



21 SEP 1976

CLLLEGE

COLLEGES,' SPACE INVENTORY SYSTEM- MIME 6
SUMMARY REPORT E2.1 - PART I CF 2
SPACE TVFE TOTALS WIT*IN FUNCTION

BREAKDOWN BY OUILOING

BUILttAG: (gil ACMINISTRATION.
SF-TYPE

1--

-1MQ-TYPE TOTAL

L SP-TYPE TOTAL

.FUMCTION TOTAL

TOTAL

SF-TVRE TCTAL

FUNCTION TOTAL

SF-TYPE TOTAL

Dv-TYPE TOTAL

FLNCTICh TOTAL

SPTyPE TOTAL

FUNCTION TOTAL'

sp..Tvfm TOTAL

SF-TYPE 'TOTAL

SF-TYPE
CCOE .

-------------------

SFACE USE NET SCHEDULE
RATIO SC. T. CAFACIT

(1O)

1-1735idati-S-T-ACK

(440) PolocEssitha

(21) INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT GENERAL

(22) LIBRARIES

FLOE 1.00 136 0

RTA4T1744W1
ROOM

1

1.00

1.00

2.4112

0 762

50
0

3.00 5.612 '60--
(M) CARaw GulokKA...COUNSELLING

(aso) &Inca 1.00 115 0

1.00 tle

.(41) GENERAL SUPPORT

(315iCFFICE SERVICE 1:00 ' 0

(ego) Lvmda 2000

5411-

230 0

3.00 "Iiii -dr-

(431 BOOK SZORIES

(640) MERCHANDISING FACILITIES 1.00 742 0

a

1.00 746 .

(45) FACULTY & STAFF SERVICES

(315) ffell-a-rol-lircE 156

(650) LCUNGE 1.00 657 0

(E66) Leumaa swg 1.00 02 0

o.,1



21 SEP IGTO

CAMPUS: (TE)
114)1L01Nci1 111011) IUMIITRATION OUILOING

COLLEGE

COLLEGES* SPACE INVENTORY SYSTEM
SUMMARY REPORT E2.1 PART 2 CP 2
FUNCTION TOTALS VITKIN SPACE TYPE

OREAKOOAN 57 !WILDING

.11MIYINM sopeM.11.1111111.;...

FUNCTION FUNCTION
CCOE1111 ....M.M.P....110.14101.11MDAMIOM4maimallpmromIP.....114MMM41P

FUNCTION TOTAL

SP...TYPE TOTAL

'FUNCTION TOTAL

SP-TYPE TOTAL

4-171KCTION TOTAL

SON'T7PE TOTAL

1350) CCAOFERENCE RA (OFFICE RELATE())

(430) OPEN-STACK READING AtUt

14401 PROCESSING ROOM

(450) LOUNGE

(51) VAKAGEMENT

FUNCTION TOTAL

SP.*TYPE TOTAL

(655) LOUNGE SERVICE

(221 LIMMARIES

(22) LIMARIES

(411 GENERAL SUPPORT

(65) FACIWY STAFF SERVICES
4

FU ON TOTAL

SP...TYPE TOTAL

(660) MERChANDISING FACILITIES

(0,1 P0CuLly s Stlivftell

_J411_ epag_sumEs___*

PAGE

USE
RATIO

NET
SO. PT.

S4NEOULE0
CAPACITY

1.00 617 26

1.00 537 25
/

1.00 4 20912 50

1.00 . 26.912. . SO .

1.00 na a

100 762 0

t

ZA90 230

1.00 497 '

3.00 - . .

'

1.00 as 0

1040 02 0

C

k.O 74.0 0.

1.00 740 0

80
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21 SEP IS78 SPACE INVENTORY
SUMMARY REPORT E2.2 PART I OF 2
SPACE TYPE TOTALS WITHIN FUNCTION ,

#SREAKOCNA SY CAMPUS

CAMPUE,1

Cm4AGE

AI

4.6. we.esss ....oasieieese

(00) N0NassIGNA5c.E___4
.

4f
$0TVIla ibTAL

GO*TVPIE TOTAL&

FUNCTION TOTAL

. . (11)4N6TRUCTIONAL

* STYSPTYPE WTAL (110) CLASS 1.ROOM 2.00 1503
.

i ..... ..

arUNCTION TOTAL 2.04 1.502 54-

. *-,

.,.
*

(121 GEh. ACADEVICITECIAL It.s.T. --4
.

SPTYPE TOTAL (210) CLASSLABORATCRY 2.00 i 1.53a 55 /

SYSTEM
k

e
: PAGE 2

Qmire.M7040M41.1.411.141110M 5 4110.1000ft IMPIWIFIWINIFMMIWOWIFIMPOW..0.1.1114.1MLN

SPTYPE SPACE 4.SE . NET
CCCE TYPE PATIO 'SQ. et:ans

(222) CIRCULATICN AREA,

(YlOpECHANICAL AREA

92ENV
=rvIrme en.e.eelememeneweim

.3.00 ItTi

2.00 144

5.00 1. 216

C.
0

0

4.FUNCT/QN_ TOTAL

(21) INsTauCTICNAL 1.1FPC0T GENERAL

.SPTYPE TOTAL

riLAcTI0N ITTAL

sPtrag., Tuitt,
4
FUNCTTON TOTAL

1,SPTYPE. TOTAL

--FUNCTION TOTAL
0

(31) STUDENT SUPPORT

(it) MANAGEIIENT

2.00_ . _

(215) CLAss-LA0m2VORT saW10E 1.40

1.00.

22 0

22 0

(21O) OFFICE

.11521 EgEcUTLVE MANAGEMgNT

1.00 301

2.00 '297

1 9

' 2.00 297



41

r.

44b

21 SEP ISTE CCLLEGE S' $ P.10 C'E INVENTORY SYSTEM
SUMMARY REPORT E2.2 FAST 2 OF 2

A FUNCTION TOTALS A1TMIN SPACE rOPE
BREAKCCION eT cooPus

4411 CO11,46-GE

c Crim474-Ji: (TE1

PLAICTION TCTAL

CA.ASS -LAB GPAIDAY

PAGE 5

FUNCTION FUNCTION
%COE'

(2151 CLASS-LABORATORY SEROCE

a

LSE
RATIO

NET.
SO. FT.

SCMEOULEO
CAPACITY

INIMMIND Mi1100

tall INSTRUCTION& SUPPORT GENERAL 12.00
St

3.343 0

(260) INSTR. SHOP. FIXEC EQUIPMENT

FLNCTION iOTAL (13) OCCUPATIONAL 6 VOCATIONWL INST. 6.0$ Si 140
.SPTYPE TCTAL. Its 6.00 43.067 146
1%

(26E)'IN3TA. sNORFIxece EQUIP0 S.

I

FuNcTsch Topa. 1a (21) INSTRUCTIONAL suRFORT saNERAL 5.00 340137
.

' SPTYPE T4TAL. 11.41O

o

o

1270WW-frP. CRUP-ImOvEAZLE-EOUTP-. -;

3 .337
r 2

FUNCTION TOTAL (131 OCCUPATIONAL C,I4SCATIONAL MST 1.00 3.017'
, SP-TYPE TOTAL
1 ' .

2.00
4 r

Ian) AUSIE.A 54CPM411AILILugulp,sas

1

FLNCT1ON TcyAL

SPTYPE tOTAL 3.00

.0

)

(21) INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT GENERAL 3.00 $11

BSI . a
1

-

(080) OPEN A10 1NSTRuCCIONAL TARO

FUNCTION etTAL ;tr -

-._ _ _

'ilii o-CCURiceitii:AL C-iobtATIONAL fikif- 41-i-aii

.2.00'

b

SPTYPE TOTAL o
F

Ar

85
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21 SEP 1978 COLLEGES SPACE INVENTORY SYSTEM
. SUMMARY REPORT F1.1 PART 1 CF a . $

SPACE TYPE TOTALS VITHIN PROGRAM

PAGE 3

GREAKOOVN ev.0014.014.0

CAMPUS:
OUILQING: (115). MONE/s./MHIO/M

ADM/NISIFATION EUILCING 1woe* aninmrma ww . derma 010 almODM
SPTYPE SPACE

12CCDE TYPE 410 SCHECUL"CAPACITY .1

SP.-TYPE TOTAL

t 0I9OGGRP

(4XX) NICRASSIGNAELE AREA 44.00 14.621

SP-TYPE TCFAL
t

/(34X) OFFICE FACILITIES Y 24.00 6.492 25

SPTYPE TOTAL R4" (4XX) Itit0V FACILITIES \ 2.00 * 4.674 SO

SP...TYPE TOTAL (oot) GENERALUSE FACILITIES. 5.00 4.811 A

SP.IFYPE TOTAL (7XX) SLPPORTING FACILITIES 2.00 2.382 o

PROG,GRP TOTAL 74000 21.644 75

Laal_idultEiLim_ixidE__

sp-TImE TOTAL (1XX) CLASSROOM FACILITIES -1r 7.00 4.141 )45

PROGGRP TOTAL
t.

(01) MANAGERIAL*-ACMIN* S '4ELATCO.

7.00
4 ;

4.1.31. L05.

SF.TYPE TOTAL 114-510.;Sme0-fACILiT1EK 4.75-6--- 2.0144 40

PRCG+.GRO TOTAL 3.00 2.2414 40
_ - -

4402) SECRETAgIAL CLERICAL RELATEC

TOTAL AJAALLAA_S_IhIlfia_lbME_EACILLIDUL__ 7.00 3.4118 SO

PROG--.GRP TCTAL 700 3.4-Se SO
4

(04) TEACHING RELATED

SPTYPE TOTAL (iXX) CLASSROOM FACILITIES- 1.00 551 18
.

$106.TVPI TIITAL
..1..

(214X) LAtis t-17441. stit-O-FikelEITIes fi3oo Tal 14

PROGGRF TCTAL 2.00 . 1.259 -I. 34

I

9



21 SEP 1GTS

CAMPUS:
WILDING:

4rio,

COLLEGES° SPACE INVENTOR, sysrEp
sumumor PEFORT F1 1 PART 2 OF 2.
PRCGRAM ICTALS MITHIN SPACE TYPE
g SPEAKOOAN ST WILDING

COLLEGt

(Mt TEM731TRATION WILDING

PROGGRP TOTAL

SPTYPE TOTAL

PROG.GIRP MAL

PROGo*GRP TCTAL

PROG...61P TOTAL

PROGGRP TCTAL

PRbGGRP TOTAL

----1RCG+010 -TOTAL

PROGGRP TCTAL

SP.TYPE TCTAL

PRIOGoGRP'TOTAL

SP...TYPE' TOTAL
0

h
PROG.GRP TOTAL

- SP.TYPE TCTAL

PAGE 3

iskoomVmmNm.. PROGRAM PROGRAM GRCUP
GPCUP DESCRIPTION

SE
PA 0

NET
SO. FT.

SCHEDULED
CAPACITY
,IMINIYMaM.M..111111.1111.1.

(Ism) NCNASSIGNAELE AREA

) UNIDENTIFIED FRCG....GFP 00.00 twal 0

e c
43.00 16.621 0

'
.lowm (CO) GENERAL USE 7.00 4.131 1621

ask

104/ TEACMING & RELATED 1.00 SSG le

(20) BASIC SKILL CPIENTAT(ON IREL. 6.00 340E 92 :RD

IMAM 6.095 27;

'(2X2) UA6 L INSTR. SHOP FACILITIES

(el)

402)

MANAGERIAL. ADMIN. & RELATED,

s.ecawirmiatAL cLefircaL i RELATER

3.00

7.00 1.

2.204

3.410

.0

00

UM- ltACRIa-C4OILATED 701 16.
(16) MAT SCIASIOLIPMVS SCI1 3.00 tato

141.00 0.213

IJXX) OFFICE FAC/LITIES.

1 UNIDENTIFIED PROGGRIA 24900 6.492 25

240.00 41692

(4AX) STUDY FACILITIES

I 4) iifikloEti.T1Wilic pRcc-4Wia 2.00 do

a.00 Ik.5741 SO
Nb.

88

I.

I

89
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al SEP 1976

CCLLEGE

CAMPUS: (TE).

...

..;,COLLEGES* SPACE401"T''W rrENTCRY
SUMMARY REPORT F1.2 PART 1 CF 2

SP...TYPE

SPTYPE
SP.-TYPE

SP'7.1.713t.

SP...TYPE

SP-TYPE

SPTYPE

a- t 1 1.1.1111fhTIFIE1

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL .

TOTAL

TOTAL

TCTAL

. _IP-TYPEMAL
AmoyGRA TOTAL

SP...TYPO

[- SP...TYPE

PROG+GRP

SP.'TYPE

PROG-GRF

TCTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL.

TCTAL

SF...TYPE TOTAL

FAZ4GRP TCTAL

(00) GEWERAL USE

411

(01) MANAGERIAL.

(02) SECRETARIAL

SYSTEM PAGE 3

SPACE TYPE TOTALS ITPIN PROGRAM
OREAKOCIAN E17 CAMPLS

.4..
SP--TYPE SPACE
CCCE TYPE

VSE
PATIO 1

NOT
sa. FT.

SCHEDULED
CAPACITY

.EIRCG.:rALE

(WOO 1.5NASSIGNA8LE AREA 156.00 46.996

(1XX1 FACILITIES 2.00 491 0

(3,0) OFF!. FACILITIES 40.00 9.7112 25

(AAA) 3.674 SO_STURY_FAC1i.IT1E1

(6XX) GENERAL...USE FACILITIES 29.00 3.9S2 11

(7)0) SLPPORTING FACILITIES,

(moo hEALTh=CARE FACILITIES

144.00

2.00

9.032

359 a ,

(9X1a.fiESIDEN1111.-MILITIES 2,0,404

401.00 104.392

(1XX) CLASSROOM FACILITIES 11.00 7.100 237

3-1,31! 2183

441 11.45 1014/6 520

ADMIN. S PELATEi

13Jt.1 L-LAILILIWR.2._5tIOR-EACiL/71E3 3.00 1.214 0
3.00 2.2o4419 60 .

7

cLERACAL & get.AtEe
4 (2XX) LAO S INSTRANCR FACILITIES 7.60 3.466 80

700 3.411 O

(04) TEACHING RELATED

CO
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21 SEP 1470

I.

COLLEGE3

CiMPLS: (PR )

CGLLEGES° SPACE INVENTORY !YSTEM!'t
SUMMARY FEFORT F1.2 * FART 2 CF 2
PACGRAM TOTALS SPACE TYPE

aREAKOCWN aY CAMPLS
\

PAGE a

PROGRAM
GRCUM

c.yeAl tictimessikatimiLF.AseaL

1

PROGRAM GROUP
DESCRIPTION

toSE
RATIO

P451 SCNEDULEO
SC. FT. CAPACITY

.1..****.41W1P4* .111.00.111M,1111.M101

SNICENTIFIEC FRCCGRFPROS...GRP TOTAL eat) ate 0

S1PTYPE TCTAL 5.00 010

(1XX1 CLASESCO),$ FACILITIES

4ti40.ALL5e."70054;;Taiii. (00 2.00 1.50a 57

SPTYPE TOTAL

tamo LAO 4 INSTR. SHOP FACILITIES
1

2.00 1.503. 57

PROOLTSRP_JUITAL__ LICI IQUIPMENT ELFEAPTLISA 1_1560

SP...TYPE TCTAL '

_1.00

3.00 10 1.5E0 55

. .

40
(SXX) OFFICE FACILITIES

IttPROGGRP TCTAL ( I NIDENTIFIED PROGGRP 3.00 497 0

SP-TYPE WAL 3.00 407

(474111 STUDY FACILITIES

000-6012, tOTAL ( I UNIDENTIFIED PROGGRP 1.00 30e- 19

SE*TYPE rum_ 306 19

(770) SUPPCRTING FACILITIES

PROGGRP TOTAL ( I uNI0eNtIFIE0 FROG+GRP 2.00 152

SPTYPE TCTAL 2.00 152 0

CAMPU1 TCI-AL . id.00 4.74 iii,

92
93
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4

r

at. sEP 1970

CCLLEGE.

Nie

CULLEGES* SPACE INVENTORY SYSTEM
SUMMARY REPORT F2.1 P PART I CF 2
SPACE TYPE TOTALS WITHIN PROGRAM

ERhAKDOWN OV OUILOING

CAMPUS; (TE)
BUILDING: (A0M) WATR13TRATION WILDING

..m...m.mmowasm.me.m..ftlw.s

PAGE 4

OW! ...
TIC SC. rt. PACITY

Ngt 1CHEOULEO
CCOE TYPE RA

SP.-TYPE SPACE USE..,--.1*141=00
SFTYPE TOTAL

PROGRAM TCTAL
1

(0400) pooKKEEPING

(CVO) INOLSTRIAL RECOROS S. FIRST AIC

(210) OLASSLASORATORY

"
0:16441 CUS. LiFF TRAINING,i14. CAREERS

,

SPTYPE TOTAL (210) CLASSLASORATORY

.... _AP*AVEE___ToyA._ . L22151._CLASE..LAEOR4TORV SERWICE

/ PAMPA). ICTAL

SP.*TYPE TOTAL

SPTYPE TOTAL

(2650) TYPEIRITING

'4PROG4AM TOTAL

30-.TYPre TETA._

S9GRAO TOTAL

$0TYPE Tom.
PROGRAM TOTAL

1.00
100.

2;00

___24LOOL

6.00 2.642 60

4.

1.440 20

1.444
2.0

' 2.160 60

J
(210) e.ASIS..4.4110R/ITCRY.\ 1.00 710 .00

Tifia-CLAS*LABOIRATORT ARVICE " 4.00

2.00

(1210) TEACHER TRAIN. (111.EM G 2NOARY)

(1111.1__G1.22241202.---

.

(1236) EARLY ChIL-Ch PRESCH TEACHER TR

1/4(210) CLASSLASORATORY

.149103 CHJEPISTRY.

111

1.011

. 1.60

1.00

046 20 4

1.4
4.

t.-

5151

"TOL.

IS

16

1.00

*..

f

A



4

1 S7t

-CAMPUS: (TE/
BUILDING: (AD1r)

'FROGRAM TCTAL

PROGRAM TCTAL

PROGRAM TCTAL

FiPci44 ai- Tcfki_

PROGRAM TOTAL

SPTYPS TCTAL

PROGRAM TOTAL

PROGRAM TOTAL

PROGRAM TCTAL

_ MCLEAN_

SPTYPE TCT4

PROGRAM TCTAL

PROGOAM TOTAL

5.14-AIRE ILLAL

PROGRAM TOTAL

C LLEGE Se SPACE I N-UENTORV EVSTE. M
SUMMARY FEFORT F2.I PART 2 CF 2
PROGRAM TCTALS WITHIN SPACE TYPE

EFEAKOCAIN EY utLCING

COLLEGE

16514741STPATION EUILDING

PAGE 5

PRCGRO USING .,
CCCE PRCCROM

..

LSE
RATIO
.

1400

NET
SO. FT.

1.448

.
SCHECULED
CiAFACl/Y

20

(210) CLAIS.LABCAAfoRi

(C430) 1K0L5TRIAL RECORDS C. FIRST AIC

-r e toelot BUS. OFF. TRAINING/BUS. CAREERS 3.00 2.160 60

(0E50) TYPEWRITING 1.00 71E 20

(1230) EARLY CHILDH ORESCH TEACHER fp t.ció 704 c Id

(4940) CHEMISTRY 1.00 1.448 15

. 8.00 7.189 151

_ 121E1 CLASILAECkALQ&Y SERVICi r
(0400)' ECOIVCEEPING 1.00 120 o -

(0610) EUS. OFF TRAINING:e8L5. CAREERS

c (0650) TYPEWRITING

2.90

1.00

362

230

0

o

(+sea) 0-LmI5TRI, . 200 .

, 6.00 1.094 a

(110) --oFFqE

1 UNIDENTIFIED PROGRAM 19:00 5.109 ,o

-t-a

(31,5.) OFFICE SERVICE

010,01

) UNIDENTIFIEC.PROCRAM )0 84E.4.

4 4.00,
(3501 CENXFENCE RM (OFFICE RELATED)

( I $0,NIUENTIFIE0 PACCRAM 1.00 .537 25

96
h.

9"4
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21 SEP 1978

COLLEGE

OA F-Pkis

X

COLLEGES' SPAC.E INVENTORY
SUMMARY RepooT #2.4 PART 1 OF 2
SPACE TYPE TOULE WITHIN PROGRAM

OREARDCSN er CARPUS

SY STEM PAGE 3

ow.W.1.*mw.....11.1s* .1111MMEM mi.00111.
SP.+TYPE SPACE
CCCE TYPE

USE
RATIO

NET
SO. FT..

SCHEDULED
CAPACITY

AgaraihriEllc C.CIRAP

1111WIMMIAMMID

SPTYPE TOTAL

_PR

(kV*) CIRCULATION AREA 48.04

_ _ _

31,776

_

SFLTYPE TOTAL (X)(X) CLSTODIAL AREA 19.00 11.514 a

SP+TYPE TCTAL (YYY) OPECHANICAL AREA 52111.00 13:.700

4i1151 CLASIROO 4E9 VICE. 2400 491

Sg,..TYPE TOTAL (310/ OFFICE .33900 4481 0

SPTYPE TOTAL (315) OFFICE SERVICE 6.00 to oy 0

SP-TYPE

sen
TOTAL (350) CONFERENCE 1211 (OFFICE RELATED)

(420/_CPEWSTACK RIA0INS_RDOM

1.00 .517 25

SO

SP.VYPE TOTAL

_

(440) PROCESSING ROCO1 1.00 762 0

SP--TYPE TOTAL (6301 FOOD FACILITJES 14.96 4o509 299

SPTYPE TOTAL (635) FOOOMFACILITIES SERVICE 7.00 717

le f.,1? 1100 62752

SPTYPE TOTAL

_1..Q1JPige,

(655) LCUNGE SERVICE 1.00 42

SF"TYPE TOTAL (660) MERCHANDISING FACILITIES 2.00 . 1.041

SPTYPE TOTAL (694) LOCKER poom 1.00 67 a

1720) AHD!' 8.16

SP-..,TYPE TOTAL (725) ShOP Sp4VICE 1000 702

SF6..TYPE TUTAL (730) STORAGE 10.00 7.224 a

SPTYPE TOTAL (748) VEHIOLESTOPAGE....FACILITY WRY. 1.00 1.066

sp=Typp TOTAL ABM PAT1ENT EEDBOOM 72 -11

SP...TYPE TOTAL 1.00 247 a(655) FIRST AID Popp

SP...TYPt TOTAL (SIC') SLEEPISTUDY TOILET/EIAIH 120.00 19.572 o .



21 SEP isra

CAORUS: (TE/

COLLEGE

COLLEGES SPACE INVENTORY SYSTEM
SUMMARY FEPORT F2.2 - RAFT 2 CF 2
PROGRAM TOTALS l'ITHIN SPACE TYPE

EPEAKCOWN er CAMPUS

PAGE

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

T-
PROGRAM USING
CCCE FRICGRAM

LSE
RATIO

kET
FT.

scHecuLE0
CAPACITY

Immo.. *rev

12001 GWEN AIP IRSTRLCTIONAL yAROk

TOTAL (2St0) CARPENTRY

TOTAL (3020) dENCNIORK I. JCANERY

f.00

100

let.

SP.TYRE TOTAL V.00 0
'

Grfliil-UPEN AIR IkSTR. *ARO SERVICE

PROGRAM (4000) AUTOMOTIVE MECNANICAL REPAIR 1.00 576 0

135TYPE
ii:CTAL

TOTAL 1.00 '57C 0

L2.0ii_thSTEA:ShOP-IAROPEA:. AIR SER.
A

PROGRAM TOTAL (2960) CARPENTRY . 1.00 0

5P-Oriffse TCTAL 1.40 0

(310) OFFICE

)7.A.10ENfigled OWECAdai .13:0 --a.ia4 0

.SP-TYPE TOTAL 13.00 1412

(315) OFFICE SERVICE

PFarkEAM__. Ak- ) UNICIeNTIFICD_ PPDfifiatio O_ALO 1,064 0

SPTYPE TOTAL

_

6.00 1.064 0

A

(350) CONFERENCE RM (OFFICE RELATED)

PROGRAM

'SFTYPE

TOTAL t r /.UNIOENTIFIEO PROGRAM

tdrAL7---- 01

1.00
1 00

537 25

25

(4301 OPENSTACK READING ROOM

1

.A'

_1 01



P.AGE 2:60

N.

JAN.-990

2.9.4. Sample Reports. MINISTRY OVERALL SUMMARIES

From these -computer Reports two.overall% summaries .are prepa red ,by the,

Ministry to provide an overview picture of the whole 'post-secondary. system,
and useful compari,sons between institutions..These ar4 updateci annually and
pubished for the benefit of all institutiOns as welt as for.Ministry staft.-

S.

Samples of these two summaries.,..follow. 'The figures,are typical but any
resemblance to a partiCular facility,As purely accidental. ,

4.

(a) Sets 'alit total net sva:re'feet attributed, at,-ejach iaStitution, to each
of,the principal types of instrtuctional use, and also to the supporting
functions identified by the generat grodping oodes for using agency.

Function e.g.. Student Support

General Support
Management and,Administration
Special
Building and campus service
Research
Unassigned

Nonassignable

tt also sets out ,(in brackets) the. total, scheduled capacity student

stations in classrooms, labs and shops,.

(b) Makes iv4e of the same figures to indicatl:

4. c.(0. (ih brackets) the average "density of occupancy, e.g., average
Square feet per student station in classrooMs, labp, and shops.

(ii) The relative distribution pf ,instrUutional space as between
classrooms; labs, shops, gymr,1, and fac:ulty offices in terms of the
percentage of total instructional space (=WI%) attributed to each.
of theSe principal space types.

jiii) The overall amoNit' of space attributed to instruction as a

percentage of TOTAL assignable'space at the institution.

(iv). The relative amount of space .fttributed .t.ci each supporting
function as a %,of total inStructionäi space, e.g.., instructional
support is equal to x% of* instructional space.

Samples of these two summaries follow:

6-

102,,



94.

YhO: 14 4 : h ay ty, D .11 : 111, . -; V *

INSTITAE

OR%

COLLEGE

itirx_snuARE 2:14auggsz_

3

SHOPS

4

GYM ONLY
(EX.SUPP.
SPACES)

nLsTRucc,Tai
5

FACULTY
OFFICES

6

TOTAL
INsTrom-
sPAcE

FtEr aTTRIBUTE? TO SUEZ= FUNcT;ONS

CLASS
ROOMS

2

LABS INSTRN.
SUPPORT

STUDIaNT

SUPPORT

_LIET_SW.V.SE

9

GENERAL
suppoRT

10

MANAGEMT
AND
ADMIN.

11

SPECIIIL

12

CAMPUS
SERVICE

13

.NOT
ASSIGNED

TOTAL
ASSIGN-
ABLE

322.890

15

NON
ASSIGN

MILE

68.430

16

TOTAL
NET

SQ.FT.

(Studont
Stations)

SO. Ft.

(1286)

42.158

(1088)

47.761

(209)

45.281 16.840 19.875 171.915 40.271

31,24

18,410_

.16,194

7.1321

41 296

ir
Is .29.1

12.315

17,5.44

I

4 815. 12,227 400 391 320

-(Stohant

Stations)

Ea_ Pt_

(2568)

..54413.4---V-440LL
(982)

24,980

(978)

(615)

36,415

- 14,R1s

11,402 138_,438

c

274 633

(StLident

Stations)

Sq. Pt.

(131)

47,821 .17,8'20 5.141 211.R99 75,416 287,315

2.9.4) PIOT-SEAUDNLY FOCILITIES UVENTOpY UmMARY. AVALY4S PJfl CrIMPArRCIN nr RPAPP iwTsTianTroil

DISTRIBUTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SPArEt

INSTITUTE

1 2 3 4 5

OR
CLASS LABS SHOPS GYM ONLY FACULTY

COLLEGE ROOMS (EX.SUPP. OFF/CES
SPACES)

(Av.Station) (33) (44) (217)
Sq. Ft.

25, 7R 26 10 11

(Av.Station). (21) (53)
Sq. Ft.

45 _42

(Av.StatioA) (25) (59) (365)
Sq. Ft.

IS 26 34_ 13 _9

103

6

TOT/LL 7

INSTRNL.
SPACE

AS P. OF

ASSIGN
ABLE

/NSTRN .
SUPPORT

8

STUDENT
SUPPORT

CAMPUS NeT RATIO ASSIGNABLE TO
SERVICE ASSIGNED TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET

x 100 7 x 100.8 x 100 tc
14 6 6

53 29

23

11

1 1

75 .

.1)

104
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-
SECTION 3

APPENDIX - UNIVERSAL CODES'4.

3.1. Colleges and Institutes

1

LISTED ALPHABETICALLY
NAME

B.C. Instituta of Technology
Camosun College
Capilano College
Cariboo.College
College of Nekt Caledonia

Douglas College
E. Kootenay Community College
Emily Carr College oE Art
Fraser Valley College
Justice Institute
Malaspina College
North Island College
Noxthern Lights College
Northwest Cormunity College
Okanagan College
Pacific Marine Training Inst.
Pacific Vocational Institute
Selkirk College
Vancouver Community College

CODE

07

15

21.

CODE'

07

. 13

15

LISTED NUMERICALLY
NAME v

B.C. Inistitute of Technology
Pacific Vocational Institute
Camosun.College

24 21 Capilano College
45 24 Cariboo College
27 27 Douglas College
30 30 E. Kootenay Community College
70 33 Fraser Valley College
33 37 Justice Institute
17 39 MAlaspina College
39 42 Pacific Marine Training Inst-
51 45 Coll,pge of New Caledonia'
48 48 Northern Lights College
54 51 North Island College
57 54 Northwest Community College
42 57 Okanagan College
13 61 Selkiyc College
61 70 Emily/Carr College oE Art
76 76 Vancouver Community College

106

kr.



PAGE 3:02

S.2. Buiading Portability .
cre

COLIIIN NO.

8 4

II 01:

,../0634eS

4<el

Discussiont ,

't

Permane": fix04

Demount!Alle:
a

.4 poft.able structure that is not easily taken apart in units and re-

locatea, i.e.: wi!th considerable

JAN 1980

1`4

Permanent.
Demountable
Relocatable
Mobile

huilt-on-site/Structure that is non-demountable.

inter-connections between the origi-

/ 0- nal Units and complex internal configurations.

RelocatablO'

24.

a portable struct,ure aesigned in wdular units that has not had com-

plex internal interconnections ara. configurations and the units of

which.can be easily taken apartA and reconnected into a structure

simila.r to the, original.

a trailer or highly portable unit% of dimensions not exceeding Chose

permitted by the Ministry of Highways.

"R
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41.

ft

,JAN 1980. .

411.

13. Building Ownership

'COLUMN NO.
'9 Codes

/

" 1-

DiS:clis4k9n:
. ,

ADmmed: . A .building or part-building, the title of wiiich is'held by the Inset--

Pl..-
tution ,or by sOme '-other publicbody (see ,toote): ,4ithout rantal
.arrangements. RebpOmSibility for maintenante of structure and protec-
44ion of capital Jittvestment is- generally that of the institute or
"-college but may be that of the.public body.,

44 .

building or part-building, the title to which..is held by thg land-
lord otowner who agrees.to the use of the building by the institu-ia
tion for a specified term, usually at a defined, rental rate.ni"
Responsibility for maktitenance of structure.and totection of the
capital investment is,fhat of the lessor.

Shated:' A building or part-building, the tiELe to Which iS held'by another'
agenlit0 which is used in whole or part by the institution under some-
arrangement other than as in owned or leased buildings niutually
agreed'with the agency. Responsibility for maintenance of structure
and routine. preventative maintenance and repairand .general admini-
stration is nOrmally the responsibility of the-other agency which
will list the building in its own inventory.

`c 0 = . Owned
L = Leased

Shared..

=
.

Temporary

-;,,

Leased:
..

Temporary:

This only includes space which for the term of the'arrangemen
under Eull-time administrative oontrol of the institution.

The agency concerned should be shown in the descriPtion
(B.C.r.T. Bldg.). ,

A building- or part-building (i.e. roomp ,or
leased by or on behalf of an institution, but
basis with considerable fluctuations - week
semester or year by y.ear.

is'

, e.g.

spaces) n owned or
used on a imited time

by week, .semester, by

(NOTE: Public Body - a Ministry of the Provincial GOvernment or a local authority.)

I 1 08
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JAN 1980

3.4. Space Type .

3.4.1; Definition of building areas.

(aj. Gross Area

Definition:, the sum of the floor areas of the buil'ding included within

the outside faces of exerior _walls for -al1 stories, or areas that have

floor surfaces.

flp

Basis for Measurement:
4
gross area should be .computed by measuring from

wall disregarding cornices, pilasters,

bey tbe wall face. Measur in terms of
the outside face of exterior
buttresses, etc., which extend

gross square feek(GSp).'

Gross area is not recorded in
inforMation purposes only. .:

the inventory and is mentioned here for

Description: in addition to all the internal floored spaces covered

above, qrdgs area should include basements (except unexcavated por-

tions), attics, garages, enclbsed .porches, penthouses, mechanical-

equipment floors, lobbies, mezzanines, all balconies (inside or outside)

utiliZed for 'operational functions, and corridors, provided they are

within the outs&de'face lines of the building. Roofed loading or ship-

ping platforms should be included, whether within or outside the ex-

terior face .lines of., the building. fitairways, elevator shaft's,

mechanical-service shafts, and ducts are to be counted as gross area on

each floor through which the shaft passes. Unfinished:areas at least

6'0" in height are also included.
r

Limitations: Ekblude open courts and light wells, or portions of upper

flobrs eliminated by rooms or lobbies that rise above single-floor

ceiling heipt.

(b) Net Assignable Area

Definiti,on: the sum of all areas on all floors of a building assigned

to, or available fot assignment to, an occupant, including every type of

space functionally usable by an occupant (excePting those spaces defined

as custodial, circulation, mechanical, or structural aoreas).

Basis for Measurement: all assignable areas should be computed by
measuring from the inside finishes of surfaces which form the boundaries

of the designated areas, Do' not include unusable areas-having less than.

6'0" clear head room.

DedCriptioh: ,included should be space subdivisions for offiCes, class-

rooms, laboratories, seminar and conference rooms, libraries, file

rooms, storage rooms, etc.., including those for special purposes (e.g.,,

auditoriums, cafeterias, TY studios, faculty and student locker and

shower rooms, ma ntenance and repair.shops, garages) 'which can be put to

useful purposes accompanying the institution's mfssion.
. .

Limitations: deductions should not be made for necessary building

columns and projections.

1 0 5
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(c)' Nonassignable.Area
.

That portion.of the building area not available for assignment to build-
.

ing occuparits, but necessary tor general operation. By definition, mon-
.

assighable area consisti 'exclusively of: circulation, custodial and
mechanical area..These are coded XXX, YYY and 7,ZZ as explained in the
section dealing with space types..

(d) Area Definition SumMaiy

WOR
SPACE
TYPES

_
CLASSROOM'. '

, .

LABORATQRY
.

OFFICE

STUDY

SPECIAL.USE

SUPPORT

HEALTH CARE
.

-RESIDENTIAL
.

UNCLASSIFIED

r

.

.

.

NET

ASSIGNABLE
AREA

.

.

.

.

#

NET

AREA

.

.

.

%

.

.

GROSS
AREA

.

.

CIRCULATION

CUSTODIAL

MECHANICAL
t

NON-
ASSIGNABLE
AREA

,

STRUCTURAL AREA
. .

GROSS AREA = NET AREA + STRUCTURAL AREA

NET AREA = NET ASSIGNABLE AREA 't NONASSIGNABLE AREA

NONASSIGNAIILE AREA = CIRCULATION + CUSTODIAL + MECHANICAL
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FIRST FLO9R
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3.4.2. Space Type Categories
. 4t r. /

, /- it
(a) Summary (Column No. 16-18)

-

coop ASSIGNABLE AAEA'

100" CLAa'SROOM FACILITIES
,

110 Classroom
115 Classroom Seilvice

\h'

200/ LABORATORY AND INSTRUCTIONAL $H11010.- FACIES
4 210

215

220
225

230

235
250

255
260
265
270

275
280

285

4.
287

Class-qaaboratory 4 I

Class-Laborat ry iceC

Special,Olas4
Special-Class, =1Service-1
Individual-Study ZaboratOrY
Individual-StUOyiLyaboratOry Serv
gonclass-Lab54gory
NonclasS-10aboratory Servd,Ce

Instiuctional iholi,'Fixetli.Equpmene
.Service 'to above. '11 ,

Instructional Shop, Moveable Equipment.

Service to;above
Open Air InStr tional Yard

QpenAtr Indtr ctional Yrd Servil-Oe

A1U Instricti9ial Shops And Yards - Open Air Service
4'

.300 OFFICE FACILITIeS' 1.

.
-

.

. i t \

r'
310 .Offoice '4 i

;.4. .r ,
315 Office Service,

.. 4.

330 Conference Room (Office Relate44

355 ,Conference4Voomisekvice (OfficeilieAated).
1

400. STUDY FACIUTIES

"?
4)0 Pi_eading/Study Spa? 4 r'
420 Stack
430 Open-Stack Reading Space

440 "ProcAssind'Space
455 Study Service

A.

1' 'Mk .lor
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500 SPEOTAL-USE FACILITIES

t,
510-Armory
515 :Il4rmory Service

520 Athletic/Physical Education 41

, 523 Athlétqc gacilities Spectator Seating
525 AthleticPhysical Education Service-

'1530 kudiovisual, Radio, TV
Audiovisual, Radio, TV Service

0540 Clinic (Nonhealth ProSessions)

545 Clinikc Service (Nonhealth Piofessions)
550 Demonstration

k- .555 Demonstration Service

560 Iield Building
570 Animal Quarters
575 Animal Quarters Service

' 580 Greenhouse
585 Greenhouse Service
590 Other (All Purpose)

* 591 Daycare
592 Educational Support Special Facilities

600 GENERAL-USE FACILITIES

610 Assembly

615 Assembly Service
620 Exhibition

4r.
625 Exhibition Seakice
630 Foo&Facilities
635 Food Facililies Service
650 Lounge
655 Lowige Service
660 Merchandising FaCilities.
665 Merchanising Facilities
670

,Service

Recreation
675 Recreation Service
680 Meeting Room (see also 350)
685 Meeting Room Service
690 Lockffr Room

700 SUPPORTING FACILITIES

710 Data Processing/Computer 4

715 Data Processing/Computer Service
720 Shop
725 Shop ServiCe
730 Storage
731 Storage, Hazardous'Materials
735 Storage Service
740 Vehicle-Storage Facility
745 Vehicle-Storage Facility .Service
750 Central Foods Stores
760 Central Laundry
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1141.4
44%.

ft

800 HEALTU CARE FACILITIES

810 Patient Fiedrcioi,

820 Patient Bath

830 Nurse Station
840 Surgery
sac) Treatment
855 First Aid.Centrl
860 Service Laboratdry

870 Supplies
880 Public Wai.ting
895 Health Care Service

900 RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

910uK\Slee Study without:Toilet/Bath

919 Oil t/Bath
920 Sleep/Study with Toilet/Bath

935 S epVStudy Service

V050 Ap rtment
955 Apartment Service

970 House .

000 UNCLASSIFIED FACILITIES

050 Inactive Area
060 Alternation or ConversationArea

070 Unfinished Area

CODE NONASSIGNABLE AREA

WWW CIRCULATION AREA.,.

XXX CUSTODIAL AREA

YYY MECHANICAL AREA .

ZU STRUCTURAL AREA

V
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'Pbssible Problems

The following are cases in Which there has been some doubt as to the
most appropriate coding. The codes which were recommended as being the
most suitable are listed hereafter to provide a useful precidence and_to
ensure consistancy.

Space Description Recommended

Space,Type

Av. Media Production Centre 530

Av. loCal storage serving classrooms or labs 115/215

Archives: Live bulk file storage space 315

Public Accessible Archives 410
Dead file storage (central) 730

Coffee lounge for Faculty and staff 650
Data processing space serving administration 710
Data prodessing space - multi use service 710

Day-Care facilities 592

Grounds Maintenance shop (includes garden sheds) 720

.Loading dock serving central stationery store - 735
Loading dock serving a particular instructional shop

(e.g. Woodwork) 265

NB. The clear language description identines both
these as loading docks.

Learning Assistance space 592

Lockers amd washroom adjacent to an inptructional shop
and specifically for use by the occupants of the shop. 285

Mail room (a function of administratioq) 315

Office (faculty) serving an instructional shop
(e.g. Wbodwork) 310 ,

Open-plan areas adjacent. to "Humanities" & "Social
Sciences" (Capilano) , 650

Photocophying: Central,multi-use 720
Local-depending on users 115/215/315

Printing central campus-wide service 720
Reception ereas adjoining bobbies 310
.Registration space (offIce) 310

Student society (office) 310.
Typing - Central campus-wide service 720
WOmen'i:Resource Centre .592

V

.r

412ra
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N.B.
TWI:s spacellas,been left blanIc

Oir notes to be made in the evellit

any difficult'y is. expreSsed.in
selecting the most apPropilate

.space type. Thus the reason-for.
the deciSion.that Is arrived de
will be paced on record.

(b) betail

4 A

110 CLASSRODWFACILITIES
A

P10 ClaSsrooinI

'41

* 4
Definition: A. space used by clas
oiutte. Special-opurpose equipment

ofr

that-does not
'student.use.

Description: "Included are spaces _generally "used
for scheduW instruction requiring_'no special

.

.and .referred, to as kecture rooms,

jecture-deTonstration *rooms, seminar rooms, and

general-purpose qassrooms. A classroom may. be.

.equipped with .tablet arm chairs (fixed to the'
fl'oor, joined together,in groups, OT flexible in
arrangement), tables and chairs (as in a seminar
room), or similar'types of seating. A classroom'
may be furnished with special equipment appropri-
ate to a specific area of stUdy, if this does not
render the rooM unsuitable for use by classes in
othdr areas of study.

Limitations: Does pot include conference rooms

(350), meeting rooms (680), auditoriums (610), or
class laboratories (210): Conference room6 -and

meeting rooms are.distinguished from seminar rooms
on the basis of primary, use; spaces with tables 1
and chairs that are 'Used primarily for meetings .

(as opposed to classes) are conference rooms or.
meeting rooms. (See categories 350 and 686-for the
distinction between .conference rooms and' meeting'
roogs.) Auditoriums,are distinguished from:lecture
roomS -On the basis of primary use,: a large space

s*Ating qriented toward some focal point

wh ' i sed fox dramatic or musical productions

or ral meetings, is an assembly facility
uditoriUm normally used for purposes

other' than scheduled classes.) A clasS laboratory
is distinguished ftipm a classroom.on the'tasis
equipment-in the room and by its limited use. A'

space with specialized equipment, Such as labora-

tory benches, typewriters, desk _calculators,
drafting tables, musical'equipment (instruction-
al), shop equipment, etc., that°'i.S. ,used foe

instructional purposes is a class laboratory, a.,

special .class laboratory, or an individual study -

laboratory.

Possible Problems:

Distant Class Rooms:

How are classrooms coddd which f6r distance or
other reasons are not available for campus-wide
scheduling?

:t

,121
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44.

All Classrooms must be coded: pce, type 110,
4 ssr.

function 11 and program 0000.
.

In principal the user unit will be the nominated
dentral scheduling' authority -win most dases. How-
ever, classrooms not available in practice for.

campus-wide scheduling can be identified by attri-
buting them to a different user-unit,
'the immediate vicinity. The "campus"
will also identify such classrooms
sIte other than the main campus.

Several Space Types

How is a l'ab at one

at the other end of

a

e.g., one in
data element

s being on a

in one_phySical space:

end of a space and a classroom .

the same space coded?
444

Assuie an imaginary dividing line and prorate
accordingly - 110-210 space types.

115 Classroom Service

Definition: A space that directly serves one or
more classrooms aS an extension of the activities
in-such a room.

Description: Included are projection rooms, cloak-

rooms, preparation rooms, closets; and storage, af
they serve classrooms.

Limitations: Does not include projection rooms,
cloakrooms, preparatiOn rooms, closets, or stor-
age, if such spaces serve laboratories, conference

moms, meeting rooms, assembly facilities, etc. 'A
projectien .booth in an auditorktim (not used pri-
marily for schedule classes) is classified a

assembly facility service.

200 LABORATORY FACILITIES

210 Class Laboratory

Definition: A Space used primarily,by regularly
scheduled classes 'that require special-purpose
equipment for student participation, experimenta-
tion, observation, or practice,jin lf field of
study.

Description: A class laboratory is designed for
and/or furnished with equipment to serve the needs
of aparticular discipkine for group instruction
in regularly scheduled classes. .71-te design of and/
or equipment in such a space normally limits or
precludes its use for other disciplines. Included
in this category are spaces generally referred to
as teaching laboratories, typing laboratories, %
drifting rooms, hand rooms, choral rooms (group)

,
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r .

music practice rooms, language laboratories,

(group) studios, and similir specially designed
and/or equipped spaces, if they are used primarily

for group instruction in regularly scheduled
,classes. Computer processing rooms used primarily
to instruct stUdents in the use of EDP equipment

are classified as- class laboratories, if that

instruction is conducted primarily in regularly

scheduled ckasses.

Limitations: Does not include laboratory spaces

that serve,as individual (or independent) study

(230 or 410). It &es not include laboratories
uied for group instruction that are informally or
irregularly scheduled 1220). ThiS"categoty does
not include spaces. generally referred to as

research (nonclass). laboratories (250). It does
0 not include gymnasiums, pools, drill halls,

'laboratory schools, teaching clinics, demonstra-
tion houses, and similar facilities that are in-

.

eluded under special-Use lacilities (500). Compu-

ter processing facilities used jointly for

,instruction and/or 'administration are coded data

processing/computer (710).
.41

1.

215 Class Laboratory Service

Definition: A space that directly serves one or .
more class laboratories as an extension of 'the

, activities in those rooms.

Description: ' Included are *balance rooms, cold

rooms, stock rooms, dark rooms, equipment. issue

rooms, and 5imilar facilities that serve a class

laboratory, except animal rooms and greenhouse.

Limitations: Does not include liplance rooAs, cold
rooms, stock rooms, dark rooms, etc." that serve
special class laboratories (225), individual study

laboratories (235), or nonclass laboratories
(255.). Spaces that provrde housing for ']Aboratory
animals are classified as animal 'quarters (570).
Greenhouses are separately categorized (580).

220 Special-Class Laboratory

Definition: A spape. used primarily by informally

(or irregularly) scheduled classes that .require

special-purpose equipment for ,stutlent :participa-

tion, experimentation, observation or praaice in
a field.of study.

Description: A special-class laboratory is.desig-
ned for and/pr furnished with equipment.to serye
the needs of a particular area of study for group
instruction in informally (Or irreguiarly) schedu-
led classes... The design of and/or equipment in

111.
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sucha,space normally limits or precludes its use
for other areas of study. Special,class labora-
tories typically (but not necessarily or exclu-
sively) include such spaces as language labora-

.

tories, (group) music practice rooms, (group) stu-
dios, etc., if they are used primarily for group
instruction in informally (or irregularly) schedu-

led classes. Note that the criteria for differ-
entiating between .special-class ).aboratories is

the irregular or informal nature of -the schedul-
ing, and not the specialization of the 'equipment
or instruction.

Limitations.: Does not inClude &lass laboratories.
(210),. individual study rooms (230 or 410), and
research (nonclass) laboratories' (250). It does

not include gymnasiums, pools, drill hallb,

laboratory schools, teaching clinics, demonstra-
tion houses, and similar facilities that are, in-
cluded under special-use facilities (500). Compu-
ter processing facilities used jointly for

instruction and/or research and/or administration
are coded data processing/computer (710).

225 Special-Class Laboratory Service

Definition: A space that directly serVes one or
,more ipecial-class lakoratories as 01/1 extension of
the activities in those rooms.

:%, Description: Included are tape storage rooms,

, equipment storage rooms, stock rooms, and similar
rooms which serve a Special-class laboratory, ex-
cept animal rooms and greenhouses.

Limitations: Does not include spaces that serve
class laboratories (215), individual-study labora-s,

tories (235), or nonclass laboratories (255).

Spaces that provide housing fof laboratory animals
are classified 'as animal quarters (570). Green,-

houses are separately categ9rized (580).
s

230 Individwil-Study Laboratory

Definition: A space used primarily for infividual
student.experimentation, observation, or Tractice
in a partic4ar field of study.

DeScription: Included, are music practice rooms,
individual-study laboratories, and similar spaces
that serve a particular subject-matter area.'
Stations may be grouped (as in an individual-study
laboratory) or individualized (as in a music prac-
tice room).
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Limitations: Does noi include individual-study

facilities intended for geperal-study purposes.
Study areas not related to a specific area of
study are classified as study facilities (400).

Computer processing facilities used jointly for

instruction and/or research and/or administration
are coded data processipg/computer (710).

235 Individeal-Study Laboratory'Sevice

Definition: A. space that directly serves one or
more individual-study.laboratories as an extenbion

of the activities in those rooms.

.Description: Included are equipment storage rooms,

stock rooms, and similar rooms wihich serve an
individual-study laboratory facility, except aril-.

mal rooms and greenhouses.

Limitations: Does na include spaces that serve
follas laboratories (215), special-class labora-

tories (225), or nonclass laboratories (255).

Spaces that provide housing for laboratory. animals
Aret classified as animal quarters (570). Green-
houses are separately categorized (580).

250 Nonclass Laboratory

Definition: A space used fbr laboratory applica=

tions, research and/or training:in research

methodqlOgy that require special-purpose equipment
for staff and/or student expeSimentati9n or obser-

vation.

Description: Included are sPaces generally refer-.

red tb as research laboratories and' research

laboratory-offices.

Limitations: Does not include spaces generally

referred to as teaching laboratories, such as

Class laboratories (210), special-class labora-

.tories (220), or individual-Study laboratories

(230).

255 Nonclass Laboratory Service

Definition: A space that directly, serves one. or.

. more nonclass laboratories-aS an extension of the;.
activities in those rooms.

Description: Included are balance rooms, cold
rooms, stock rooms, dark rooms, etc., that serve a
nonclass laboratory, except animal rooms and

greenhouses.
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Limitations: Does not include balance rooms, cold
rooms, stock rooms, dark rooms,. etc., that,serve a
class laboratory (215), a special-class laboratory
(225), or an individual-study laboratory (235).
Spaces that provide housing for laboratory animals
are classified as, animal quarters (570). Green-
houses are separaely categorized (580).

260 Instructional Shops j Fixed Bq

Definition: A workshop primarily used forfnstruc-
tional purOoses in which fixed special purpose
machinery or equipment is installed to provide for
the development of related practical skills in

trade, technical or artistic fields.

Description: Equipped to provide for specific
trade, technical or artistic disciplines. Instruc-
tion will focus on, the development of.indiOidual

skills of high qUality. Such shops are generally
suitable only for instruction in such skills or in
specialized related fields such as the organiza-
tion of production Which re'quires the skills and
equipment.

A

Examples include welding, millwork, pottery, tex-
tile machinery shops, using, respectively, fixed'
welding'benches and generators, machine tools,
kilns, or other such staticsequipment requiring :
permanent location due to weight, structure, ex-_
haust or service provisions.

Limitations: Does not include workshops used for
maintenance or production purpose's (720), indivi-
dual art studios which provide a.service and pH.-
vite work areas for an instructor (265 or 275), or
workshops in Which most of the equipment used for
instruction is by nature portable and must be
moved from place to place (270).

265 Instructi.onal Shop 7 Fixed Equipment.- Service

Definition: A space that serves an Instructiortal
.shop directly by providing support without which
the shop could not,function.

Description: Spaces such as equipMent and materlal
storage, tool storage, Stripping, and de-greasing
spaces, changing and washrooms, instructor's
individual anA studio or work areas adjacent to
and supporting related instructional shops.

Limitations: Excludes classroom or laboratory ser-
vice spaces within the same instructional. \shdp

s building or apparently related to the shop (115,
215, 225) and vehicle storage areas (745) other
than for individual material ;moving vehicles sole-
ly committed to use4 in the particular shop.

.
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270 Instructional Shops. - Movable Equipment

Definitione A workshop primarily used for instruc-

tional purposes in mhich movable specials.purpose

machinery or equipment Is used to provide for the

development of related practical skills in trade,

technical or artistic fields.

Description: -In such shops, work stations may be

located according to the size, shape, lifghting or

other condition affecting the"work to be done.
Machinery or equipment is not normally permanently

installed although items such as lend-saws,

grinders or vertical drills may be.in fixed loca-
tions for use as required. Such shops are general-

ly suitable coly for the specific trade, technical

or artistic and, instructional purpgses intended

because of space figuration and mode of use.

Examples include bricklayers, sculpture, tele-

vision' repair shops. The feature which Particular-
. .

ly distinguishes this categoiy from 260 is that

the equipment can be moved quickly, cheaply and

easily. =4
Limitations: Excludes.workshops used for mainten-

. vice or production purposes (720), instrucfor's

individual att studios or work areas (265 or 275);

shops in which the bulk' of instructional equipment
is.permanently located (260). .

275 Instructional ghop - Movable Equipment - Service

Definition: A space that serves an Instructional

shop directly by prioviding support without which

the shop could not function.

Description: Space such as equipment and material

storage, tool stowage, stripping ahd de-greasing

spaces, changing and washrooms, instructor's in-

dividual and studio or work areas adjacent to and

supporting related instructional shops.

Limitations: Excludes classroom or laboratory ser-

vice spaces tlithin the same instructipnal shop
building or apparently related to the shop (115,

215, 225) ant vehicle storage areas (745) other
than tor indifidual material moving vehicles sole-

ly committed to use in.thelparticular shop.

^

280 Open Air Instructional Yards (No net assignable

square feet)

Definition: A workshop area outside a building

structure primarily used for instructional pur-

.poses in which special purpose fixed or mobile
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machinery or equipment is used to provide for the
develoPment of repited practical skills in trade,
technical or artistic fielis.
k

Description: Characteristically bUildings con-

Strain and prevent full development of relevant
skills. Specialized machinery or installations may
be required; erection of materials to form struc-
tures may require spaces and heights not available
fa closed shops. A

Examples include"landscapv and horticultureeareas,.
steel trades construction yards, pipe welding
yards, heavy duty.equipment operating 'training
areas, stone masOn and sculpture yards.

Limitations: Excludes agricultural production or
horticultural production acreage, work areas for
the development of permanent stractures, driVing
praCtice areas and storage areas for equipment, .

track ways between storage areas and training
,Aereas, areas used for training purposes

4161

ilst
pt-Oducing a permanent facility.

265 ppen Air Instructional Yard,- Service

Definition:- A space that serves an Open 'Air
Instructional yard directly by providing Support,
without which the yard could not function.

Description: Space such as equipment and material
storage, tool stores, stripping and de-gre6sing.
spaces, changing and washrooms. Includes storage
buildings, areas for vehicles and equipment uied
for instructional purposes in the open air yards.

Limitations: Excludes classrooms or laboratory
service spaces adjacent to or apparently related
'to the areaa (115, 215, 225) 'and vehicle and
equipment storage areas other than those'used for
instructional purposes in the open air yards.'

287 All Instructional Shops and Yards - Open Air Ser-.
vice (No net assignable square feet.)

Definition: Ancillary spaces, adjacent to enclosed
shops or open air instructional yards, not com
pletely enclosed' by walre although frequently
roofed, (e.g. an open fronted lean-to) providing
essential support facilities.

Description: Outside storage for working equipment
materials and machinery, space for preparation of
equipment for instructional purposes, spaces such
as welding generator shelter, fert,ilizer and hor-
ticultural equipment storage, steam cleaning

4areas.

1ZS

1
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'Umitations: it.ructurally open at least on one

face to the elements, not used for primary practt-
Ni4

. cal work by students. 0

300 OFFICE FACILITIES

310 Offtce
0

Definition: A
1

spade used by faculty, staff, or
students,working at a desk (or table).

\
Description: An office typically is equipped with

one or more chairs, tables, bookcases, 'andior

filiAg cabinets. Included.are faculty administra-

tive, clerical, graduate and teaching assistant,

and student officet etc.. Included is a studio

'Imusic, art, etc.) if that space also serves as
the office of a staff. member.

Limitations: Special note should be taken of

spaces equipped both as office. and "researCh

laboratory'. A space equipped with laboratory,

benches specialized scientific equipment, and/or

such utilities as gas, water, steam, air, etc'., is

classified as a nonclass laboiatory (250). Note

that this distinction rests, on equipment rather

than function. It is recommended that those spaces

that have office-type . equipment apd fixed

laboratory-type equipment (primarilyl'in the bp-

logical and physical science) wilkin the same

space be classified as nonclassw laboratories

(250): Large spltces, such as glass shops, printing

shops, reading rooms, researCh laboratories, etc:, -
that-incidentally contain-a desk space for tech-

nician or Staff member, are classified according

to the primary"purpose of the space, rather than

as offices.

Possible Problems:

aoldliDALatn_Plan Office:

How are large open-plan office areas cgoled?

TWo issues arise:

(a) The overall.space may be occupied by different

functions or activities and Call for separate
records appropriate to each. Dividing lines to .

separate the several different areas should be

assumed and the total 'space prorated into its
components for each of which a separate record

is raiged.
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.00 Main circulation space should not be coded as
assignable'space but recorded separately under
-space type code WWW. Maid circulation corti-
dors can usualy be readily identified by,one
or more of their characteristics:

i) they are usually 5'0" or more wide
ii) they provide, main thoroughfares for

through traffic .

iii) they lead to/from main entrance points,
exits, fire exits, etc.

and are clearly distinguishable from the

narrower feeder routes (4'0" wide) which pro-
vide accesd to work group'and work stations.
The latter should be included id offi pace.

315 Office Service

Definition: A space that directly serves an office
or group of offices as an extension of the activi-

. ties in those spaces.

Description: Included, are file rooms, mimeograph
rooms, vaults, waiting rooms, interview rooms,
closets, private toilets, mail room, records
rooms, and office supply rooMs.

Limitations: Centralized Mimeograph and 'printing
shops that are, campus-wide in scope should...be.

classified as shop facilities (720).

350 Conference Room (Office Related) ,

Definition: A space serving an office c
used primarily for staff meetings and
activities other than instructional acti

:AO -

re

plex and
mental

ties.

Description: A conference room may be equipped
with tables And chairs, lounge-type' furniture,
straight-back chairs, and/or tablet arm chairs.
Normally Ft is used by.a specific organizational
Unit, whereas meeting rooms (680) ar4 used by any
group or groups. It is distinguished from facili
ties such as seminar rooms, lecture rooms, and
general classrooms (110 because it is used pri-
marily for activities other than scheduled 1

classes. Spaces that, serve both as conference i
rooms and meetihg rooms should be classified
according to their principal use.

Limitations: Does not inclUde classrooms (110), A

seminar rooms (110), lecture rooms (110), auditor-
iume (610), interview rooms (315), or lOunge
facilities (650).'

1 36
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355 Conference Room Service (Office Related)

Definition: A space that directly serves one" or

more conference rooms as an extension of the

-9 activities kn those rooms.

Description: Included 4re kitchenettes', .chair
storage rooms, projection rooms. Sotind eciuipment,

etc.

Limitations: Does not include kitchens, dining

rooms, and similar facilitiys in a centralized
conference-typy building (685). Dining rooms open
to the student body at large and/or the public are

categorized as food facilities (630).

400 STUDY FACILITIES

410 Reading/Study Space

Defi on: A space used by individuals toAstudy

books or audiovisual materials.

Description: Included are library . reading rooms,

carrels, study oms, individual-study stations,
study booths an Imilai-Nsants/tha are intended

for general study purposes. Study st tions may be
grouped (as in a library reading r ) or indivi-
dualized' (or in a carrel). udy s tions in ,A

reading 4ace mayjnclude t writers, redote ter-
minals of a pomputer, electronic disp ay equip-
ment, etc. (See also 430). Reading space' need not

be located only in libraries, but may be found

also i residence halls or academic buildings.

Limitationl: Does not include individual-study
laboratories (230) limited in use eo a particular
area of study. This category does not inClude

classroRms (110), class laboratories (210),

spe ial-class laboratories (220), nonclass labora-
ies (250), offices (310), sleep/study rooms in

residen6e halls or other housing units (910 or

920), waiting rooms (315), or lo facilities
(650).

Possible Problems:
.0.1'

How are study carrels in a oorridor coded?

Study carrels, in usa, may be found in a wide'cor-

ridor simply becauSe there, is no other place for
them. Likewise lockers. In both cases they are
free-standing.

131,
I.
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The space ig prorated on a square foot basis and
attributed:

% to Corridor Coded WWW. Function 00
% to carrels coded 410. Function 21

420 Stack

Definition: A space (or portion of a space)' used
to provide shelving for library or audiovisual
materials.

Description: Included are Library stacks (See also

430).

Limitations: Does not, include bookshelf space in

classrooms, laboratories', or offices. Audiovisual
film and tape, libraries that generally serve
groups (rat,42r than individuals) are classified as

audimiisual-Kradio, TV facilities. (530).

Separate tape-storage spaces for language labora-
tories, should be, claSsified as special-class
laboratory service (225) or individual-study

, laboratory se4rice (235 Separate spaces contain-'
ing musical scores, records, and tapes are classi-

..fied as stack space, if the primary purPbse of the
'materials is for instruction or research (as in a
library or music building). Spaces containing such
maberials and intended for listening enjoyment (as
in a student union) should be classified as rec-
reation facility servide (675).

430 Open-Stack Reading Space

Definition: A combineqion reading room and stack,
generally without physical boundaries between the
stack and reading areas.

,

Description: Included, are open-stack reading
rooms.

Limitations: Not used if the area of an open-stack
reading space can be prorated to reading rclom
(410) and stack (420) at the time the physical in-
ventory is made. This category might be used as a
liworking-purposes" category, if proration.on Some
appropriate basis is anticipated. Further
tiohs are defined under relding room (410) and
stack (420).

440 Processing Space

Definition:A space'which serves a reading/study
space, stack, or open-stack reading room as a sup-;
porting service to such spaces.

4111=araammi.,Immawr

132
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Description: Included are areas generally usea to

house card catalogues, circulation desks, book-

binding, microfilm processing, and audiovisual

record-playback equipment for distribution to

individual-study stations.

Limitations: Does not include such library space

as .offices for staff (310); acquisitions work

areas that are to be classified as offices (310);

,campuswide or.centralized audiovisual preparation

areas, bookbinding and microfilm processing areas

that are to be classified as. shop facilities

(720); instructional facilities for library.

science staff that are to be classified as classr

rooms (110), class laboratories (210), ,special-

class laboratories (220), offices (310),' or other

appropriate designations.

455 Study Service .

Definition:. A space which directly serves reading/

study rooms, stacks, open-stack reading rooms, or

(

processing rooms as a diroft extension of the
activities in those rooms.

Description: Other categories in these definitions
have provided a "service" category for each type

of space. Because such facilities are kinimal in

library-type spaces, this one category pf study-
facility service space is provided for all types

of study facilities. Included are such .axeas as
closets, locker space, Coatrooms, etc.

Limitations: 'Does not includecard catalogues,
circulation desks, and other areas designed as
procesiing rooms (440).

500 SIDECfAL-USE FACILITIES

510 Armory

Definition: A space (or area) used. by Reserve Offi-'

.cer Training Corps (ROTC) ,units.

Description: This category includes. indoor 'drill

areas, indoor rifle ranges, and special-purpose

military-science rooms.

Limitations: Classroom (110), class laboratories

/ (210), and offices (310) in an armory facility are
designated as such, even though they are located

in an armory building.

515 Armory Service

4, Definition: X si!ace that.directly serves an armory
facility as an extension of the activities of that

facility.
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Deacrigtion: This category includes suliply rooms,
weapons rooms, coatrooms, etc.

Limitations: Classroom service rooms (115), class-
.,laboratory service rooms (215), and office service

rooms (315) are so classified even though they are
'located jn an aimbry building.

I.
0

520 Athletic/Physical Education

Definition: A space (or ared) used by students,
.staff or the public for athletic/physical educa-
tiOn activities.

Description: Included are gymnasiuMs, basketball
courts, handball courts, squash courts, wrestling
rooms, swimming pools, ice rinks, indoor tracks,
indoor "fields", and fieldhouses.

LimitatiOns: NO distinction by space-use category
is made on the basis of 'instructional versus
intramural or intercollegiate use of- gymnasiums,
swimming pools, etc. The programme dimension of
this dlassification structure provides the capa-
bility of making those distinctions.

Institutions that'wish to study the utilization of
such facilities will need to subdivide this cate-
gory further; it does not include classroom
facilitbes (Igo), laboratory facilities (200), or
office facilities,(300), even though they may be
located in an athletic building. This category
does not include the speCtator seating area
associated with athletic facili es (523); outside
fields, tennis courts, archery nges, etc., and
rooms- used far recreational pur sea (670), such
as bowling alleys, billiards Tomas, 'ping pang
rooms, ballrooms, chess rooms, card-playing rooms,
or hobby rooms.

Possible Problems:

Which function code should be used for the spaceS
accommodating physical education or athletic
activities? For example, gymnasiuM, squash court,
handball.court, with space type codes 520 and 523.,

Such activities may be part of. a scheduled
instructional program or they may simply be provir
ding recreational opportunities for all students,
or for students and staff in general.

The appropriite functional codes to'be applied
would therefore appear to be:

41'

,
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1.0 Instruction: when these spaces accommodate

instructional activities.

3.0 StucThnt Support: when they, provide recreation-

al opportunities for all students.

4.0 General Support: when.they provide for stu-
dents and staff.

Strictly speaking this is correct. however, to do
this creates three unacceptable problems.

(a) It leads.to inconsistencies and, confusion in
summaries and across-the-board compariSons

between institutions. *Athletic spaces attribu-
ted to instruction are readily identified:.

those attributed to student support or general
support are lost within the larger totals in
which they have been assimilated.

(b) When one space s attributable to two or even
three different functions at different times
of,the day it becomes tempting to prorate the
space on a time-sharing basis which is con-

trary to the policy* which is universally

applied in all other cases.

(c) Differences between institutions in the selec-
tion, of the most' appropriate function cdde
d4tort comparative analysis it the summary

1-

level.

(
Therefore to ovezcome tiiese difficaties:

In All Cases:

Space types 520 AthletiF/Physical Ed.
523 Athletic/Physical Ed. Spectator

Seating

together with:

Space-type 310 Offices used by Athletic/Phytical
Education faculty members.

are ' allocated FUNCTION CODE 1.9 Athletic

Instructibn.

All other space
.

types accommodating supporting
activities within an athletics building are coded
with the appropriate supporting 'function code in
the 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 7.0, 00 series.

'523 Athletic Facilities Spectator Seating

Definition: The' seating areapused by students,
staff; or the public to watch aWetic events.

135
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1 DescriRtion: Included are permanent seating areas
in fielAhouses, gymnasimins, and natatoria.

Limitations: Does not include temporary or movable
seating areds. Stadium seating .by definition is
'structeiral area.

525Ithletic/Physical Education Service

Definition: A spacs that directly serves an
athletic/physical education facility as an exten-
sion of the activities in that facility.

Description: Included are physical education
locker rooms, shower rooms, coaches' rooms, ticket
booths, dressing rooms, equipment supply rodms,
first-aid rooms, skate-sharpening rooms, tomel
rooms, etc.

. V

Limitations: Does not include public toilet rooms.

530 Audiovisual, Radio, TV .

Definition: A space (or group of spaces) used for;
the production and distribution of audiovisual,
radio, and TV materials, and for the operation of
equipment for .the communication -of these
materials.

Description: Includes spaces generally-refeved to
as "TV studiod, radio. studios, sound Studios,
graldhits studios, and similar rooms.

Limitations: Studios used primarily as part of an
instructional program to train students in cow-
munication techniques should be clasisified as
class laboratorieb (210) if -scheduled, or as
special-class_laborstories (220) if. not scheduled.

535 Audiovisual, Radio, TV SerVice

Definition: A space that directly serves an audio -
Visual, radio or TV facility as an extension of
the activities in that faciliiy.

Description: Included are film libraries, tape
libraries, contrdl% 'rooms, ';videotape recorder
rooms, property storage, recording rooms, engi-
neering msintenance rooms, darkrooms, preparation
rooms, equipment storage rooms and`editing spaces.

Limitations: Control rooms, "recording TOMS, and
similar facilities used primarily to train stu-
dents in communication techniques should be
claisified as class laborat-ory service um or
special-class laboratory service (225).

e
. lac
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540 Clinic (Nonhealth Professions)

Definition: A space used for the diagnosis and/or

the treatment of patients in a program other than

medicine (human or veterinary), dentistry and

student health care.

Description: Includedgkare patient examinati"bp

rooms, testing rooms, Consultation rooms. Clinics

are typically associated with such educational
areas as psycholo speech and hearing, remedial

reading, and remed4 writing,

Limitations: Does not incid4 clinics associated

with student health care or clinics fpr the medi-

cal or dental treatment of humans or Animals.

545 Clinic Service (Nonhealth Professions)

Definition': 'A space that directly services a

.clinic facility as an extension of the activities

in that facility.

Description: ,Included are waiting rooms, obserige-

tion rooms, control rooms, records rooms,

sidtlar supporting rooms.
\

Limitations: Does not include spaces which serve

health care facilities (800).
t

550 Demonstration

Definition: A space (or grouploi spaces) used tb

practici the prindiples of certain ,disciplines
such as teaching and home economics.

Deicription: Includes demonstration schools,

laboratory schools, preschool nurseries, etc. if

the facilities support the training of the

college-level students as teachers. This category
inCludes home-management houses that serve to

trdin college-level.students in home economics./-
10

Limitations: Demonstration ,schools, laboratory
1

schools, preschool nurseries, and home management

houses in which the students serve as the subject

for a research stedy are classified as nonclass

laboratories (250). Spaces that serve nnrsery,

elementary, or secondary school students (in a
laboratory school or preschool nursery) will not

be 'clasSified as cleisrooms, class laboratories,

or ofiices, etc.,.but rather as demonstration

facilities. However, classrooms (11Q) or .,class

laboratories (210) in such facilities used pri-

marily for college-level Students should be so
classifigd. Offices (310), conferenpe roams (350)v

and meeting. rooms (680) used by college-level
staff should be so classified.

.
s
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555 Demonstration Service

Definition: A space that directly serves a,demon-
stration facility as an extension of the activi-
ties in that facility.

Description: Included are facilities generally-re-

ferred to as storerooms, laundry, etc., in a home-
demonstration facility, and kitchen, lockers,
shower rooms, etc., in a laboratory scho9i.

Limitations: The distinction between a demonstra-
tion facility and demonstration-facity service
is somewhat arbitrary. In general, the primary
activity areas - such as kitchen,, dining room,
living room (in a home-demonstration house), or

classrooms, laboratories, gymnasiums that serve
nursery, elementary, or secondary school students
(in a laboratory school%) - should be designated as
demonstration^facilities.

560 Field guilding

Definition: A barn (or similar structuke) for
animal shelter or the handling, storage, and/oc
protection of farm products; supplies,,and tools,
and for field experiments.

Description: Field-service facilities include
barns, animal shelters, sheds, silos, feed units,
hay storage, and seedhouses. Greenhouses related
to farm operations are included in this category.
Structures aFe typically of light frame Construc-
tion with unfinished interiors, usually but not
exclusively related to agricultural field oPera-
tions, and are frequently located outside the
central campus area. Also included are meteorolog-
ical field test stations.

Limitations: Location of a building is not
sufficient justification for classification as a
fiel&-service facility. Finished rooms, such .as
endocrine res'earch laboratories, dairy research
laboratories, etc., should be classified as non-
claas laboratory facilities.(250).

570 Animal Quarters

Definition: A space that houses laboratory animals

maintained for the institution for researCh and/or
instruction purposes.

Description: Includes animal` rooms, cage rooms,
stalls, wards, and similar rooms used to house
an.imals intended for class laboratories,_nonclass
laboratories, special-class laboratories, or
individWal-study laboratories.
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Limitations: Does not include areas for treatment
of patient animals. (See health care facilities
18001.)

575 Animal Quarters Service

Definition: A space that directly serves an

animal-care facility as an extension of the
activities in that facility.

Description: Includes feed storage rooms., feed

mixing rooms, c4age-washing rooms, and similar

facilities such as surgery, casting or instrument
rooms.

Limitations: Ddes not include areas that directly
serve areas used for the treatment of patient_ani-
mals.-(See health care facilities (800].)

580 Greenhouse

Definitn: A buildin4 6r space, usually composed
chiefly of glass or other slight-tranTaitting
material, for the cultivation and/or protection of
plants.

Description: Includes greenhouses

Limitations: Does not include RreenhOUse related
to farm operations. (See 650). ')

585 Greenhouse Service
, _kJ

Definition: A space that directly serves a green-
house facility as an extension of .'thee activities
in that facility.

Description: Includes spaces generally referredntp
as headhouses. ,

Limitations: Does not include greenhouses related
to farm operations. (See 560).

, 590 OtHer

Definition: A category of last resort.

Description: InclUded onl as a category of last
resort to be used to a count .for and ckassify
those facilities that c nnot be descqbed, even
approximately, with ot er codes and definitions.

Limitations: Should have very limited use, if at
all.

1 3&
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591 Daycare

Definition: Spaces used wholly fOr the minding or
caring of children.

Descriptison: In6ludes all spaces used for a
government certified Day. Care program or child-
minding operation, eg.: also khcludes washrooms,
kitchens, storage rooms, cloakrooms that are used
in direct support to and are an integral part of
the day care or childminding operations.

592 Educational Support Special Facilities

Definition: A space used pihmarily as a resource
type area for student drop-in activities that are
support in nature to instruction.

Descriptio The functions in this kind of Space
are regarde as diredt support to the basic.educa-
tional program. owever, the space is distinguish-
able from classrooms and labs or from offices in
that it is not regularly or irregularly scheduled
for classes, or it is in large part 'a staff area.
Rather it functions more as a drop-in area with
certain special educational resources both
materials/equipment And personnel.

Limitations: Does not include Library/Mgdia Centre
study areas, referenceifresource areas (400
series), Group Counselling rooms (350), Media Pro-
duction Centre (530).

600 GENERAL-USE FACILITIES

610 Assembly

Definitie: A space designed and equipped for the
assembly. of large nuadpers of persons for such
events as dramatic, musical, devotional,
livestock-judging, or oommencement activities.

Description: Includes theaters, audItoriUms, con-
cert halls, arenas, chapels, and livestock-judging
pavilions. Seating area, stage, orchestra pit,
chancel, arena, and aisles are included in
assembly facilities. Assembly facilities maY also
serve instructional purposes to a minor or inci-
dental estent.

Limitations: Assembly facilities used primarily
for instructional purposes' are classified as
claisrooms (110).
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615 Assembly Service

Definition: A sPace that directly serves an

assembly facility as an extension of the activi-

ties in that facility.

Description: Includes check rooms, coat- rooms,

ticket booths, dressing rooms, projection booths,

property storage, makeup rooms, ^costume storage,

green rooms, control rooms, etc.

Limitations: Lobbies are nonassignable space

classified as circulation area-(WWW)..

.620 Exhibition

Definition: A space used for exhibition of

matertals, wàrks of art, artifacts, etc., ancein-
tended for general use by students and the public.

Description: Include& museums, art galleries, and

similar exhibition areas.

Limitations: Collections not primarily for general

exhibition, such as departmental displays of

anthropological, botanical, or geological speci-

mens, should be classified under an appropriate
laboratory category.

625 Exhibition Service

Definition: A spgce that directly serves an exhi-

bition facility as an extension of the activities

in that facility.

Description: Includes workrooms, for the prepara-

tion of materials and disPlays, vaults, or other

stor ge for works of art, check rooms, etc.

Limitations: ReSearch areas in museums are classi-

fied as nonclass laboratories (250) or nonclass-

laboratory service (255).

630 Food Facilitie"s

Definition: A space used.for eating.

Description: Includes dining halls, cafeterias,

snack bars, restaurants, and similar eating areas,

including such areas in residence halls, faculty

clubs, etc. This categay includes facilities open

to the student body and/or the public at large.

Areas intended primarily as food- facilities, even

.though oontlining vending machines, rather than
-serving counters, are included in this category.

p.

0.

N'
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Spaces with
lar meal or
facilities
(660).

vending m'achines other than for regu-
snack service are classified as lounge
(650) or merchandising facilities

635 Food Facilities Service

Definition: A space that directly serves a food
facility as an extension of the activi.ties in that
faAlity.

Description: Includes kitchens/refrigeration
rooms, freezers/dishwashing rooms, areas for cafe-
teria 'serving,- preparation, cleaning,- etc.; and
similar areas in residence haals, also food stor-
age.

Possible Problem

Production and Teaching Kitchens:

'How.is a kitchen, serving a cafeteria,,in which
students are also receiving indtruction coded?

tquipment, and especially, layout of a teaching
kitchen is markedly different from that for a.

"production" 'kitchen. The answer to this question
therefore lies in the purpose for which the
kitchen was originally desi

If the kitchen was primar designed for teaching
it should be classifie as.a class laboratory 210
and function 13.

If it ,was designed as a Production Kitchen it
should be coded 635 and function

650 Lounge

Definition': A space used for rest and relaxation.

Description: A lounge,facility is typicaliy equip-
ped -with upholstered.furniture, draperies, and/or.
carpeting, and may include'vending machines.

Limitations: A lounge facility is distinguished
from a conference room (350) and a meeting' room
(680) by its more informal 'atmosphere and' its
general public availability. A,lounge area associ-,
ated with .a toilet is nowasstgnable space and
classified as mechanical area (see appendix 6.5,
item 3.3). A space devoted wholll to vending
machi is classified as a merchandising facility
(660) nding-Machlne a.)7as in food facilities
are,cl fied 630.
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655 Lounge Service

Definition: A space that diiectly serves a lourige

facility, such,asoa kitchenette.

660 Merchandising Facilities

Definition: A space (or gtoup of spaces) used to

sell products or services.

Description: Includes bookStoresr barber shops,

post offices, dairy stores, student union "desks",

and vending-machine areas devoted wholli to vend-

ing machines.
._

Limitations: Does not include dining rooms,

restaurants, snack barsi and similar.food facili-

ties (630), or vending-machine areas associated

with food facilities or lounges (650). It does not
iriclude meeting rooms (680), Which are classified vi

as conference facilities. Hotel and motel rooms'

are classified in the appropriate category. of'

residential facilities (900).

665 Merchandising Facilities Service

Definition: A space that directry serves a

merchandising facility as an extension of the4
activities in that facility.

Description: Included are supply cloSets, sorting

rooms, freezers, telephone rooms, 'and pri'Vate

toilets. ii

670 Recreation

Definition: A space used by Sludents, staff, and/

or the public for recreational purposese

Description: Includes bowling alley,1, pool and

billiards rooms, pine pong rooms, ballrooms, chess

rooms, card-playing rooms, (non' instructional)

music-listening rooms, and h9bby rooms.

Limitations: Does not in
ball courts, handball
wrestling rooms, swimming
tracks, Indoor fielts, Or

dlude gymnasiums, basket-.

courts, Squash Courts,
pools, ice rinks, indoor
tield houses that should

be classified as "athletic/physical .education

facilities (526).. It does pot inc)lude Outdoor

facilities such as tennis courts, archery ranges,
fields (football, holickey, etc.), or golf =purses.

675 Recreation Service

Definition: A space that directly, serves a recrea--

tion facjlitY as an extension of the activities in

that facility.

113
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Description: INbliages storage closets, egui.ent
issue rooms, dashiers' desks, and similar rvms.'

Limitations: Does .not include kitchens, short-
order kitchens, snack bars, ,or other food facili-
ties. It dois not include athletic/physical educa-

'Ntion facility service (525), such as locker rooms,
ehow6r rooms,

s
ticket booths, dressing rooms, and

other stnilar servige Areas.

680 Meeting Room'

loDefinitiOn: k space used for a variety of nonclass
meetings.

,

Descripti,on: A. meeting room may be equippied with
tables 'tlind chairsAy lounge-type futniture,
straight-back chairs, and/or tablet, armTchairs,
allhough it may be assigned to a specific organi-
4e4,ional unit, it is used primarily by groups for
gentral.ourposes such as student senate,Istudent
'government, conrunity groups, and short-term meet-
ings conductSA by an extension division. 4 meeting
room is distinOished from a nference room (350)
bebause conference rooms a considered part of a
office complex and are generally used for st f

meetings ----sr other departmental 'none as
activities.

Limitations: Spaces ser;:ring an office complex and
used prtmarily foristaff meetings are classified
as conference rooms (350): Seminar rooms used pri-
marily for scheduled classes are classifiefl as

1
cla grooms (110).-

s

685 eting-Room Service

Definition: A space that serves a meetiOg room as
an extension of themset*vitiea in that roina.

Description: Included are kitchenettes, chair
storage rooms, projection rooms, sound-equiiiment
rooms, etc. -

Limitations: Does, not include kitchenettes and
chair storage rooms that serve conference rooms
(355). "

690 Locker Rocm

aft

,Definition: A space used for changing clothes and/
or storing personal materials.

q,
Description: Includes service spaces intended for
student,and/or staff use, principally for storage
of clothing and/or individual materials,
phydlical-plant locker rooms.

-*

V

c
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Limitations: Does not include

or intercollegiate athletics
areas. (See 525).

700 SUPPOR"tING FASLITIES

a.

710 Data.ProtessingiComputer

physical education
locker rooms and

Definition: A space (or group of spaces) used for

processing of data by computers.

Description: Includes keypunch rooms, electronic
data-processing rooms, electronic computer rooms,

and similar data-processing.

Limitations: Does

desk 'calculators,
writing machines,

. Itservic
occupi

not include spaces containing
post-billing machines, cheque-
and similar office or office-
is recommended that the area

by keypunch machine, sorter, or other
EDP equ pment in a space otherwise classifiable as

an office (310) not be prorated to this category:

A itata-processing facility used only for instruc-
tion shodld be clasiified as a class laboratory

(210), special-class laboratory (220), or

individual-study laboratory (230).

If a space, otherwise classifiable as an office

(310), happens to contain a keypunch machine,

sorter, or other small EDP equipment, do not pro-

rate the area in that space, but rather classify

the entire space as office (310).

715 Data Processing/COMputer Service

Definition: A space that directly derves a'data-

processing computer facility as .an extension of

the activities in that facility.

Description: Includes card-storage, paper-form

storage, tape storage, and control rooms, plug-
board storage and wiring rooms: and equipment, re-

pair rooms, observation rooms, and similar service

areas.

. Limitations: Does not include 'spaces

prodessikg personnel. These spaces
classified as offices (31'0).

241:7 8111op

for data-
should be

Definition: A space Used for the manufacture, re-
pair' or maintenance of products or equipment.

et
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DescriPtiont Includes carpenter plumbing, electri-
cal, and painting shops, and similar physical-
'plant maintenance facilities. It also includes

central printing ancrduplicating shops, ana.ground
maintenance racilities such 42$ tool ahd equipment

sheds.
-

Limitations: Does not include instructional shop;

industrial arts and vocational-technical ehelps

used for instruction should be classified as
instructional shops (260 or 270). Materials
preparation areas in audiovisual, radio stations,
and TV studios* should be classified s (535):
Maintenance and repair areas for vehicles, air-
planes, boats, etc., should be classified. as
(745).. Engineering drafting rooms serving the'
physical-plant operation are classified as officeS
(310). Blueprint storage rocas are classified.as
office service (315).

725 Shop Service

Definitio# A space that directly seOfes a shop
facility as an extension of the activities in that
facility.

Desciiption:- Included are tool-supply storage

rooms, materials storage roomd, and similar equip-
ment or material stipoply and/or storage rooms.

Locker, shower, and lunch rooms, and similar non-

.
public areas that serve the shop facilityysh?uld
be included.

41.

Limitations: Does not include service areas rela-
ted to class laboratoriei (215) or nonclass

laboratoriee* (255). ;t does not include vehicular
repair.facilities (*ages) classified as vehicle=
storage facility service (745). Blueprint storage
rooms should be classified as office service
(315).

730 Storage

DefinitiOn: A space used to store materials.

Description: Classifeication of a space as a stor-
age facility is liiited by definition to a central
storage facility and inactive storage. Storage re-
lated to other types of space follows .x.he classi-
fidation of the type of space with a "sermice"
designation. For eXample a storage -closet for
office suppliee is classifed as office service
(315). The distinction between the "service" and
"storage" classifications rests on the poseibility
tlf physical separation of the materials stored. If
the materials being stored could be placed in a
warehouse, implying only occasional demand for the
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materials, then storage facility is the appropri-
ate' classification. Storage space that must be
close at hand to an instructional space because of
the nature of the materials stored and the demands
placed upon them by the program sholuld be classi-
fied in the appropriate "service" category (115,
215, 315, etc.).

Possible Problems:

Coding Multi-use General Storage:

On a small campus or remote site; there is often
only one general storage space serving many uses.
How should it be coded? For example, it Could be:

,Space type 315 - Serving offices
, Space-type 730 - Central storage

Space type 115 - Serving classrooms

Such spaces should be coded according to the pre7
dominant use. If in doubt, the instructional use
should take precedence.

,731 Storage, Hazardous Materials,

Definition: A space used for central storage of
hazardous materials.

Description and Limitations: In so far as "stor-
age" the same criteria apply as for:730. It is the

, hazardous nature of the matel'ials stored which
dictates this classification. If the materials to
be stored are potentially explosive, corosive,

contaminant orvhazardous to life, or emit danger-
ous or nokious fumes, then 731 is the appropriate
classrfication for the spaces in which they are
-stored. Open-Air spaces used to store hazardous
materials under tarpaulins should not be included.

735 Storage Service

Definition: A space that directly serves a storage
facility.

740 Vehicle-Storage Facility

Oefinition: A space or structure that ts used to
house and/or store vehicles.

Description: Includes parking structures and other
spaces and buildings generally referred to.as
gSrages,.boathouses, atrport hangars, and ot4er
storage areas for vehicles (broadly defined).
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Limitations: Does not include portions of barns or
similar field building facilities used to house
farm implements. Uncovered exterior parking areas
are excluded.

745 Vehicle-Storage Facility Service

c

Definition: A space or structure used to.service
vehicles.

Description: Includes any area associated with'a
vehicle-storage facility used for maintenance and
'repair of automotive equipment, boats, airplanes,
and vehicles.

Limitations: Does not include service areas that
serve building maintenance- and repair, and are
classified as shop facilities (7201.

750 Central Food Stores'

Definition: A Aentral facility for the processing
and storage

Description:
cold rooms,
and similar

of foods used in food facilities.

Includes food-storage areas, lockers,
refrigerators, meat-processing-areas,
facilities located in a central food-

stores building.

Limitations: Offices (310) located in central
.food-stores building are so classified. Food-
storage areas, .freezers, lockers, etc., not loca-
ted in a central food-stores building are cl.issi-
fied as food-facilities service (635).

.760 Central Laundry

Definition: A central facility used for cleaning,
washing, drying roomS, ironing linens, uniforms,
.etc.

1st

-Description: Includes laundry rooms, drying rooms,

ironing rooms, etc., located in a central laundry.

Limitations: Offices (310)
laundry are so clasetfied.
rooms, ironin4.rooms, etc.,
tral laundry are classified
ties or as service space.
facility they serve.

800 HEALTH-CARE FACILITIES

locates in a central
Laundry'rooms, drying
not included ip a cen-
as residential facili-
to whatever type )3f

NOTE: Includes the space uses listed beloWJocated in stu-
.

dent health facilitieS and in Ilealt4icrofessions clinics
and in hospItals.

IxoNMP..IMIII.mw.MlefillIllMli

1 Is
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'The codes and definitions in this series t800) are
designed to describe health-care facilities for humans as
well as animals requiring health care. This category does
not include nonme3ical clinic facilities. Note also that

offices that serve in health-care activities are classi-

fied as offices (310). Therefore, a tabulation of all

facilities dedicated to student health care . may be

obtained by summing all room-use categories for function
subcategory 46 in Report E2.

810 Patient Bedroom

Definition: A space equipped. with a bed- and used
for patient care.

Description: Includes general nursing care, acute
caree semiconvalescent-rehabilitative adult or

pediatric bedrooms, intensive-care units,

progressive-coronary-care ..units, emergency-bed-
care units, observation units, infantcare
nurseries, incubator units, wards, etc. Connected
clothes closets ace included, as are, stalls for
animal patients.

820 Patient Bath
S.

Definitionvik.,space containing, patient bath

toilet faciTities.

Description:
adjoining or

Limitations:
ded

830 Nurse Station

Included are
in conjunction

0
Public toilet

and

toilet/batil facilities

with patient bedrooms.

facilities Are exclu-

who areDefinition: A space or area used by nurses

supervising and/or administering health-care

facilities.

Des tion: Included Ire areas devoted to records
cha .ing, reception desks, admiasions desks, and
are adjoining 'nurses Stations, such as utility
roon4, work-storage ardas, formulation-preparation
area4, medioations areas, etc.

.41

LiMiliations: Spaces that van lot, identified as

officeks'should.be classified 310.

A
840 Surgery

Definition: A bpacé used for surgery.

Description: Included are major and minor-surgery
rooms, delivery rooms, special-procedures opera-

* ting rooms, and rooms' used in conjunction with and

t'

4.
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am a direet extension of the activities of a sur-
gery koam, Such as labour'rooms, recovery rooms,*
monitoring/observation rooms, .special support-
equipment rooms (e.g. anesthesia, heart, lung, X-
ray, etc.), dictation booths, scrubup areas,
instrument cleanup and storagew gurney storage,
and sterile-suppfries storage.

.850 Treatment

Definition: A space used for.diagnostic and thera-
peutic treatment.

Description: Included are spaces used for
radiology, fluoroscopy, angiography, physical
therapy, dialysis, cardiac catherization, pulmon-
ary function/vascular+testing, EEG, EGG, EMG, com-
bined, doctor's office and examination/treatment
rooms, and spaces which support treatment rooMs as
a direct e*tension of the activities of such a

\
facility, such as dressing rooms,filM,-prodessing

o and viewing rooms, work-preparation rooms, and
special-equipment storage.

4

855 r.rst Aid Centre

Definition and Description: A space usually equip-
ped to WC8krequirements, to provide emergency
first aid treatment.

860 Service Laboratory

Definition: A space used to provide diagnostic
support.serviclp to health-care facilities.

Description: Includes pathol6gy, pharmacy, autopsy
labs, etc., providing such sevices as hematology,
chemistry tissue, bacteriology, serology, blood
bank, basal metabolism, isotope rooms and spaces
which serve service laboratbries as a direct ex-
tensiobn of the activitAps of sUch a facflitY, such

4 as rooms generall; refierred to as cadavar storage/
morgue, autodlave and centrifuge _rooms, and warm
and cold rooms.

4Limitations: Does not include class laboratories

(210), special-class laboratories (220), or other
facilities used primarily for org4nized
instruction.

870 Supplies

Definitioti: A' Spate\r:uilee-te store supplies for
health-care.

4

15G.
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Description: Central .supplY, pharmacy ,supplies/
storage and dispensary, misctllaneous storage of a
relatively inactive nature other than that inclu-
ded in other primary and'service-room types.

880,Public Waiting

Itb Definition: A space used by the public to await
admission, treatment, or information.

Detcriztion: Included are lobbies, waiting and
reception areas, visiting areas, and viewing
areas, used in connection with a Health Care Unit.

Limitations: Lounges (650) are excluded from this
category.

895 Health-Care Service

Definition: Spaces used for housekeeping, and
linen storage and handling. Includes spaces used
by housekeeping staff for store rooMs, closets,
locker rooms, etc., for building maintenance and
pperation.

Limitations: Nonassignable areas are explicitly
excluded from this category; excludes mechanical
and equipment areas.

900 RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

NOTE: Offices that serve residential activities are coded
310. Likewise, food facilities that serve student and
faculty housing activities are coded 630 and 635. There-
fore, a tabulation of all facilities dedicated to student
a?:(1 faculty housing may be obtained by summing all room-
use categories for function subcategory 62 in Report E2.

-
I.

910 Sleep/Study.without Toilet/Bath
10

Definition: One or more residential spaces' for one
kr. more individual(s) typically furnished with
bed(s), wardrobe(s), desk(s), chair(s), without an
internally connected bath.

Description, Includes single or multiple sleep/
study- rooms. A sleep/study facility may be a room
for combined sleep/study, a room exclusively for
sleeping, or a room for living/study and includes
connected closets. */

Limitations: Study spaces for\general use, avail-
able and open to the dormitory, residents at large
and not part of bedroom or (sleeping-room suites
should be classified AS reading/study (410). Resi-
dential quarters equipped with Cooking facilities
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are-coded as- apartment (950). Separate food-
preparation rooms serving sleep7study areas,
including small kitchens used by the occupants,
are coded as food service (635).

919 Toilet/Bath .

Definition: A toilet and/or bathroom intended only
.f'or the occupants of the residential facilities
rather than for the general public.

Description: Includes common, or shared bathroom
facilities which may consist of full or half-bath,
showers, or toilet/shower combinations, used by
the residents and accesOible from a corridor or
other generalcirculation area.

imitations: Does not include public rest rooms.
throoms- internal to a sleep/study room (920),

a artment (950), or hoUse (970) are included in
,those respective categories.

920 Sleep/Study with Toilet/Bath

Definition: One or more spaces foe individual(s),
typically furnished with bed(s), wardrobe(S),
desk(s), and chair(s), with an internally connec-
ted bath.

Description: Includilf single or multiple sleep/
study rooms with bath facilities internal to the
suite and not separately coded 919. A sleep/study
facility may be a romi for combined sleep/study,.a
room exclusively for sleeping, or a room for
living/study, and includes connected closets.

Limitations: Study spaces for general use, avail-
able and open to the dormitory 'residents at large,
and not part of bedroom or sleeping room suites,
should be classified as reading/study (410). Resi-
dential quarters equipped with cooking facilities
are coded as apartment (950). Separate food-
preparation rooms serving sleep/study areas,
including small kitchens used by theoccupants,
are coded as food-facilities service (635).

935 Sleep/StudY Service

Definition: A space (or group 'of spaces) which
directly serves the occupants of an individual
sleep/study room with or without toilet/bath (910
and 920).

Conscription: Includes laundry and pressing rooms,
linen Closets, maid rooms, serving rooms, trunk
stottge rooms, and telephone rooms which serve the
occupants of sleep/study facilities.
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Limitations: Does not include food.facilit.ies (see
630 and. 635), central laundry (see 760), central
food stoies (see 750), toilet/bath (see 919),
lounge facilities (see 650), recreation or activi-
ty areas (see 670 and.. 675), or nonassignable

building service areas.

95n Apartment

Definition:. A complete living unit that is not a

separate structure.

Description: This is the basic module or group of
rooms designed as a complete housekeeping unit,
i.e., contains bedroom(s), living room(s),
kitchen, and toilet facilities. It is not intended
that individual rooms be specifically identified
within the apartment, but only that the total in-
terior spac 1?. be accounted for. Includes apartments

provided for faculty, staff, or students; apart-
ments need not be located in a residential
building.

955 Apartilient Service

Definition: A space (or area) that directly serves
an apartment or group of apartments as aA exten-
sion of the activities in that facility.

Description:1. Includes laundry rooms, linen

closets, maid rooms, trunk storage rooms, and

telephone rooms Which serve apartment Facilities.

970.House

Definition: A complete living unit that is a sepa-

-..1.64 rate structure.

Description: This is the basic module or group of
rooms designed as a complete housekeeping unit,
i.e., contains bedroom(s), living room(s),

kitchen, and toilet facilities. It is not intended
that individual rooms be specifically identified
within the structure, but only that the total in-
terior_area be accounted for. InclUdes houses pro-
vided for fatulty, staff, or students.

000 UNCLASSIFIED FACILITIES

k

050 Inactive Area

Definition: Spaces available for assignment to an
organizational unit or activity but unassigned at
the time of the inventory.
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Limitations: Spaces being modified or not complete
- at the time of the inventory are classified 060 or

070.

060 Alteration or Conversion Area

11
Definition Spaces temporarily out of
they are ing altered, remodeled, or
ted at the time. of the inventory.

Limitations: Spaces inactive or not
thetime ok inventory are classified
respectively.

070 Unfinilshed Area

use because-
rehabilita-

complete at
050 and 070

Definition: All potentially assignable areas in

new buildings or additions to existing buildings
not oompletely finished at the time of the inven-

1

tory.,

Limitations: Intended only for the unfinished part
of a building or addition; the parts that ere in
use should be classified elsewhere.

WWW Circulation Area (see Section 3.4.1.)

Definition: Required for physical access to some
subdivision of space whether directly bounded by
partitions or not.

Basis for Measurement: Should be computed by
smeasuring from the inner faces df walls or parti-
tions which enclose horizontal spaces used for

such purposes. Deductions should not be made for
necessary building columns and minor projecti s.

Do not include unusable areas havins than
6'0" clear head room.

Description: Should.include but mat be limited to
corridors, elevantor .shafts, escalators, fire
towers, stairways, loading platforms, elevator
lobbies, and tunnels and bridges.

Limitations: When determining corridor areas, only
horizontal spaces required for general access
should be included - not aisles,used only for cir-
culation within office suites, auditoriums, or

other working areas. Deductiongi should not be made
foil necessary building columns and projections.

In,open landscaped offices and suitable spaces the
main thoroughfares, for general traffic and routes
to fire exits, are normally 5'0" or more in width.
These should be recorded as "circulation" and
coded WWW under Space Type.

4
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The distinguished criterion is the 5'0" or more
width.

Secondary routes' leading off the main th9rough7
4-4- fares to work group and individual work stations,

*will be inCluded in the office area.

NOTE.: The Using Unit for Circulation Areas should
be facilities.services or the equivalent.

XXX Custodial Area (see Section 3.4.1.)

Definition: The sum of all areas of a. building
used for its projection, carec,and maintenance.

Basis for Measuremint: Should be measured from the
inside surfaces of enclosing walls or permanent
partitions. Deductions should not be made for

necessary building oolumns and minor projections.
Do not include undsable areas with less than 6'0"
clear head rbom.,

Description: Should implude such areas as trash-

rooms, guardrooms, custodial rooms, oustodial

locker rooms, and custodial supply rooms.

Limitations: Should not include central Physical-
plant shop areas, nor special-purpoSe storage or'
maintenance rooms, such as linen closets and maid
rooms in residence halls.

YYY Mechanical Area (see Section 3.4.1.)

Definition: That portion of the gross area
designed to house mechanical equipment, utility\
services, and nonprivate toilet facilities.

Basis for Measurement: Should' be computed by

measuring from the inner faces of the walls, par-.
titions, or scr'eens Which enclose such areas. Do
not .include unusable areas with less than 6'0"
clear head room.

Description: Should Anclude, !Alt not be floated
to, mechanical areas in central utiltty plants,
air-duct shafts, boiler rooms, fixed mechanical
and electrical equipment rooms, fuel rooms,

mechanical-service shafts, meter and communica-
tions closets, service chutes, stacks, 4nd non-
private washrooms (custodial and public).

Limitations: Deductions should not be made for
necessary building columns and projections.
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ZZZ Structural Area

, Definition: Should be construed to mean that por-
tion of the grOss area which cannot be occupied or
put to. use because of structural building
features.

Basis for Measurement: Precise computation by
direct measurement is not contemplated under these
definitions. Should generally be determined by
assuming it to be the residual area aEter the

assignable and nonassignable areas (circu )ation,
custodial, and mechanical) have been suthrjcted
frOm the gross area.

Description:. Examples of building features normal-
ly classified as structural area are exterior
walls, fire walls, permanent partitions, and un-
usable areas in attics, basements, or comparable
portions of a building.
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3.5. Using ggency: Function

4

t.

3.5.1. SUmmary

.Column No.
38.- 39 GENERIC GROUPINGS

10 Instructional
20 Instructional Support
30 Student Support

40 General Support
50 Management and Administration
60 Special
70 Building and CaMpus Service
80 , Research
90 Unassigned
00 Non-assignable

Possible Problems:

The following are cases in Which there has been some doubt as to the most
appropriate.- coding. The codes which-were recommended as being the most
suitable are listed hereafter to,provide a useful preciAence and to ensure
consistancy.

Space Use Recommended
Function

Av. Medical Production Centre 24
Archives: Public Accessible Archives 22

Dead file-storage (Central) 36

Coffee lounge for Fadulty.and staff 45
Data processing spa.áe serving administration 56
Data processing space multi use setvice 41

OLy-Care facilities 31

Grounds Maintenance shop (includes garden sheds) 71

Loadingodock serving central stationery store 57

Loading dock serving a particular instructional shop (e.g. Wbodwork) 21

NB. The clear language description identifies blot": these
as loading docks.

Learning Assistance space 18

Lockers and washroom adjaceftt to an instructional shop and
specifically tor use.by the occupants of the shop 21

Mail room (a function of administration) 51
Office (faculty) serving an instructional shop (Wbodworking) 13

Open-plan areas adjacent to "Humanities" & "Social Services"
.

(Capilano) 21

Photocopying: Central multi-use 56
Printing central campus-wide service 41

Registration space (office) 54,

Student. society (office) 32
Typing - central campus-wide serVice 41
Wbmen's Resource Centre 21
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3.5.2. Function Detail

10 INSTRUCTIONAL TOTAL

11 Instructional General

PAGE 3:53

Definition: The instructional function consists of those activi-
sties whose outputs are eligible for credit in meeting 'specified
Acurricular requireMents leading toward a particular post Secon-
dary degree, diploma or certificate granted by the institution
or which makes am44.1able to the public the various unique

instruction resources and capabilities Of highen education.

Facilities'Application: Areas housing activities of the instruc-
tional function are to be classified here if they serve the en-

tire program or under one of the sub-categories listed subse-,
quently if they house specific- portions of..:the instructional

function..All classrooms are to be coded with the function code

11 and with a program code of 0000.

Limitations: Areas. housing activities for any purposes other

than instructional should be assigned to the- appropriate
category.

12 General Academic/Technical Instruction

Definition: Consists of instructional function elements opera-
ting during the standard academic term (as defined by the Asti-
tution) that are part of_a formal curriculum leading towards an
academic or technological degree, diploma or certificate normal-

,

ly requiring a two year or longer fOl-time attendance. The
function elements are managed by regular instructional depart-
ments.

Facilities Application: Areas housing instructional elements

operating during, the standard academic term are clasgified here.
Typically, related instructional offices for Department Chair-
men, SuPport staff, faculty and- laboratories are classified
under this sub-category#

In cases where an academic/technical discipline is'offered pri-
;madly for instruction to vocational students; e.g., mathematics
for auto mechanics, it is appropriate to ident,ify the facilities
with the associatsd discipline having management responsibility
for the activities-and code them within the occupational and
vocational instruction wsub-category -(e.g., 13....). The same
college may offer a mathematics course for transfer students.
That course facility would be appropriately coded 12....

Limitations: Areas housing functions'and/or activities typically

associated with vocational programs of less than two year

- ime attendance should be included under sub-categOry 13.
reas that house special-session instruction (14) nd extension
instrUctioi (for credit) (15) are also excluded. All classrooms
are to be coded with the function code 11.and.program code 000p.

Iss
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13 Occupational and Vocational InStruction

Definition: Consists of activities established primarily to pro-
vide instruction in nonacademic disciplines. It exists primarily
for institutions offering lees than two year full-time programs
for vocational certification in the trades and paraprofessional
areas.;

Facilities'. Application: Areas housing instructional elements
serving such programs are classified here. Typically, instruc-
tional staff offices and laboratories that serve ehese programs

are classified here.

It is apprOpriate to. identify the facilities with the associated
discipline having management responsibility for the activities
and to code them within the occupational and vocational sub,-

category (e.g., 12....) if offeredby a.department from outside
the Occupational/Vocational instructional division.

Limitations: Areas serving special-session instruction (14) and
extension intruction (for credit) (15) are excluded. All class-
roomS are to be coded with function code 11 and program'code
0000.

14 Special-Session Instruction
4tr

Definition: Consists of instructional activities that offer
credit" toward a formal degree, diploma or certificate and are in

operation during summer seSsion, interim session, or other

peridd that is not common With the ..institution's.regular term.

Facilities Application: Areas assigned specifically to special-
session activities 4re included; e.g., the summer-session office
.that throughout the year is devoted to ariautng admissions,
scheduling, sand other matters for summer segnon.- Offices and
laboratories devoted ony to special session are also included.

-
Limitations: Facilities serving all elements of the instruction
function, regardless of the term, are mbre appropriately dode'd
under general academic instruction (12). All classrooms are to
be coded,with function code 11 and program code 0000.

15 Continuing Education

Definition: Consists of ail instrudtional activities managed
separately by a Continuing Education Division (or similar agency
thin the institution) and applicable toward a formal degree,

diploma or certificate.
A.&

Facilities Application: Areas assigned to extension instruction
activities are-included; e.g., the extension Offices and associa-

ted-meeting rooms.

Limitations: Facilities seri/Th-4 all elements of the instruction-
al function'such as offices and laboratories, are more a ..pri-

ately coded Under general academic instruction (12).
Aik

also are facilities that house activities that may
-
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credited toward formal degrees, diplomas or certificates and are
offered by an institution primarity as a publicservice; e,g.,
community education, short courses, etc. (16; 17). All class-
rOoms are-to be coded with function code 11 and program oode
0000.

16 Community Education-
I.

Definition: Consists of activities managed within the instruc-
tional departments br elsewhere within the institution to pro-
vide don-credit instructional services to members of the commu-
nity; e.g., short oourses, professional review courses, etc.

Facilities Application: Areas housing noncredit instructional
services provided for membersof the community are classified
here; e.g., the V..fice or meeting rooms used only for community
education.

_Limitations: Areas housing noncredit instructional services to
\)roi.iide supplemental 'or remedial services are classified under
18..

og\

17 ,CoOperative Extension Service %

Definition: Consists of all activities established through co-
operative efforts between the institution and outside agencies
(e.g., joint institute/community threatre; distance learning
facilities). The distinguishing feature of these activities is
that the program and fiscal control is shared by the inst'itution
with one or more governmental units. These cooperative extension
programs are often a cross between independent operations and
public service.

Facilities Application: Areas housing activ-ities and services
associated with 000perative extension services are to be classi-
fied here; e.g., facilities assigned to joint theatre programs
or service to industry.

Limitations: Facilities accommodating functions under the con-
trol of an agency external to the institution are tO be classi-
.fied under Special-Functions., Outside Agencies (65).

18 Supplementary Education.Service

Definition: Consists of Activities established primarily to pro-
vide students *with supplemental instruction outside,the normal
academic program. Generally, activities within this sub-category
are established to provide remedial education service as

Contrasted with instructional activities that are a part of the
degree, diploma or certificate curriculum.

Facilities Application: Includes areas specifically assigned to
providing supplemental instructicip outside the normal instruc-
tiOnal function. Some offices and classrooms may be assigned
specifically for this type of usage.

-c
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Limitations: If such functions form a.major part of the insti-
tUte's instructional.programs they should be included in (12) or
(13). Spaces.housing instructional activities for the community

are excluded (16).

1.9 Athletic and Physical Education Instruction
(N.B. See notes on Space Type 520.)

Definition: Consists of all activities which provide students
with scheduled physical educationeor athletic instruction or un-
scheduled, super4ised or unsupervised, recreational opportuni-
ties for individuals. or teams.

Facilities Application: Includes

physical education or athletic aotivities,
4

basketball courts, handball courts, squash
rooms, weight lifting rooms, swimming pools,
tracks, and indoor tennis courts) and

seating.

areas specifically assigned to

(e.g. gymnasiums,
courts,t wrestling
ice rinks, indoor

associated spectator

Office spaces accommodating phsical education 'or

faculty members are also included.

athletic'

Limitations: Spaces,'other than the primary athletic spaces,
that house associated suppbrting activities are ooded with the
appropriate support functiOn code: 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 7.0, 00.

20 INSTR(JCTIONAL SUPPORT TOTAL

21 Instructional Support Total

Definition: To provide sOport services int
4

gral

tions of the primary programs through reten t ion,
and display of materials, or to provide services
.assist the institution's initructional functions.

to the opera-
preservation,
that directly

Facilities Application: Areas housing activities of the instruc-
tional support function are classified here if they serve the

.entire instructional program, or Under one of the sub-categories
listed subsequently if they house specific segments of the
instructional support function.

Limitations: Excluded are areas housing activities established'
to maintain the organization and provide operational support for
the day-to-day functionin4 of_the organization. Such areas are
classified under the general support function .40).

i
22 Libraries

Definition: Consists of all activities that directly support the

operation. of a catalogued or otherwise classified collection of
published material. .

Facilities Application: Areas housing activities supporting tlie
operation and maintenance of a oollection of published material
are classified here; e.g., the general campus library, depart-

ment libraries.

6
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I:imitations: Areas that are intended to serve as departmental
reading rooms should be classified under the appropriate cate-
gory of the instructional function.

23 Museums and Galleries

Definitions: Consists of all activities established to provide
services related to the c'ollectioh, preservation, and exhibition
of historical materials, art objects, scientific displays, etc.-

/
iacilities A ication: Areas such as musedms, galleries and ar-
boretums are in luded in this category.

Limitations: Res arch areas in museums or galleries should be
classified under he appropriate category of th0 organized re-
search. function (8 ).

24 Audiovisual Services

Definition:-Consists f t ose activities associated with,provi-
ding audio and/or visu terials to support the instructional
functions oE the institUti n.

iFacilities Application: Arets housing activities established to
a provide audio and/or visua materials for use in the instruc-
tional functions are classiCee here.

Le

Limitations: Areas housing activities that use audiovisual tech-
nology as part of the instructional process; e.g., language
laboratories, are excluded. Areas housing learning resource
centres are more appropriately coded under Supplemental Educa-
tion Services (18).

25 Computing Support

Definition: Consis& of those activities established to provide
computing support to the,instruCtional functions.

Facilities ApplluL on: Areas housing such computing support
activities are cl ed here.

. /
Limitations: Excl are areas that house administrative data
procetsing activities.;Nhich are included as part of the admini-
stration function (56). In the case of 'a centralized centre ger:
ving both instructional and adMinistrative needs it is recommen-
ded that the institute attempt to distinguish between the areas
required for .supporting the administrative computing activities
and those required-for instructional computer support activi-
ties: (If necessary aieas should. be. proportioned 'between them
under "Use Ratio".) 'Areas housing computer-assisted instruction
aCtiVities should. be handled in the same manner as closed-
circuit television areas.; i.e., they may be ..0entified with
course activities and should be coded under the appropriate
category of thq instruction function.
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30 STUDENT SUPPORT TOTAL

4s!

31 Student Support General

Definition: To contribute to the student's emotional and physi-
cal well-being,"outside the context of the formal instructional

function.

Facilities Applicatloh: Areas housing activities of the student
services are classified-here if they serve the entire function,
or ynder one of the sub-categories listed subsequently if they
house .specific portions of the.student services. Areas having
the administration of student services are also included in this

category.

Limitations: Areas housing instrqctional activities are coded
under the appropriate category of the 'instructiOnal function
(10, 11, etc.).

32 Social, Cultural and Recreational 15evelopment

Definition: Consists of all activities established to provide.
for the student's social ind cultural development,outside of the
instructional curriculum.

4 Facilities Application: Areasikassified here include those that

house student activities, cultural events, student organiza
tions, recreation, intramural athletits, and intercollegiate

athletics. Includes areas such as student unions, athletics and
sports complexes.

Limitatiens: Areas primarily housing instructional activities
are pxcluded.

00

33 Counselling and Career Guidance

Definition: Consists of activities establ hed to provide

counselling services, career guidance, a aceme services

for the student body.

Facilities and Limitations: Includes areas housing ivities of
plabement bureaus, counselling centrds, etc.

Limitations: Areas used by faculty for inform l'student counsql-
ling are excluded.

34 Financial Aid

Definition: Consists of activities estabilshed to provide finan-
cill aid and assistance for students.

Facilities Aulication: rhcludes financial analysis and counsel-
ling, work study and student employment, scholarships, 'loans,
grants and related records. Typically, such areas are offices

and associated conference rooms.

1 6,3%.
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40,

Limitations: Excluded are placement bureaus for students leaving
the institutiok

40 GEtiERAL SUPPORT TOTAL

41 General Support General

Definition: Activits that contribute to the effectiveness of
the role of the institutiym by providihg specific support ser-
vices.

Facilities ApplicAtion: Areas housing activities sueh as food
services and cafeteria, bookstores, retail outlets, concessions;
assistance to disadvantaged, Central Printing, Central Typing, .

.and Central, shgred or multi-use computer facilities ,.re in thilk
category.

Limitations: Areas housing primarily.student oriented actiliities
(30) or administrative activities (50) should be appropriately
classified. Student eesidences. are classified under Special
(62).

42 Food Servixes

Definition: Areas primarily intended.to provide food preparation
and servioe facilities.

Facilities Application; Includes kitchens, dining rooms, cafe-
teria, snack bar, service outlets and food and drink vending
-machIne spaces.

LimitationA EXcludes food preparation areas primar4y used for
.instructional purpoes.

43 Book Stores

Definition: Areas used for the sale of text books, stationery
and other materials to students and.st2aff.

-
Facilities Application:
'tutional management. .

Sale of materials must be tinder insti-

f'

Limitatlons: Areas reanaged by an Outside Agency should be placed
in that "category (65); those managed by a body such as a student
association should be placed in Retail Stores (44). ,

44 Retail 'Etores

Definition: General sale of goods.

Facilities4 Application: Convenience -st&es which sell general
merchandise and may include in their sales significant amounts
of study material. May be managed by a student association oc,

c)the institute.

Limitations: ExOludes institute's bookstore (43) or a franchise
managei 'operation (65).
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45 Faculty and Staff Services

Definition: Consists of activities established and intencled to
provide support services for faculty and staff.

Facilities Application: InclUdes areas such as faculty clubs.

Limitations: FacilitiesiPused for several component groups,

including sEaff (40),

46 Medical Services

if primarily for students (30).

Definition: Activities associated with providing first aid,

medical, dental, psychiatric and other retail services.

Facilities Application: Spaces such as clinics, surgeries, con-
sultingtooms, diSpensaries, sick bays And first aid facilities.

Limitations: Instructional and research operations -in 'these
fields should be placed in appropriate categoeies (10, 80).

50 MANAGEMENT AND 44INIS'iRATION WTM

51 Management and Administratiori General

4

Definition: Consists of activities that provide operational sup-
,

port for the day-to-aay functioning, of the organization, main-
taining the 'institution's organiz4tional effectiveness and

continuity.

Facilities Application: Areas.housing administration functions
are classified here if they serve the entire institute.

Limitations: Areas housing activities associated with management

..of 'specific instructional departments (12, 13) and Building and
Campus Services (71) are excIuded.

52 Executive Management

Definition: Consists of all centi*a1 rexecutiv'e !revel activities

and other activities concerned with management and lOng-range
planning of the enti4 institution, as contrasted with any one
function within the institution.

'

FaCilities Application: Includes areas housing such central
operations .activities as execUtive direction (the governing

board, the chief and .senior executive officers), analytical

studies, instructional research, and long-range planning.

Limitations: Areas housidq administrative data-processing
activities (56), fiscal operations (55) and 1,5esical 'paant plan-
ning and operations (70) are excluded.

.165
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53 Instructional Division Management

Definition: Consists of all activities that provide management,
support, and direction for the instructiOnal function. The in-
tent is to provide a well-defined identification of the manage-
ment function.

Facilities Application: Accommodation of the direction of the
instructiOnal functions of the institute and essential support
operations are included, e.g., Deans or Directors of Instruction-
al divisions and direct Staff.

0

Limitations: Instructional department heads or Chairmen (10) are
excluded.

54 Instructional Program Development

Definition:- Consists of those activities established to accomp-
lish the planning and developmental activities for future (i.e.
subsequent to the current budget period) instructional program.

,The intent of this is to separate initially'from the current
operational aspects of.the instruction program those activities
that may result in'instructional offerings at some point beyond
Che current budget perion. This subprogram may be thought of as
reflecting investment oosts for future instruction pryogrm ele-
ments.

Facilities Applicatioe: Areas that are'specifically devoted to
course and curriculum development activities are classified
here.

Limitations: Areas that,cannot be identified separately from the
instructional function (10) are exCluded.

55 Fiscal Operations

Definition: ConsiLts of central operations and activities rela-
ted to fiscal control, investments, and functional elements
relatd to the fiscal operations of the inStitution.

Facilities Application: Includes areas housing activities of4the
fisdal operation of the institution.

Limitations: Areas housing financial aid (3 - Financial Aid)
for the student body are excluded.

56 General Management Services and Personnel

Definition: Consists of. activities established to provide
central.management services, e.g., administrative data proces-
sing, functional elements related to student records, adiaissions
and registration and -all staff personnel functions Including
contracts, pollective5 agreements, benefits and oonditions of
employment..

Facilities Application: Areas housing genval administrative
activities such as listed in the definition are classified here.

6
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'Limitations: Areas housing data-processing activities that serve
instructional functions explicitly are more appropriately coded

under the irlstructional support function (24 - Audiovisual

Services).

57 Procurement and Central Stores

Definition: Consists of activities established to provide pro-
curement services, supply and maintenance of pr9visions.

Facilities Applicatiorl: Includes areas housing activities such

as purchasing, central stores, 6entral laundry.

Limitations: ;xcluded are areas housing the stores of specific

organizational units within the institution.

58 Community Relations
.1,

Definition: Consists of activities established to maintain
relationships with the general community, the institution's

alumni and other groups or agencies influencindg or influenced by
the institute and to oonduct activities related to development
and fund raising.

Facilities ApOication: Areas housing community relations,
activities should be classified here; e.g., the alumni office,
the public relations office, information serVices.

Limitations: Areas housing activities established primarily to
provide public-service to the calmmunity are excluded (16.- Com-
munity EduciAtion or 63 - Community Service).

60 SPECIAL TOTAL

61 Special General

Definition: Activities Which may be viewed as not directly rela-
ted to the primary role of the institution, which may foim a
significant secondary role involving external agencies or Which
are financed independently of normal institutional budgeting
procedures Whilst providing.a unique specialized service.

Facilities Application: This is a catch-all for functions which
do not clearly fall into the other categories, some specific
examples of which follow in sub-caEegories.

Limitations: Where* possible functions directly related to
institutional functions should be placed in other categories.

62 Student Residencps and Housing

Defitlien: Consists of activities associated with the student
residences and student housing.office.

Facilities Application: Includes areas designed to manage and to
provide residential accommodation for students.
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Limltations: faculty and staff accommodations are excluded.

.63 Community Service

Definition: Consists of activities established to provide
getieral community services, excluding instructional activities.
Community-service activities are managed either within the
academic departments or elsewhere within the institution and
have been established to provide general services to the commu-
nity at large or special sectors within the community. Community
service is concerned with making available to the public various
resources and unique capabilities within the institution.
Examples of cOmmunity service may be conferences and institutes,
general advisory services and reference bureaus, urban affairs,
international affairs, radio and television, consultation, and
similar activities. Community-service actiliities are those for
which the primary intent for establishing and maintaining' the
activity is to provide services beneficial to groups and indivi-
duals outside the institution.

Facilities Application: Areas housing general community servi-
;

ces, excluding instructional activit4es, are'classified here;
e.g., offices devoted entirely to arranging such community ser-
vices and meeting rooms where such services are held or
*provided.

Limitations: Areas housing aCtivities established primarily for
the institution's staff or.'student body, and housing instruc-
tional activitie4 Nre exclWed.

64 Instruction,al Operations

Definition: Includes activities that represent operations owned
or controlled by the institution and are for6ign to, or indepen-
dent of, the institution's missiori.

Facilities Application: Includes areas such as commercial rental
priperty for incom4, a pancake house, or a spaghetti factory. Ns

Limitations: Areas housing operations controlled by external
organizations are excluded.

65 Outside Agencies 4

Definition:C.-Consists of activities controlled or operated by
outside agencies but housed or otherwise supported by the
institution.'

Facilities Application: Areas such ap those occupied by a bank
or a telephone company, managed by a company franchised to con-
duct its own business operations on campus or accommodating an
ext4rnal agency with goals inlpendent of the institute are
included.

Limitations:. Operations.controlled by the institute or by one of
itS member 'Components are excluded and dhould be placed
appropriately.
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70 BUrLDING.AND CAMPUS SERVICES TOTAL

71 Building and Campus Services

DefinitionConsists of activities established to provide ser-
vices related to the campus grounds and facilities.

Facilities Application: Includes areas housing activities rela-
ted to the management of development; planning, maintenance and
operation of buildings and grounds, operating utility services
and modifying existing facilities, campus security and safety
services and the institute transportation and material handling

services. Includes 'all areas provided for servicing these

functions and for maintaining institute.facilities.

Limitations: Includes only areas housing activities of physical
plant departments, not the areas maintained.by them.

80 RESEARCH TOTAL

81 Research General

Definition: The primary objective of a research function is the
creation and dissemination of new knowledge. It consists of

activities that tave been specifically organized to produce re-

.
search outcomes commissi ned by agencies eieternal to the insti-

1tution or authorized by its within the institution.

Facilities Application: Facilities housing elements of the re-
, search function are to be classified here if they serve the

entire function, or under one of the sub-categories listed below
if they house specific elements.

LkrVations: Facilities housing .externally funded educational
activities, such as workshop and short courses would normally be
considered as Cooperative Extension Service (17).

82 Institutes and Research Centres

Definition: Consists of all research-related activities that are

part of a formal research organization typically created to
manage a ntunber of research efforts.

Facilities Application: Areas housing formal research organiza-
tions created to manage a number of research efforts within the
institution are-classified under'this category.

Limitations: Areas serving research activities normally managed

within instructional departments are excluded from this

category.
0

83 Individual or Project Researcli

Definition: Consists of all 'research actiVitip4 normallylmanaged

within instructional departm&Its. Includes the various research-
related activities created as a result of contracts, grants or
specific allocations of insttuctional resources to conduct

165
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spepific allocations of instructional, sources to conduct
studies or investigations of specifie( S'boipe. Generally, such
activities may be identified with pr k cipal investigators and
should be.coded within.assigned discipl s. Activities within
this sub-category are".normally of a te
created for a specific peiiod of time,
more permanent nature
institute's

rary nature; i.e.,

Icontrastedtith the
of a gOlization w hin the

and research centre's function
research o

Facilities Application: Areas housing research-related elements
created as a result of contract grants, or--specificallocations
of instructional Isources are classified here; e.g., faculty
offices and nonclass laboratories devoted to project research.
If the spaces have multiple uses, primary intent should be the
guidimg factor in Classifying them.

Limitations: Areas rousing research organizations are not to be

classified here.

90 UNASSIGNED TOTAL

Definition: Limited to classification facilities not in use at the
time of the inventory.

91 Capable of Use

Definition: Limited to rooms not in use but capable of use at
the time.pf the inventov.

92 Incapable of Use

Definition: Limited to rooms notin use at the time ot the in-
ventory because they are incapable of use; for example owing to
structural condition or renovation work.

00 NON-ASSIGNABLE

Definition: Limited to.classification of non-assignable areas.

Facilities Application: Included only for purposes of completing the
function-crassification Process. Spaces such as washrooms, stairways,
corridors, which cannob.be assigned to an operational department biit
which might,kconveniently be assigned to Physical plant operational
management should be 'included. This. is useful for plant management
purposes.

'ON

at

f
1
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3.6. Using Agency, Program

3.6.1. Summary

PROGRAM.CATEGORIES

0'000 General Use

0100 Mana4erial, Administrative & Related
0600 Secretarial, Clerical & Related

Column No.
40 - 43 .

0700 Medicine, Health & Related
1200 Teaching & Related
1300 Artistic, Literary, Performing Arts & Related
1600 Services Related
2300 Farming, Agricultural, Horticult ural & Dairying

Related
2500 Renewable.Resources Related
2700 Mtning, Quarrying, Oil, Gas & Pollution Control

Related
2900 Construction, Building/Housing Related
3300 Engineering, Heavy Construction Related
3400 Drafting
3600 Electrical/Electronics Related
3800 Metal Trades Related
4000 Mechanics Related (Light & Heavy`Equipment)

ISO 4400 Trapsport Equipment Operating
11 4600 Humanities & Social Sciences Aoe

ir 4900 Natural Sciences (Biological; Physical & Life
Sciences)

5200 Religion
5300 Basic Skill Orientation & Related

4

a

-

$
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36.2. . Detail

0000 GENERAL USE,

I0100 MANAGERIAL, ADMINISTRATIVE & RELATED

1

0110 Publicpkdministration
0120 Public\Administration/Municipal Administpation
0130 Urban Planning

.

0140 Urban/Regional Planning Technician

0150 Finance/Banking
0160 Financial Management/Finance & Investment
0170 Purchasing Management
0180 Credit Management
0190 Financial_Receptionist
0200 General Banking & Teller Training/Bank Teller

1,1 0210 Business
0220 Administrative Man gement
0230 Operations Manag nt/Production Management

a 0240 Business Administration/Management
0250 Business Adq.inistration -(Dogwood)
0260 Supervisory Management/Instructional Technology
0270 Principles of Supervision/Training Preservation Skills
0290 Industrial Management
0290 Merchandising/Marketing
0300 Marketing Management
0310 Salesmanship/Technical Sales Representative
0320 Cashier Training

0330 Retail Sales
0340 Payroll Clerk
0350 Women in Management

0360 Problem-Solving" DeciSion2Making

.!"
0370
0380

Insurance-Teghnology
Realty Appraisal

0390 Accounting '

4 0400 Bookkeeping

0410 Accounting Clerk

0420 Personnel Management

0430 Industrial Records and First Aid
0440 Industrial Hygiene Technician .

0450 Data Processing
0460 Data Processing/Computer Programming & systems
0470 Computer Maintenance
0480 Keypunch Operator/Data Efttry

0490 Other

0500 Freight Traffic Management
0510 Industrial Warehousing

A

17c-,
,
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0600 SECRETARIAL, CLERICAL & RELATED

0610 Business Office Training/Business Careers I

0620 Clerk Typist
0630 Secretarial
0640 Bilingual Secretary
0650 Typewriting
0660 Secretarial Science (and upgrading)
670 Secretarial Basic

6

680 Junior Stenographer

i

0 90 Executive Secretary/Administration Ass

?
stant

1

0100 MEDICINE, HEALTH & RELATED

0710 Medicine
0720 Medical Doctor/Physician
0730 Nursing/Registered Nurse (and upgrading/refresher)
0740 Nursing Access Program
0750 Psychiatric MOrsing
0760 Post-basic Psychiatric Nursing
0770 Nursing Orderly
0780 Practical Nursing
0790 Physiotherapy (and upgrading)
0800 Nursing Aides (general) \

0810 Maternity and Pediatrics/obbstetrics (upgrading)
0820 Operating Room
0830.Gerontology Aide/Geriatric Assistant/Intermediate Careeide.

(Gerontology)
0850 Health Care Aide
0860 Activity Aide
0870 Respiratory Technology
0880 Orientation for Hospital'Care

'0890 Dentistry
0900 Dentist
0910 Dental Hygiene.
0920 Dental Technician/Dental Mechanic
0930 Dental Assistant/Intra-Oral
0940 Restorative Dentistry

0950 Pharmacy
0960 Pharmacist
0970 Pharmacy Assistant

0980 Medical Technologists
0990 Nuclear Medicine TechnologY
1000 Medical Radiography
1010 Medical Laboratory Technology
1020 Biomedical Electronics Technology

1030 Other
1040 Environmental Health Technolow/Public Health Inspector Training
1050 Hospital Supervision

1060 Health Care Management
1070 Health bata Technology

1 73
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\
1080 Medical Stenographer/Medical Office Assistant
1090 Medical Record Science Program
1100 Data Entry
1110 Clerical Health Worker

1120 Community Health Service Wbrker/Special Care Aide/ Extended Care
'Worker

1130 Community Independence Training Worker/Developmental Disabili-
ties

1140 Mental aealth Aide

1150 Program for the Developmentally Handicapped

1160 Vocational R habilitation Counselling

1170 Training Program, Irzt.erprete of Sign Language of the Deaf/
Para-professional Worker w'th the Deaf

1180 Emergency Medical Ai.t4nt

1190 Dietary Aide

1200 TEACHING & RELATED

1210 Teacher Training (Elementry & Secondary levels)
1.2201Teacher Assistant Program
1230 Early Childhood Education 6( Care/Pre-School TeaCher Training
1240 Meda Resources Program
1250 Librarianship
1260 Librarlechnician

1300 ARTISTIC, LITERARY, PERFORMING ARTS & RELATED

1310 Arts in Merchandising
1320 Commercial Illusion .

1330 Visual Communications (Sign Painting)

1340 Fine Arts
1350 Fashioll Design/aothing
1360 Retail Fashions/Fashion Merchandising
1370 Power Sewing/Power Sewing (Production)

1380 Applied.Counication/Communications Media
1390 Broadcast Communications

. 1400 Journalism
1419spommunications and Report Writing

1420 Tfieatre

143G Theatre Arts/Drama-

1440 Film and Film Animation
1450 Photography

1460 Photography Technician

4.

1470 GraPhic Arts/Vtsual Arts
1480 Graphic Design (and upgrading)
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1490 Design & Design Research

1500Interior Design

1510 Music
1520 Music Teachers Program

1530 Wood .Crafting

1540 Printing Trades

1600 SERVICES RELATED

1610 Protective
1620-Law
1610 Crimin&ogy.
1640 Criminal Sustice/Crimlnology
1650 Justice Training.
1660 Forensic Wbrker .

1670'Correctional Officer
1680 Law Enforcement.
1690 Police Administration
1700 Firefighting
1710 Fire Science

4

1720 Court,RecoOer
1730 CoUrt Aejdorting/Court & Conference.Reporting

1740 Legal Assistant-
. 1750 Legal Stenography (and upgradirl

1760 Social Work & Related .
1770 Social Work

1780 Community Service Worker/Community & Family Aide/Family Care
WOiker

1790 Homemaker/Trained Homemaker
1800 Social Service Aide/Welfare Aide Program

1810 Child Care Worker/Child Care Aide
1820 Residential Child Care Program

1830 Home School Coordina4or Program
1840 Employment Counselling Aide
1850 Counselling Skills

Counselling/Counselling/Occupational1860 Vocational
Advisor

1870 Alcohol & Drug Addiction

1880 Personal
1890 Barbering

2000 Hairdressi
2010 Facials & Manicuring

d upgrading)

2020 Shoe Repairing

Information

1 75
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2030 Funeral Directing/Embalmidg

2040 Room Maid

2050 Dry Cleaning

2060 Food & Beverage Preparation
2070 Baking (and upgrading)

2080 Food Services Technician/Biol. Sci. Tech.
2090 Cooking/Cook Training (and upgrading)
2100 Cook (Restaurant, Short Order)
2110'Cook (Chinese Cuisine)
2120 Cook Helper

2130 Bartending
2140 Beverages, Alcoholic

2150 Waiter/Waitress Training

2160 Retail Meat Processing (Butchering/Meat-Cutting)
4

2170 Hospitality Industry
2180 Hotel, Motel, & Food SerVice ManagemenilHosp. & Tour Adminis-

tration

2190 Travel Marketing & Management

2200 Motel, Resort, Trailer ParlIIManagement

2210 Travel Counsellor

2220 Recreation
2230 Recreation & Wilderness Leadership/Recreation Leadership
2240 Outdoor Recreation management

;

2250 Equestrian Program

2260 Other

2270 Building Service Worker (Janitor)

2280 Multi-Unit Housing PropertAk§upervisor

2290 Floristry

2300 FARMING, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURAL & DAIRYING RELATED

2310 Agri-Business [Management/Biol. Sci. Tech.

2320 Agriculture (and Agricultural specialties)

2330 Beef Production

2340 Practical Horticulture
2350 Horticulture/Landscaping Technician
2360 Nurseryman Training

(
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2370 Milker Training
2380 Dairy Herdstep

2390 Nutrition/Aniinal Health Care

2400 Animal Husbandry

2410 Farrier Training (and upgrading)

2420 Horsemaster Certificate

2500 RENEWABLE RESOURCES RELATED

2510 Marine and Fisheries Skills/Marine Fishing Skills
2520 Network
2530 Fisherman (upgrading)

2540 Forest Resource Technology

2550 Forestry (option)
2560 Wildlife, WildlAhd & Recreation (option)
2570 LOgging
2580 Logging Basic (Interior)
2590 Log Loading & Shovel-Operator/Logging Equipment Operator

(upgraded) 2

2600 Triining for Setting Chokers/Logging Chokerman
2610 Log Scaling/Grading $

2620 Log Sorting & BoomingtSidewinder/Falling & Bucking
2630 Logbuilding Construction
2640 Lumber Grading
2650 Forest Products (Ubod/Pulp & Paper)
2660 Sawmill Training/Orientation
2670 Circular Sawfiler/Sawfiling
2680 Fitter & Benchman/Sawfitter

2700 MINING, QUARRYING, OIL, GAS & POLLUTION CONTROL RELATED

2710 Natural Gas & Petroleum Technology

2720 Mining Technology
2730 Mining Equipment Operator.
2740 Underground,Miner/Mining Underground
2750 Mining Open Pit
2760 Diamond,Drilling (and upgrading)
2770 Diamond Driller Helper '

2780 Coal Mining
2790 Prospectingi
2800 Mine Mechanics Training/Mining Industry'Occupations

.41

2810 Heavy Equipment Operator

2820 Chemical & Metallurgical Technology/Pollution Treatment

2830 Water & Waeltewater Treatment

2900 CONSTRUCTION, tUILDING/HOUSE RELATED

2910 Engineering (Aeplied Science)

2920 Architecture
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2930 Buillin4 Technolo4.

r,

9
12940 Construction'Industry/EstimftinT, Costing Supervision/.Materiar

'Handling

2950 Construction Management ,

2960 Carpentry
2970 Building Construction
2980 Construction Technioian
2990 Carpentry & Joinery
30000Berichwork & Jo ery

3010 Bricklaying

3020 Plumbing

3030 Plumbing i,Steamfitting

3040 Pipefi4r
#1050 Gasfitter
3060 Sprinkler Fitting

3070 Painting & Decorating

3080 Glazier
4

3090 Drywall Installer
3100 Dr(ywall Finisher

3110 Lathing
3120 Plastering ,-/ .

3130 Cladding'

3140 Floprcovering

3150,Insulation Heat & Frodt

.3160 Roofer/Roofing

3170 Carpet Laying

3180 Tilesetting

.3190 Constructi-cin Millwright'
.

cSS

.4W

S.

3200 Electricity/Eleptrician (and upgrading)

410 Mark.etable Skill; Programs

3300 ENGINEF4ING,,HEAVY CONSTRUCTION'REWE;
'

s

*,

e %

34.10 Engineering (Applied Science)
is #.1 ..

O #

3320 Civi'llo kructural Technology/Civil & Construction Technology
33130.Pre-Cast Moulder & Finisher
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3340 Surveying Technology
3350 Survey
3360 Photogrammetry

3370 Boat Building (Wood)

3380 Piledriver & Bridgeman

3390 Blasting Program,

3400 DRAFTIVG

3410 Architecture,

3420 Dnafting
3430 Architectural Drafting
3440 Architectu & Mechanical
.3450 Architec & Structural
3460 Civil unicipal Drafting
3470 Genera -Drafting.

3480 Map Drafting
3490 Mechanical Drafting
3500 Steel Design Detailer
'3510 Structural Drafting
3520 Computer Astisted Miinfcipal Drafting

3600 ELECTRIC/ELECTRONICS RELAtED.
S.

3610 Electrical/Electronics & Instrumentation Technology
.3620 Instrumentation (and upgrading)
3630 Telecommunfcations
3640 Electronfc/Electrical Security SyStems

3650 Electricity. & Industrial Electronics
3660.1.ineman

0- 3670 Tree Trimmers for Line Clearance

3680 Electronic/Electro-Mechanics
3690 Electrical Construction
3700 Electrical Industrial
3710 ElectricaloMotor Winding

-0 3720 Electronics, Marine (upgr.4ding)
;

3730 Electtonics; TV & Radio Technician
3746 Community Antenna Television
37j) ElectronicszTechnician (and upgra4in4 certificate program)

3800 METAL:TRADES RELATED a

O 3810 Metal Fabrication

38201iBoilermaker (Erection)

300 Ironworker

3840 Sheet Metal. Wbrk

4
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3850 Steel Fabrication
3860 Steel Trades (upgrading)
3870 Steel Shipbuilding

3880 Welding (and upgrading)
3890 Welding Pipeline

1

3900 Machinists & Related
3910 ?Ofichinist(and upgrading)

-3920\1achine Operator (upgrading)
3930 Machine Shop

3940 Millviright

3950 Other
AP3960 Foundry/Moulder

4000 MECHANICS RELATED (LIGHT & HEAVY EQUIPMENT)

1

4010 Engineer (Applied Science)

16
4020 Aircraft MaintnancE1& pair
4030 AircraEt Component(s) Mai tenance Training

4040 Automotive Body Repair
4050 Autoframe Straightelkng/Frame

dab Automotive Mechanical Repair

4070 Tire Repair & Servicing

4090 Appyiance Servicing/Repair
4090 Reefigeration

I -

4100 Furpace Installers & Related

Straightening 1/4 .

4110 Small Engine Repair (and upgrading)
4120 Inboard Outboard Engine Mechanics

4130 Radio & Television Repair

4140 Office Machine Mectanics/Repair

4 .,4150 Musical Indtrument Repair Technician

4160 Motor Cycle Repair
4170 Motor Cycle Mechanics'

4180 Locksmith.Training

4190.Partsman

4200 Heavy Duty Mechanics,

4210 Airbrake Certifir es
4220 Heavy Duty & Automot Specialists
4230 Heavy Duty y4eChanics-(F rm Mechanics) ,

4240 Farm Machinery Repair

or,

4 I
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4250 Heavy Equipment4Maintenance Technician Training
-Shovel Mechanics
- Earth Moving Equipment Mechanics
- D-9 (and larger) Mechanics
- Tran.Sport Mechanics

4260 Marine Engineer Repair & Maintenance

4270 Marine Engineering (and upgrading)

4280 Mechanical Technology
4.

4290 Powe Engineering (Stam Engineer) (and upgrading)

430G Power & PrpceSs Engineering
4310 Diesel Engine Mechanic
4320 Diesel Engineering
4330 Electric Generator Systems Mechanic
4340 Pipelinel+echanic
4350 Maintenance Mechanic (Pipeline Industry)
4360 Maintenance Mechanic

4370 Giheral Mechanics

4400 TRANSPORT EQUIhENT OPERATING

4410 Aviation

4420 Nautical Training (upgrading)
4430 Radar Observer
44,0 D khand

onversion
44.1 Ocean & Coast Navigation

. 447Q Master
4480 Watchkeeper Mate
4490 Traffic Control/Marine Traffic' controller

4500 Marino Emergency Duties (Firefighting)

4600 HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SERVICES

4610 ArChaeology
4620 Anthropolcigy
4630 Sociology

4640 Archi%ecture

4650 Asian Area SWies
4660 Canadian Stuaies.

4670Business Administration

4680 Classical Studies

4.690 Communications

4700 English
4710-Lingui:stics

rik

-1110. 4.
'.** a4
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4720
Modern Languages & Literature

4730 Criminology

4740 Economics
4750 Political Science
4760 History

4770 Envirohmental Studies

4780 Librarianship

4790 Law

4800 Music

4810 Social Work

4820 Ibpatre

4830 Philosophy

4840 Psychology

4850 Women's Studles

I.

'70

4900.NATURAL SCIENCES (BIOLOGICAL, pHYSICAL & LIFE SCIENCES)

4910 Applied Science (Engineerin;)

4920 A*ronomy

$
4930 Bacteriology

4940 Botony

4950 Biochemistry'

4960 Biology

4970 Computer Science '

'4986 Chemistry

'4 4990 Ecology

5000 Forestry

I.

5010 Geography

- 5020 Geology

. 5030 131,1-lysics

5040 Marine Sciirnces

5050 matliematiCs

0
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5060 Microbiology

5070 Oceanography
4

5080/ Physics

5090 Physical Eductation.

5100 Zoology

5200 RELIGION

5210 Religious Studies
.)

5300 BAS(C SKILLSWRIENTATION & RELATED

5310 Assessment & Orientatiod for Status Indians/Native Indian

Assessment.Program

.5320 College Prepapitory .

5330 Basic training for_ 11 Development
5340 Generic-Skill/Life Skills

.,.

5350 Lit acy

5360 Basic
1/4,

ob Readiness Training *
4

5370 Reading & Study Skills
5380 Occupational Orientation & Work Activity/Work Training

5390 Social'Orientation

i///

.acyo Employment Orientation f6r Women

,

0

410 Work Assessment
, 5420 WOmen's APprenticeshipmAigigigAlau Program

5430 English Language Training

.
i e

,.

5440 Vocational Oelentation for the Deaf/Hearing Impairgil

. 4450 Vocational Orientation for the ard of Hearing

A 5460 Assessment for the Handicapped,
.

61
lit. . II

5470-Adult Secondary School Completion Program
5480 General Education Development Testing-Program (GE.D.)

5490 Pie-Technical Training

5500 Met,c Systems

440P

4

a.
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3.7. g tat i On .type

ColuMn No.

49

a.
I'

Codes A - Tables & Chairs
B = Layout-tables (bigger than 30"x60")
C = Movable tablet arm chairs ,.

D = Fixed tablet arm chairs
E = Fixed chairs
F = Movable chairs
G = Draftingbles
H = Carrels
f = Laboratory Benches.(movable & fixed)

J = Desks (with 1 or 2 pedestals) & chafrs

K = Other

NOTE: N/A is not 'an input value. It is printed by the grogram where a

blank was inputed.

Possible Problems:

Mixed Station Types:

How Is a mixture oE station types in one classroom coded? For example', tal?les :and

chairs mixed with tablet arm chairs.
frt. .

,Take, by observation, the predominant station type and agply the appropriate code.-

\-

. r

1.1

tf

S.

"a.

T

*VP

yr,

,

Alt

111111.

4

'1k

t

.17 çS


